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ABSTRACT
This comparison of two urban public spaces in the city of La Paz, Baja California
Sur, examines the production of gendered space within an ethnohistorical context of
material and discursive practices related to socio-spatial order, cultural and biological
reproduction, and the construction of urban scale.
The focus of the study of these two “commons” is on the liminal spatiality of the
central plaza and the seaside promenade, the role of everyday life and consumption in the
production of these spaces, and the role of women in these successive spatial
transformations. In order to understand the relations and practices that produce these
commons, the various spatial transformations that have affected the southern Baja
California Peninsula are described and discussed. It is a place that has been constituted
and reconstituted within successive globalizing forces since at least the beginning of the
sixteenth century, up to and including contemporary international tourism. The city of La
Paz, its people, and its sense of itself as expressed in its public spaces have emerged from
these historical and cross-cultural processes.
By examining and comparing the Parque Velasco and the Malecón as the products
of both past and emerging patterns of spatial discourse in the negotiation, rehearsal and
affirmation of gender identities, the following specific questions are addressed: What is
the role women play in the cultural production and reproduction of these public spaces in
a borderland? How do the spaces differ--materially, discursively, and in usage? What or
whose purposes do they serve? How do they position peripheral agents within a
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hegemonic globalizing process? Finally, the study considers the question of what future
can be envisioned for La Paz and its commons as border spaces.
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1. DISCOVERING THE REBUS: METHOD AND DESIRE
Pienso a veces, ciudad, que voy
buscando
sin linterna tu ruta:
soy el ave que devora los vientos del
retorno
con hambre verdadera, hambre
infinita.
Trato de armar tu voz, tus
escondrijos,
salto puertas, sí, no: deshojo
margaritas;

City, I sometimes think I'm searching
through
your streets without a lantern:
I'm the bird that devours the returning winds
with infinite, insatiable hunger.
I arm your voice, your hideouts,
I trespass through doorways, or not; I strip
daisies;
I clean up identities, glances
that reveal your border mask;

desmancho identidades, cataduras
que descubren tu máscara frontera;

feverish navigator,
your name and your being keep me awake

navegante febril,
me desvelan tu escencia, tu apellido.

(Morales)
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In the city of La Paz, Baja California Sur, Mexico, there are two public spaces
that have been significant in the city’s own sense of its identity and history. These are the
central plaza, or “public garden,” which is called the Jardín Velasco, and the Malecón or
seaside promenade. The unique configurations of these spaces in this particular city
present an opportunity to examine and reflect on the following general questions:
•

What are the variations, opportunities, and constraints in the ways in which
people represent themselves and others when the built environment is used as
a mode of communication and as an instrument of domination or resistance?

•

What dynamics can be discerned in the ways this discourse both shapes and is
shaped by the identities of individuals and groups in action, especially when
issues of gender are emphasized?

•

How does this discourse construct and/or disrupt the cultural trajectories and
relationships of its many agents?

These are the ideas that prompted the study that follows. I wanted to examine the
production of gendered space within an ethnohistorical context of discourses and
practices related to socio-spatial order, cultural and biological reproduction, and the
construction of urban scale. This type of examination, it seemed to me, would be best
accomplished by looking at a specific city and its urban elements, especially its public
spaces, or commons. My study of these two commons, therefore, focuses on their liminal
spatiality, on the role of everyday life and consumption in the production of these spaces,
and on the role of women in these successive spatial transformations.
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I see city spaces as representations—a language or code consisting of cultural
artifacts that are products of a complex combination of natural, material, discursive, and
everyday practices. By examining and comparing the Jardín Velasco and the Malecón as
the products of both past and emerging patterns of spatial discourse in the negotiation,
rehearsal and affirmation of gender identities, I hope to answer the following specific
questions: What is the role women play in the social production and reproduction of these
public spaces in a borderland? How do the spaces differ--materially, discursively, and in
usage? What or whose purposes do they serve? How do they position peripheral agents
within a hegemonic globalizing process?

‘. . . With cities, it is as with dreams: everything imaginable can be
dreamed, but even the most unexpected dream is a rebus that conceals a desire
or, its reverse, a fear. Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and fears, even if
the thread of their discourse is secret, their rules are absurd, their perspectives
deceitful, and everything conceals something else. . . . ‘Cities also believe they
are the work of the mind or of chance, but neither the one nor the other suffices to
hold up their walls. You take delight not in a city’s seven or seventy wonders, but
in the answer it gives to a question of yours.’
‘Or the question it asks you, forcing you to answer, like Thebes through
the mouth of the Sphinx.’ (Calvino, Invisible Cities 44)
I first encountered the southern Baja California peninsula in the mid-1970s, when
I began to visit it for sportfishing vacations with my husband. We were inspired by a
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book which has been credited with bringing the Gulf of California, called the Sea of
Cortez, to the attention of North American tourists (Cannon). These vacations became
annual events. At that time, the only airport which could accommodate jet airliners was
the one in La Paz. From La Paz, international visitors going to the fishing camps or
resorts in the area known as the East Cape, or to the small towns of the southern cape,
San Jose del Cabo and Cabo San Lucas, had to switch to small propeller-driven planes
run by a local commuter air service, AeroCalifornia. Many visitors came in their own
small planes from the United States, and there were sandy landing strips all over the
southern peninsula, tended by local residents with short-wave radios. La Paz at that time
was a sharp contrast to its surroundings.

It seemed truly urban, and “had everything.” To the people of Baja California Sur,
including visitors, it was a fascinating, great city.
Everyone in the area knows the greatness of La Paz. You can get anything in the
world there, they say. It is a huge place—not of course so monstrous as Guaymas
or Mazatlán, but beautiful out of all comparison. The Indians paddle hundreds of
miles to be at La Paz on a feast day. It is a proud thing to have been born in La
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Paz, and a cloud of delight hangs over the distant city from the time when it was
the great pearl center of the world. The robes of the Spanish kings and the stoles
of bishops in Rome were stiff with the pearls from La Paz. There’s a magiccarpet sound to the name, anyway. And it is an old city, as cities in the West are
old, and very venerable in the eyes of Indians of the Gulf. Guaymas is busier,
they say, and Mazatlán gayer, perhaps, but La Paz is antigua (Steinbeck 84-5).
I continued to visit annually, with my family’s stays becoming longer in the mid1980s. We drove from Tucson with our young son, camping along the coast and
venturing out in an inflatable dinghy to explore and to fish, ending up in Cabo San Lucas,
“land’s end.” We made friends whom we saw every year in the little towns and ranchos
of Baja California Sur. La Paz was the cosmopolitan interlude in these journeys. We
stayed in a hotel. There were shops, theaters, a museum and a university. We could get
our vehicle repaired if needed. We had ice cream, pizza and margaritas, listened to
mariachi music, strolled along the Malecón. One late evening, walking alone along the
darkened edge of the Bay of La Paz, I mused on how free it felt to be able –a woman
alone on the street after dark—to do something that I would not even do in my own
neighborhood at home in the U.S.A. I wondered about the nearly miraculous nature of
this little city on the threshold between the sea and the desert, between the U.S. and
Mexico, between the global and the local, the hyper-developed world and a fastdisappearing modernist elegance. How had it come to be this way? Where was it going?
What dreams was it based on?
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In choosing a method for my research on the city of La Paz, I realized that rather
than a single intent, I had two purposes. I wanted both to discover something about La
Paz, and to present my findings to others in such a way that the indescribable qualities of
this city would be illuminated and preserved. I was attracted to the methods of Walter
Benjamin because, like him, I was concerned
with space, with discontinuities, with moments—fleeting or eternal. His was a
topographical imagination, passionately embracing thingness, seeing, hearing and
feeling only buildings, fences, doorknobs, vistas, monuments, signboards, street
names, all of which he allotted ‘a brief, shadowy existence’ (Merrifield 49-50).
This led me to the following four methodological considerations:
1) To find out about La Paz, I did basic historical and ethnohistorical research on
the Baja California peninsula in libraries, archives and electronic sources (Beers; Barnes,
Naylor and Polzer). I was looking specifically for sources that dealt with or were
examples of representation, in both words and images, that framed the landscape and
environment in feminine terms (Blunt and Rose; Rabasa; Pratt), or in relation to women;
information that would give me insight into the understanding by Sudcalifornianas of
their own identity (Castorena Davis, Sudcalifornia: El Rostro de una Identidad; Jordán;
La Paz: Reseña Histórica, ; Cardoza López; Cárdenas); and information that would help
me understand where and how borders were drawn throughout history in Baja California.
(Blunt and Rose; Rabasa; Castorena Davis, Sudcalifornia: El Rostro de una Identidad;
Alvarez-Cienfuegos Fidalgo; Pratt; Torre Iglesias). I also looked for changes in female
status and role as various cultural discourses became hegemonic in Baja California and
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for female enterprises and activities in the peninsula’s early history--convents, hospitals,
schools, ranching, mining, fishing, and other contributions to the early economy and to
society (Trejo Barajas). Information relating to the creation of La Paz as “city” and
“capital” in the early nineteenth century was also a focus of my bibliographic research
(La Paz: Reseña Histórica).
2) I did documentary research in La Paz at the historical archive--Archivo
Histórico Pablo L. Martínez de Baja California Sur; as well as monitoring the website of
the city of La Paz (¡Viva! La Paz.Com); and reading the local newspapers: El
Sudcaliforniano (daily), El Periódico (bi-weekly), and El Peninsular (weekly), and the
English language Gringo Gazette (fortnightly). I looked for information on practices and
social patterns involving women that was related to everyday life, economic activity, land
tenure and urban development, as well as searching in general for emblems and images
that signified La Paz to its inhabitants. Some of the images presented in this study are the
result of this research.
3) Since so much of understanding what it means to be a city dweller requires
actually living in the city, I spent a total of two months resident in La Paz doing
ethnographic fieldwork focusing on women in the city. To avoid distortion due to
seasonal differences, these stays took place in two periods, August-September 2003, and
November 2004.
Late summer in La Paz is the tourist off-season, because of weather conditions.
Fernando Jordán’s treatment of La Paz begins with a memorable description of the
stultifying atmosphere and appearance of its summer days (Jordán 349-50). Temperatures
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and humidity are extremely high and there is a possibility of hurricanes. In fact, during
my stay in September 2003, two hurricanes, “Ignacio” and “Marty,” made direct landfall
at La Paz. In November, the high tourist season is just beginning, the weather is balmy
and pleasant, and every four years the Baja 1000 off-road auto race concludes in La Paz
after starting in Ensenada, in northern Baja California. 2004 was one of those years. The
“Baja Mil” is a wildly popular event for locals as well as for North Americans ("Dust to
Glory").

My field research consisted of participant observation and open, unstructured
interviews with local groups and individuals in La Paz to observe and record their
understandings and uses of city spaces, specifically the Jardín Velasco and the Malecón.
It was an empirical observation and study of a sampling of Paceños’ urban images and
uses of public space. I documented my observations in several notebooks in three
categories: field notes, sketches, and reflexive, subjective observations. I also recorded
through photography. Following the regulations for Human Subjects Protection, this
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project, which was “exempt” from requiring subjects’ signatures, did not do any video or
audio recording, or photographing of recognizable individuals. All interviews were
anonymous. I interviewed a total of twenty-six informants, of whom eleven were female.
In addition to recording my observations in field notes and photographs, I
compiled a random sampling of data on activities, behavior, and gender of people in the
Jardín Velasco and on the Malecón. Samples of the data forms I used for this collection
can be found in the Appendices.
4) When I went to La Paz to live and study other people’s identities and
representations, I realized that I myself had to deal with issues of who I was and how I
would present myself, not only while there but also after I returned “home” to report my
findings. In La Paz, a North American, or gringa, is inescapably “other,’ an outsider no
matter how much she tries to blend in or how well she might speak the local language.
The social purposes of “the stranger” have been noted by the sociologist Georg Simmel
(cited in Ferme 105-6). The ambiguities and tensions generated by such a personage,
especially within the demands of an economy based on hospitality, have been explored
by Jacques Derrida (Derrida).
I realized the revolutionary impact of fieldwork on the investigator herself. As
Walter Benjamin observed, “The instant one arrives, the childhood stage begins, when . .
. even walking has to be relearned (Buck-Morss 265). I detected myself contemplating
the “deep” purposes and conflicts of ethnographical observation as described by Clifford
Geertz (Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures), and their implications for this particular
study. I also found myself wondering about how I could present my findings in a way
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that was both fair and faithful to the perceptions of Paceños and to myself, and would
fulfill the goals of critical cultural practice, according to Stuart Hall: “not to generate
another good theory, but to give a better theorized account of concrete historical reality”
(Henderson 20). The work and thought of Benjamin (Benjamin, The Arcades Project;
Benjamin, "One-Way Street (Selection)"; Buck-Morss; Gilloch; Williams) suggested an
approach. Thus, I attempted to assume the persona of a flâneur (in Spanish, azotacalles).
In presenting my work, I determined to use the technique of montage (Featherstone;
Williams; Buck-Morss 67-8).
Most of what I learned about urban spatial production in La Paz became real and
comprehensible to me from my azotacalleando, my walking the streets, my flânerie.
“The street can be gazed at, walked through and appropriated time and again in
representations of the city”(Keith 297). Azotacalleando also heightened the multiple
imbrications and contradictions of my own position and the position of La Paz, a latenineteenth century city both yearning and fearful of being thrust into the contested spaces
of global capitalism. “In the flâneur, the intelligentsia sets foot in the marketplace—
ostensibly to look around, but in truth to find a buyer” (Benjamin, The Arcades Project
10). Walking the streets, to Benjamin, was a method of apprehension that encompassed
histories, commodities and origins, and was newly available to women as well as to men
(Merrifield 64; Featherstone 915; Nesci). To Michel de Certeau, furthermore, the
rhetoric and performativity of walking in the city actualizes as well as observes the
spaces through which the walker moves (Certeau 98; B. Morris). Both Benjamin and
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Certeau recognized the reality of walking as a mode of resistance and a “tactic” for
undermining hegemonic narratives of space (Certeau 36-9).
To master his narrative, the flâneur must take into account the 'tales' of fellowflâneurs and competitors, a conceptual and spatio-temporal impossibility which
spells doom for all master-narratives and paradigmatic discourses. Walter
Benjamin may have met a gruesome end while fleeing the onslaught of fascism in
Europe, but by this intuitive insight into the futility of all foundational projects, he
has exacted a supreme revenge on his totalitarian tormentors (Williams 821).

My being in La Paz, thus, was itself a method in itself and I was then faced with
the problem of how to translate the experience into a presentation of findings. Benjamin
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came to my rescue again with an answer in his concept of montage, a method of
presenting concrete, “dialectical” images in a non-linear logic that would afford a
“profane illumination” to the viewer.
Where thought comes to a standstill in a constellation saturated with tensions,
there appears the dialectical image. It is the caesura in the movement of thought.
Its position, of course, is in no way arbitrary. In a word, it is to be sought at the
point where the tension between the dialectical oppositions is the greatest. The
dialectical image [. . .] is identical to the historical object; it justifies blasting the
latter out of the continuum of history’s course (Buck-Morss 219; Benjamin, The
Arcades Project).
Manipulating the gap between sign and referent, either to interrogate or to
deceive, is what makes the use of concrete images salient. Benjamin wished to make the
gap visible and utilize it to highlight philosophico-historical constellations or
“phantasmagoria.” He wanted montage to be constructive, to enable the viewer to
assemble micro-segments into a macro-whole, like a kaleidoscope or Chinese puzzle
(Buck-Morss 74).
Within the body of this document, at points in the text that illustrate my
perceptions, the reader will find images that are inserted to illuminate the reality of
spatial production in the liminal urban space of La Paz, Mexico, as seen through the eyes
and feet of a postmodern flâneuse. The method is hardly systematic or “scientific,” but, I
hope, dialectical. As Benjamin recommended, no titles or captions are used with the
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images, in order to interrupt the context into which they are inserted, and to “cite without
citation marks” (Buck-Morss 67).

La Paz is almost improbably a city, with a strong identity as a city, situated far
from any other metropolitan location in a region renowned for its wild isolation and
stunning natural grandeur. As Graham Mackintosh, an Englishman who in 1983 walked
three thousand miles around the coastline of Baja California, described it:
The Baja, as the Americans call it, was like nowhere I had ever seen
before. I couldn’t believe that such a desolate, unspoilt wilderness of mountain
and cactus could exist so close to the urban wonderland of Southern California. It
well deserved the epithet of ‘the Forgotten Peninsula’ attached to it by the essayist
and naturalist Joseph Wood Krutch (Mackintosh 3; Krutch).
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La Paz is the capital of the Mexican state of Baja California Sur (B.C.S.), which
comprises the southern half of the peninsula of Baja California, below the 28th parallel
north. Its better-known neighboring state to the north, which borders the United States, is
simply “Baja California,” although it is sometimes designated “Norte” to distinguish it
from B.C.S. In 2000 B.C.S. had a population of 196,907 (J. Berger), a figure that
represents a growth of 87% over the previous twenty years (see Castorena Davis,
Palabras e Imágenes 94). The population in 2003 was estimated to be approximately
235,000 (Tang 18, interview with INEGI worker). Much of the city’s astonishing growth
has been fueled by an immense increase in tourism, especially from the United States,
and especially in the area known as “Los Cabos,” in the southernmost part of B.C.S., at
the tip of the Baja California peninsula.
Baja California, or “Baja” as it is popularly but improperly called in the United
States (B. Berger; Trasviña Taylor 36-37), is justly famous for the dramatic beauty of its
natural landscape, which brings together desert, mountains, and sea. It is part of the arid
region west of the Continental Divide that includes the states of California and Arizona in
the United States. As a narrow peninsula over 800 miles long, it has a very high ratio of
coastline to landmass, with the Pacific Ocean on the west and the Gulf of California--also
known informally as the Sea of Cortez (Steinbeck 1)--on the east. There are about 1900
miles of coastline (Patchen and Patchen 5) and over thirty islands (Miller and Baxter 178)
near the shores of Baja California, some of which are in or near the Bahia de La Paz on
the southeast coast. The narrowest point on the peninsula, just northwest of La Paz, is
only about twenty five miles across. Annual rainfall varies somewhat, but the average is
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between two and ten inches (Miller and Baxter 9). In spite of the presence of a store of
fossil water beneath the peninsula (Miller and Baxter 83, 105), there are few sources of
surface water and only one perennial river. There are several dramatic ranges of
mountains running down the entire spine of the peninsula, one reaching over 10,000 feet
(Miller and Baxter 11). Baja California’s geographic separation from the mainland has
resulted in a unique botanical and zoological diversity as well (Krutch 5).
Because of its isolation and harsh landscape, the peninsula, especially the
southern portion, remained one of the areas of Mexico least settled by Europeans,
although there was a considerable population of successive indigenous peoples dating
from the Paleo period, about eighteen thousand years ago (Rosales-López and Fujita 3335). The image of Baja California as wild and empty, in truth, is an entirely European
one which dates from the earliest written descriptions of this region (Krutch 7). In spite of
its discovery fairly early in the history of Spanish exploration of the Americas, it
remained sparsely populated and underdeveloped until well into the twentieth century.
Ironically, it was this isolation and the beauty of the natural landscape that began to
attract adventurers, sportsmen and investors from the north after World War II. B.C.S.
remains one of the least densely populated states of Mexico, with La Paz its largest
municipio (roughly equivalent to the American “county”) out of five.
La Paz officially reckons the beginning of its history from 1535, when Hernán
Cortés led an expedition into the bay, following its discovery in 1533 by Fortún Jiménez.
That attempt at settlement failed, however, and the port itself was not recognized and
named La Paz, by the Spanish explorer Sebastián Vizcaíno, until 1596. Points on the
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southern coast of the peninsula were used by European ships throughout the colonial
period as places to anchor for repairs, fresh water, and other needed supplies. In the late
sixteenth century, the territory of western Mexico including the Californias was assigned
to the religious order, the Society of Jesus, for missionary activity. The Jesuits saw the
isolated peninsula as an opportunity for implementing the order’s utopian scheme of a
network of entirely self-supporting indigenous communities, and the first missionaries
arrived in B.C.S. in the late 1600s. The first successful European settlement, however,
was established in Loreto in 1716. The mission at La Paz was established in 1720, but
was abandoned shortly before the Jesuits themselves were expelled from Spain and all its
territories in 1767. Spanish interest in Baja California in the late colonial period was
focused on mineral wealth, and a gold and silver mining operation and settlement was
established in the mountains of the southern region at Santa Ana, San Antonio, and El
Triunfo in 1749 (Trejo Barajas 109-15).
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Pearl fishing was also pursued in the Cape region during this period (Trejo
Barajas 103-09). In 1804, the peninsula was separated into two provinces, each with its
own governor. Loreto was the place of residence of the southern governor. It was not
until after Mexican independence was achieved in 1821 that an organized effort to settle
the area around the Bahía de La Paz began again. In 1830, La Paz superceded Loreto as
the capital of the Californias, which at that time extended up the Pacific coast to what is
now the U.S. state of Oregon. La Paz was invaded and occupied in 1847 by U.S. troops,
and the territory of “Alta California” was lost by Mexico to the United States at the end
of the Mexican American War in 1848. La Paz and Baja California, however, remained
Mexican except for a brief period when it was taken over by the American adventurer or
filibustero, William Walker, in 1853. Mexico 1, or the Transpeninsular Highway linking
the border with La Paz and the Cape, was finally completed in 1972. The Territory of
Baja California Sur became a State of Mexico in 1975. In 1981, the municipio of Los
Cabos, which includes the resort towns of San Jose del Cabo and Cabo San Lucas, was
separated from the municipio of La Paz. Since the mid-1970s, especially with the
financial support of the Mexican national government, Los Cabos has experienced
burgeoning growth and development, far outstripping La Paz, especially in luxury
accommodations (Brenner 5, 8-9, Figs. 2, 3).
La Paz is a place that has been constituted and reconstituted within successive
globalizing forces since at least the beginning of the sixteenth century, up to and
including contemporary international tourism. The city of La Paz, its people, and its
sense of itself as expressed in its public spaces have emerged from these historical and
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cross-cultural processes. What have been its models and how has La Paz employed the
discourses that formed it?
The methods I used to fulfill the double purpose of this study included:
1) the investigation of the specific situation I am examining, which is the city of
La Paz, Mexico, using the theoretical approaches I have chosen; and,
2) the (re)presentation of my findings in this particular document.
In explaining this methodology and my reasons for using it in a study of space as
a cultural artifact, I emphasize the use of images and non-verbal symbols (J. Berger). I
also rely upon two methodological approaches that are suggested by the work of the
twentieth century European philosopher Walter Benjamin (Benjamin, The Arcades
Project)—the flaneur as participant-observer, and montage as a method of presentation.
Based on my own field experience, I also touch upon the issues of liminality present in
this methodology, especially the “deep” purposes and conflicts of ethnographical
observation (Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures).

Images and impressions

documented by me during my field experiences in La Paz are presented and arranged
throughout the text of the entire document to serve as “dialectical images” and to
“illuminate” (Gilloch) the ideas presented in each of the chapters.

I begin my study of La Paz in Chapter Two with a general examination of the
notion of the city as text or artifact (Gelley, "City Texts: Representation, Semiology,
Urbanism"). I review the interdisciplinary theoretical trajectory of urban analysis to
situate this approach in its intellectual context. I examine some explanations of what
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underlies the production of meaning in a system of representation and the way that these
explanations apply to the concept of space, the built environment, and the city. I apply
these concepts to the cultural and historical context of cities in Latin America in general,
and to their particular manifestation in La Paz.
I analyze the spatialization of culture in La Paz in terms of its social production.
In order to understand the factors that produced the public spaces in this city, I describe
and discuss the physical constraints of its site as well as several important concepts and
traditions. Among the ideological factors I discuss is a comparison of the ideas of
contrast between city and nature, which have slightly different trajectories in
Anglocentric and Hispanic cultures. Next, I examine the tradition of the plaza in Spanish
America (Low, On the Plaza), and the ways that La Paz fits or departs from this tradition.
The idea of remoteness, which is a unique characteristic of the spatial and social identity
of Baja California Sur (Jordán), is examined. Then, I review the history of the various
spatial transformations that have affected the southern Baja California Peninsula. I
describe and interpret the development and production of the Malecón and Jardín Velasco
and their relation to other urban spaces.
In the third chapter, I review and elaborate the application of these general
theories of the cultural production of space to the ways that identity, gender and the body
intersect in this process. I review theories of the manner in which social or collective
memory are involved in the production of identity and of space. In addition, I bear in
mind ideas about the role of everyday life (Certeau; Bonner; Bourdieu, Outline of a
Theory of Practice) and patterns of consumption, including the touristic consumption of
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space (Urry), in the process of spatial production, relations, and transformations. I focus
on consumption and everyday practice as a mode of resistance to hegemonic spatial
practice, representations of space, and representational spaces (Lefebvre 38-39). I
describe the social construction of space in La Paz, especially in terms of the ways that
the everyday use by ordinary people, especially women, of the Jardín Velasco and the
Malecón subverts or “poaches” upon spaces created by more powerful social elements. I
also consider questions of local vs. global identity and the ways in which gender affects
the use of these commons. The tension and conflicts that exist between the social
production and social construction of public spaces are examined, as well as the ways
that this dialectic is conducted and resolved.
As part of this discussion, I review and examine the notion of liminality (Turner,
The Forest of Symbols: Aspects of Ndembu Ritual; Gennep), especially the ways it has
been applied to space and architecture. Chapter Four is dedicated to these concepts of the
creation of difference and of liminality, and the ways that liminal conditions exhibit
themselves in space and in the built environment of La Paz, which I consider a
borderland, or “nepantla”(Mignolo), where “border thinking” emerges in dialogue with
hegemonic discourses. One of the most emblematic of these urban spaces is the Malecón,
where La Paz’s annual Carnaval takes place.
Finally, in Chapter Five, I discuss my montage of dialectical images and
summarize my observations about the commons of La Paz. I present some tentative
predictions about the future of La Paz as a city in a global economy, and the social and
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cultural effects that current and future spatial transformations might have, especially on
women.
If city spaces are representations—parts of a language or code consisting of
cultural artifacts that are products of a complex combination of natural, material,
discursive, and everyday practices--I hope that by examining and comparing the Jardín
Velasco and the Malecón as the products of both past and emerging patterns of spatial
discourse, to answer the following specific questions:
•

How do the spaces differ, materially and discursively?

•

What or whose purposes do they serve?

•

What is the role women and other marginalized groups play in the social
production and reproduction of these public spaces in a borderland?

•

How do they position peripheral agents within a hegemonic globalizing
process?
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2. SIGNS AND THE CITY: LA PAZ AND THE PRODUCTION OF SPACE
Your gaze scans the streets as if they were written pages: the city says everything
you must think, makes you repeat her discourse, and while you believe you are
visiting Tamara you are only recording the names with which she defines herself
and all her parts (Calvino, Invisible Cities 14).
Is the city an artifact produced and reproduced by culture? The built environment
and urban form are created by humans, so the answer would obviously seem to be yes.
Lorella Castorena Davis, who has studied the history and formation of the city of La Paz,
says:
The city is a setting in which language, dreams, and images live together. . . . La
Paz is a city where the landscape dominates: mountains, valleys, desert and sea.
These features command attention because of their beauty and mark the memories
and associations of those who live here and those who visit. . . . The
representations which are born from the city affect and guide its social use and
modify the conception of space; . . . a city is created by its expressions and . . . in
it an urban mentality is constructed1 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes viii).
Much attention over the years has been put into understanding and defining
precisely what a city is, whether physical space or social formation (Kostof, The City
Assembled 7). Because cities comprise both physical form and social process, the
pendulum of thought has swung between the scientific and aesthetic approaches, with the
objectivist perspective dominating since the end of the nineteenth century. This has been
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changing, but there is still a residual tendency to try to understand cities in a rationalist
way. As James Howard Kunstler sees it, “city-making is an art rather than a product of
statistical analysis or social service casework” (Kunstler ix), and yet he calls cities
“human ecologies” (Kunstler xii). My argument will emphasize approaching the city as
cultural artifact and as “text,” but in the expanded meaning of that word as exercised in
the field of cultural studies.
Attention to theorizing the city and space in general became a focus of discussion
among cultural geographers in the early 1990s. Much of this discussion was in response
to Edward Soja’s Marxian analysis of spatialization in the city of Los Angeles (Soja).
The volume, Place/Culture/Representation (Duncan and Ley,
Place/Culture/Representation), published in1993, was another early product of the
application of critical social theory to the geographic enterprise. As Duncan and Ley
point out in their introduction,
The task of scholars is to represent the world to others in speech and print.
Yet until recently representation has not been widely problematized either
within geography or within Anglo-American social science more broadly.
Perhaps because it is so central to our whole enterprise, the question of
how we should represent the world has usually been taken for granted.
This fundamental level of agreement concerns the issue of mimesis, the
belief that we should strive to produce as accurate a reflection of the world
as possible. Within this broad area of consensus, debate has swirled
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around the issue of how best to achieve an accurate copy of reality in our
writings (Duncan and Ley, "Representing the Place of Culture" 2).

The “new cultural geographers” in this volume, therefore, in attempts to find alternative
ways of representing space and spatialization in society, use theoretical approaches based
on a Foucauldian critique of surveillance, as well as social theory derived from literary
criticism, feminism, Marxian humanism, and post-structural anthropology to formulate
hermeneutic, or interpretive, rather than mimetic theories of geography’s project (Duncan
and Ley, "Representing the Place of Culture" 3). One of their contributors, Derek
Gregory, later published a influential historical critique of Anglo-American geographical
representation (Gregory).
Setha M. Low, following this trend in her analysis of the plaza in Latin America,
distinguishes between “the social production of space” and “the social construction of
space” as “two complementary perspectives . . . for understanding how public space in
urban society becomes meaningful reality. “Social production” is used to describe “all
those factors—social, economic, ideological, and technological—that result, or seek to
result, in the physical creation of the material setting.” “Social construction,” on the
other hand, is used for “the phenomenological and symbolic experience of space as
mediated by social processes such as exchange, conflict, and control” (Low, On the Plaza
127-28). Her analysis also touches upon the slightly divergent trajectory of urban
theorization in Latin America, which I discuss in more detail below.
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Culture, society, identity, meaning, language: these are the fundamental themes
that emerge when we consider the city as an artifact. A brief exploration of the first
concept involved—culture—is in order. Clifford Geertz summarizes and discusses a few
of the diverse meanings given to culture in his essay, “Thick Description: Toward an
Interpretive Theory of Culture.” Because of its “utility,” he settles on a concept of
culture which is “essentially a semiotic one”:
Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of
significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis
of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an
interpretive one in search of meaning (Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures 5).
The anthropological idea of culture as the construction and exchange of meaning
has been used to support a belief in the exceptionalism of the human species, which, it
could be argued, also gives rise to the narrower “Arnoldian” definition of culture as high
art. Whether or not culture as the construction and communication of shared meaning is
unique to humans, the object/subject of cultural studies is human culture in this
anthropological sense.
Cultural studies as a disciplined approach to culture deepens this anthropological
technique of interpretation with a belief in the function of social power relations as
instrumental in the construction of the webs of meaning that comprise culture. If, as
Victor Turner asserts, human beings live in a forest of symbols, the forest is actually a
plantation that is constantly being cultivated, weeded and pruned. The roads through the
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forest are carefully laid out and signposts are deliberately placed. Bogs are assiduously
avoided, and piles of decaying matter are raked out of sight. The particular significance
of any webs of meaning in cultural artifacts, including the city and its spaces, can and
should be deconstructed, resisted and even altered to change power relations and to
increase justice and equity in society. This is done by creating even more webs of
meaning. Cultural studies as a field of investigation and reflection is particularly
positioned to understand and affect these dialectical processes. How, by whom, and for
what purpose meaning is produced and constructed is the matter of cultural studies.
Alberto Moreiras has recently stated that cultural studies “embodied an affective calculus
whose axiomatics consists [sic] of giving word to the subaltern and whose teleology
posits the will to achieve a hegemonic modification in the representational apparatus—it
is a form of counterhegemonic articulation” (quoted in (James 292) .
To Stuart Hall, representation, or the construction of meaning through shared
symbolism, is central to culture, but it is only one of several “moments” in the “circuit of
culture.” The others are identity, regulation, production, and consumption (S. Hall 1).
Meaning is present in all the moments of the cultural circuit. According to Hall,
language is the privileged medium through which shared meanings are constructed, and
all representations in a society are based in some way upon iconic or indexical language
as the creator of shared meaning. Benedict Anderson (Anderson) discusses the ways
language-based representation is used to produce identity, a “moment” in Stuart Hall’s
circuit of culture, and how identity in turn re-produces itself. Maurice Halbwachs
(Halbswach), also, sees language and narrative as the basis for the continuity of social
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memory, which is to him the major ingredient of identity. This view of the importance of
collective memory, its relation to identity, and its significance in the formation and use of
urban spaces, especially in Latin America, is noted by Anton Rosenthal:
If approached from the perspective of contested space, the urban milieu offers an
intriguing site for the historian interested in exploring changing relations of power, class
conflict, opposing visions of the future, breakdowns of social order, gendered spaces,
health and disease, visual culture, spectacle and symbolic codes, and ultimately, the
creation of community (Rosenthal 34).
A prime example of the manipulation of collective memory—in this case, an
actual set of sacred texts interpreted in a particular way—in the production of urban
space, is presented in James Duncan’s study of Kandy (Duncan). M. Christine Boyer
explores even more deeply and broadly “the creation of meaningful and imaginative
public spaces”(Boyer 7) and the role the complex mechanism of “collective memory”
plays in the creation and reading of “the cityscape as text”(Boyer 19). She also warns us
that
representations always mediate between the spectator’s perception of reality and
what might be reality: they are supplements or substitutes standing in for the
‘real,’ never establishing a perfect fit nor a mimetic relationship. To regain
oppositional awareness in the contemporary city—an awareness sustained by a
critical sense of history—we need to study the generative forces influencing their
representational forms (Boyer 6-7).
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Since the 1970s there has been a broadly interdisciplinary sub-field of
anthropology which focuses on urban studies, most closely identified with Anthony
Leeds. Roger Sanjek, summarizing this field in the 1980s, observes that “Never
contrasted with a ‘rural anthropology,’ urban anthropology in 1980 was arguably the
narrowest and theoretically least influential of all this brood [including “ecological,
economic, applied, political legal, medical, educational, psychological, cognitive,
symbolic, and aesthetic” anthropology, among others] (Sanjek 151). During the next
decade, anthropological interest in the city expanded both theoretically and empirically.
Setha M. Low (Low, "Theorizing the City" 2-4) provides a recent historical
overview of the literature of urban anthropology and urban theoretical approaches that
she begins in the 1920s with the Chicago School and the “urban ecology” perspective
which is very strongly based in sociology. This approach was an outgrowth and
evolution of the “new profession of city planning” which began in the 1890s in a “spirit
of reform” to mitigate the problems and abuses seen in the American cities of the time
(Scott 1-2). The foundational assumption of this positivist attitude, which was called
“progressive” at the turn of the nineteenth century and “modernist” during the twentieth,
was that urban conditions could be improved through “rational” planning by trained
professionals. From the beginning of the twentieth century, empirical studies of the city
were dominated by positivist theory and practices. Beginning in the 1950s, sociology
strengthened its contribution to urban theory with a series of studies that considered the
city as a grouping of “communities” surveyed by means of network analysis. In the
1960s and 70s, planning for new cities in Latin America such as Brasilia and Ciudad
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Guyana, Venezuela, set in motion critiques that identified conflicts between the
investment of foreign capital and the desire for a agreeable urban environment on the part
of the city’s residents, most of whom were not of the same culture and social class as the
planners. “The social organizational paradigm that dominated earlier studies was
superseded by a political economy paradigm, [which theorized] the city by examining the
social effects of industrial capitalism and deconstructing the confusion of urbanism with
inequality and alienation” (Low, "Theorizing the City" 4). This approach was actually
part of the long and sometimes conflicted relationship of Marxism and urbanism
(Merrifield 1), dating back to the works of Frederick Engels and Karl Marx himself.
Marxian analyses of the city, while they are extremely varied, are all grounded in
economics and power and class relations.
Marx’s fundamental tenet that all human social behavior and outcomes are
governed by immutable and inescapable economic laws becomes problematic when it
encounters questions of agency, subjectivity and everyday life. Criticism of this
determinism or “historical materialism” is the basis of much of the work of the
sociologist Anthony Giddens (Giddens). Marxism regards the city with mixed feelings.
While the city is the product and site of reprehensible capitalist processes, it is also the
site and product of organization and communal action. This potential for counterhegemonic resistance is recognized and analyzed by many Marxist theorists such as
Antonio Gramsci, Henri Lefebvre, and David Harvey. Other Marxist theorists on space
and the city include Manuel Castells, Guy Debord, Marshall Berman, and Pierre
Bourdieu. Walter Benjamin’s brilliant insights about this urban potential will be
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discussed further in Chapters 3 and 4. It must be observed, also, that Benjamin just plain
loved cities and found immense inspiration and hope in them, at the same time as
condemning their evils (Merrifield 53).
The problematic between macro- and micro-processes is particularly acute when
space and place are contrasted and examined. Cities are places, or spaces that have not
only been produced but also constructed, in the senses distinguished above. They are
imbued with countless layers of individual as well as social symbolic meaning; they are
the products of both local and global forces (Bonner). The form this problematic takes is
particularly cogent in Mexico (Vergara Figueroa 5) and in La Paz, as I will discuss
further below and in Chapter 5.
Kevin Lynch revolutionized positivist urban planning in the United States in the
1960s by reminding planners that the perception of the city by its inhabitants was of
crucial importance. He pointed out that the city is “a series of public images, each held
by some significant number of citizens. Such group images are necessary if an individual
is to operate successfully within his environment and to cooperate with his fellows”
(Lynch 46). A powerful example of the collective emotional meaning of a city’s image is
evident in the reaction of New Yorkers to the restoration of their city’s skyline at the site
of the World Trade Center disaster (Goldberger). In his last book, Lynch proposed a
typology of urban form that is based on a society’s self-perception or understanding of
what “normative model” it is following in the physical organization of its city. Kostof
finds this organizing scheme rewarding in that it provides “some basic metaphors for the
city [which] supply both the language of discourse and the rationale for physical
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interventions” (Kostof, The City Shaped 15-16). Thus, the city as “a machine for living”
(using the positivist description coined by Le Corbusier) and the city as a text to be
written and read are merged.
Another intervention into urban analysis emphasizing ideological contexts and
linking urban analysis with anthropology was proposed by the architectural historian,
Joseph Rykwert (Rykwert). Following the late nineteenth century scholar, Numa Denis
Fustel de Coulanges (Fustel de Coulanges), Rykwert reaffirmed and documented the
importance of religious belief to the creation of ancient Greek and Roman cities.
As I have mentioned, the influence of the “scientific” or primarily quantitative
approach is still very strong, but has been significantly challenged since the early 1990s
by the approach advocated by Rykwert discussed above. Jane Jacobs is one of the most
important proponents of this approach to what she calls “representational cities” (Jacobs),
where what is studied is “the anthropology of the city, rather than in the city” (Low,
"Theorizing the City" 2). Low adopts the representational method in her essay by
organizing her overview into categories she calls “metaphors and images” based on
“imagining the city” (Low, "Theorizing the City" 5).
I believe the increased use of the representational method illustrates my argument
that everyday understanding of a city requires an a priori assumption or cognitive map
that is actually a representation, a cultural construction that owes more to imagination,
“wish-images,” or “dreams” than to physical fact. This construction is strengthened
immeasurably by individual experiences, agency, and everyday life. Physical
environment and natural setting are, of course, fundamental elements of the
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representation that is fashioned by people to explain their sense of themselves in the place
they, and others, inhabit. Physical and topographic features, while they may act as
constraints on representational possibilities, serve mainly as ingredients in the identity
fashioned by the people who inhabit the setting. “In the realm of representations,
geographical regions are not so much physically distinct entities as discursively
constructed settings that signal particular social modalities” (Feld and Basso 5).
Privileged status in speaking for places like cities is often claimed by and granted to those
who plan and build them, but this has been challenged in the past decade or so by critical
urban theorists who resist the essentializing tendencies of “the ideology of technocracy”
(Gelley, "City Texts: Representation, Semiology, Urbanism" 11-12).
Of significance, geographical representations as rhetoric involve metonymy as
well as metaphor, but these two devices often overlap and are confused. While metaphor
uses something to stand in for something else which it resembles, metonymy uses an
attribute or feature to stand in for that of which it is a part.
The material world . . . participates in social processes through its dense,
polysemic meanings. Objects and places are indeed related
metonymically with social actors, groups, or events. Looking specifically
at the configuration of metonymical relations requires moving between
different analytical scales, between large and small, part and whole (Ferme
121).
The production and consumption of this layered polysemy and its implications in the
gendering of spaces will be discussed more closely in Chapters 3 and 4.
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The privileged position of authoritative voices in the manipulation of metaphors
and metonymy is commented upon by Akhil Gupta, James Ferguson, and Margaret C.
Rodman, who also warns against the uncritical assumption of “bounded” models of
culture and place (Gupta and Ferguson; Rodman). It is crucial to remember that there is a
multitude of voices, times, and places involved in construction of a city as representation.
Illustrative of this fact is the considerable overlap in Low’s chronological grouping of
approaches to urban analysis. Four of her twelve “metaphors and images” categories
focus on social relations (as in earlier community studies), three on economic processes
(as in Marxist analyses), three consider aesthetic approaches (urban design and
architecture) and two reflect religious and cultural aspects. If nothing else, this intricate
scheme reflects the limitless complexity of the multilayered phenomenon that is the city,
but also the danger of trying to deconstruct it.
At first glance, it may seem that all cities resemble each other in unmistakable but
indefinable ways. Cities are easily defined by what they are not, which is “rural,” and
they are understood in terms of their differences from “the country.” This view becomes
problematic when we recognize that different cultural traditions have distinct ideas about
the value of the city over the country. The notion that a rural life and setting is superior
to urbanism is a particularly Anglo-American one which can be traced to specific
aesthetic movements in English history (Kunstler xi-xii).
This attitude is in marked contrast to that of the Hispanic cultural tradition which
generally viewed rural life as inferior to urbanity. Reaching back into Roman civilization
as well as into pre-Columbian indigenous ones, the predominant Latin American belief
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persists that the city is the locus of cultura and all that implies: education, literature, art
and architecture, class, manners, politics, and “high” society (Rama, La Ciudad Letrada
14-15; Rama, The Lettered City 11). As a result, outstanding historians and theoreticians
of urbanism such as Jorge Hardoy, Richard Morse, Angel Rama, José Luis Romero,
Néstor García Canclini, Manuel Castells, Anton Rosenthal and Setha Low have emerged
from the Hispanic context (Romero; Castells; García Canclini, Culturas Híbridas:
Estratégias Para Entrar y Salir de La Modernidad; Hardoy; Hardoy and Satterthwaite;
International Congress of Americanists (40th:Rome; Kowalski; Low, On the Plaza;
Morse and Hardoy; Noguera; Reps; Vergara Figueroa; Wiarda; Yory). Mike Davis has
written about the ways that this distinct tradition has impacted U.S. cities (M. Davis).
Both Rosenthal and Low focus on the differences between Anglo and Latin American
public urban spaces and the effect these differences have on collective memory and
identity. Beatriz Sarlo considers the concepts of nation and identity in the post-9/11
world, especially for Latin countries, and asks: "what happens with the disintegration of
the nation and identity in half of the globalized world, namely the half that is subordinate,
peripheral and dependent?" She says that the task of Latin American cultural studies is to
analyze "how and why the cultural global does not work as it works in the North" (Sarlo
341). One of the ways to do this is to employ semantic and semiotic gaps as a cultural
critique. If the city is a representation, then examining it as a cultural artifact should
contribute to this analysis. Because La Paz is in a decisive position on the margin where
many global cultural forces (capitalism, tourism, environmentalism, North and South,
East and West, local and global) collide, it is an ideal city to study in this way.
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If cities are a cultural product, why then don’t they physically differ more from
each other? Italo Calvino remarked that
cities are turning into one single city, a single endless city where the
differences which once characterized each of them are disappearing. This
idea, which runs through my book Invisible Cities, came to me from the
way that many of us now live: we continually move from one airport to
another, to enjoy a life that is almost identical no matter what city you find
yourself in (Calvino, Hermit in Paris 169).
On deeper examination, especially using interpretive techniques, apparent
similarities in urban form disappear. For example, as Spiro Kostof points out, “the grid
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has accommodated a startling variety of social structures.” Urban form, therefore, cannot
be studied on its own, in the abstract, but must be considered “as a receptacle of meaning.
And architectural meaning is ultimately always lodged in history, in cultural contexts”
(Kostof, The City Shaped 9). Calvino himself also saw “the city as encyclopaedic
discourse, as the collective memory . . . [so] we can read the city as the collective
unconscious, . . . a huge catalogue, an enormous bestiary; we can interpret Paris as a book
of dreams, an album of our unconscious, a catalogue of horrors” (Calvino, Hermit in
Paris 172-73). Furthermore, because they are dreams and interpretations, there are as
many cities as there are citizens, with each reading his or her own life and body into and
out of the collective discourse that is their one city.
Considerations of urban space and the built environment have been characterized
as “disarticulated” and “divergent”(Moore 173), representing a huge range of approaches
variously emphasizing physical constructions and construction techniques to
metaphorical expressions of social relationships. Denise Lawrence-Zúñiga, however,
argues that “an anthropology of architecture concerns not only the initial production of
built forms . . ., but also their appropriation and reproduction by the intended and
unintended inhabitants of the past and present and unknown others in the future”
(Amerlinck, Architectural Anthropology 173). This is the approach that I myself favor, if
for no other reason than that it includes a consideration of the future, which Elizabeth
Grosz has demonstrated is essential to a new and deeper understanding of the social
meaning and potential of architecture (Grosz, Architecture from the Outside).
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Bill Hillier points out that “there are two aspects to the problem. First, our ideas
about buildings already come replete with social ideas. Second, our ideas about social
institutions come with ideas about buildings attached to them” (Hillier 372) . These ideas
imply roles and relations realized in spatial form” as “’interfaces’.” The paramount
importance of space rather than the buildings themselves is the foundation of Hillier and
Hanson’s method of spatial syntax analysis of architecture (Hillier and Hanson).
Whether architecture should be classified as a science or an art is a discussion that
has swung between both extremes for centuries. As Alan Riding recently observed,
however, "The notion that architecture is art is probably more widely accepted today than
in recent memory," even though words are inevitably resorted to in order to explain
buildings and ideas (Riding). It is interesting at this point to note that architecture, like
art, considers itself to be outside of integration into a symbolic system, and it resists
classification into language. Hillier’s work is a prime example of this, in that he looks for
“non-discursive regularities” in space by means of an “objective” and “rational”
computer algorithm without going to the source(s) of these regularities in the alreadyacknowledged ideas of the people who produce and use the spaces. In Chapter 3 I will
discuss more fully one interpretation of the reason for this resistance, but at this point will
grant art and architecture their “special” status and examine it briefly.
The characterization of art and architecture as something non-verbal is considered
axiomatic to many architectural theorists. This notion follows a distinction made in
aesthetics in general, and even among some cognitive scientists, between speech and
“natural phenomena” which include the performing and visual arts as well as the natural
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world. Phenomenological philosophers like Heidegger (Heidegger), who includes poetry
in this “natural” category, also take this approach. I have always had a problem with this
distinction because, as a cultural studies scholar, I believe there is nothing human that can
escape being turned into a symbolic system.
Dennis Doxtater, an architect who is also an anthropologist, distinguishes between
what he terms “ritual” spaces” and “territorial/rhetorical” spaces(Doxtater). To him,
ritual space is not generated by discourse. Territoriality or rhetorical space is languagebased, unlike ritual space, which is not. Rhetoric is discursive, metaphorical, and
mimetic. Ritual is non-discursive, literal or “real,” and poetic. Granting this distinction,
although perhaps not the underlying basis for it, I explore in Chapter 4 the peculiar nature
of ritual spaces, especially in urban settings, and their relation to representation. I will
attempt to demonstrate my observation that, above all, ritual spaces are places where
difference cannot be created and/or where difference does not matter. Difference will also
be discussed in more detail below.
An awkward consequence of considering everything as discourse, as I contend,
means that empirical studies will inevitably be hermeneutic and not objective or mimetic.
The mere act of talking about, even thinking about, anything involves invoking a
symbolic system. To insist upon an a priori distinction between linguistic and nonlinguistic phenomena carries a sense of (non-strategic) essentialism, which I reject. I
don’t believe the landscape or the environment has any meaning in and of itself, but I
believe that they are apprehended by means of symbolic systems that differ by culture
and sub-culture and that have social functions. In this, I am in agreement with Lefebvre
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(Lefebvre 169), who shows by reference to Leibniz that space “in itself” is
“indiscernible,” and that it must be “occupied” to exist outside of the imagination.
Western culture, however, is permeated by the “illusion of a transparent, ‘pure’ and
neutral space” (Lefebvre 292), whose construction is extremely complex. In this illusion,
art and architecture are presented and accepted as essential copies of the world. As
Bourdieu says, these copies have a great deal of “symbolic power, being the power to
constitute the given by stating it” (Bourdieu, "Symbolic Power" 117). It is also power
that is particularly strong in the operation of scale, which is so “transparent,” “pure,” and
neutral that it is hardly acknowledged.
As I have mentioned, the attitude that space is part of a symbolic system underlies
critical social theory in geography, which also begins with the assumption that space is
representation, and it raises the question of the possibility of “true” copies. Two of the
approaches to understanding representation in space, postmodernism and hermeneutics
(Duncan and Ley, "Representing the Place of Culture" 2-3), reject mimetic possibility,
but in the case of hermeneutics the theory proceeds anyway, keeping in mind the subject
position of the researcher and the interpersonal or intercultural nature of dialogue
between “agent” and “object.”
Doxtater’s insistence upon the distinction between rhetoric and ritual, and my
own observations in the world of the built environment, have forced me to use the
distinction successfully as a heuristic tool even if I don’t totally believe in it. My attempt
to understand its utility as a tool and to explain through theory how and why the tool
works has led me to accept the distinction. There are spaces and situations that seem to
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escape discourse. Clifford Geertz compromises in this dilemma by calling the study of
such situations “semiotic aesthetics.” As he comments, “The surface bootlessness of
talking about art seems matched by a depth necessity to talk about it endlessly” (Geertz,
"Art as a Cultural System" 1478, 74). The distinction between ritual and rhetorical
spaces, as I see it, is based not on some essential quality of the spaces, but on the
different kinds and purposes of representation that are used to “occupy” space and bring
it into being.
My own depth necessity to deal with this issue, then, begins with the problems of
representation and mimesis I discuss here. The basis of representation and mimesis in a
symbolic system, either verbal or non-verbal, requires the creation of or, at least, the
symbolization of difference. Whether or not this difference is binary or something else is
at the core of the dispute between structuralism and post structuralism, between
modernism and postmodernism. Cultural studies refuses the binary and sees distinction
as a logic of both/and and/or neither/nor, whose nuances are insufficiently distinctive for
some theorists.

Refusing binary oppositions and turning them into dualisms also applies

to the distinction between ritual and territorial spaces.
One final point to make in this consideration of discursive vs. non-discursive is
that language can create space as well as the other way around. This observation is at the
basis of Richard Bauman and Charles Briggs’s use of performance-centered analysis of
language and verbal phenomena (Bauman and Briggs). William Haviland’s description
of deietics and paralanguage as exemplified by an Australian aboriginal storyteller makes
this very clear (Haviland). The ways the storyteller or performer conveys a whole
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cosmology and cultural orientation involves not just vocabulary and syntax, but framing
and the whole range of metalanguange. In another example, the oral histories of the
Hohokam in southern Arizona recounted by their indigenous descendants in The Short,
Swift Time of Gods on Earth (Bahr et al.) illustrate how stories can serve to explain the
landscape, communicate collective memory, and create a sense of shared history and
landscape among people. Jane Hill’s discussion of the boundaries and limits to the
participation of subordinate groups in “public” space which are erected by white speech
are a further example of the power of speech to go beyond the verbal in defining space
and place (Hill). Walter Mignolo (Boone and Mignolo) has suggested that in lettered
societies the direction of movement in ritual is determined or influenced by the direction
of writing, but I think it’s probably the other way around. Ritual precedes literacy,
usually. In any case, this is clearly a chicken-and-egg problem. Rhetoric and ritual fuse
in everyday life in urban space and do not always occupy distinct “orders.”
As Leibniz defined it (Mitchell 275), space is an order of coexistent data. The
ideal of some kind of order is particularly salient in architecture and space, and it is to
this ideal that structuralism owes its typologies. Unlike structuralism, however, theories
like Lefebvre’s interrogate the idea of universal types beneath the multiple forms of
material culture. If there is any universality, it is simply that material culture always
results from the many layers of social relationships, and, as Lefebvre contends, it is
constructed through the political use of knowledge. In ritual space or representational
spaces, however, spatial practice escapes science and creates its own order according to
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its own secrets and knowledge. One of my purposes in this study is to examine more
closely ritual space and its construction in La Paz’s public spaces.

If ritual space is social space that through its own system of representation evades
power and the creation of difference, in what does this system of representation consist?
Michel de Certeau declares that it is through walking, “poaching” on the social space that
power and “the scopic drive” has erected, that common people write their own “spatial
stories” (Certeau 115).
The imposed knowledge and symbolisms become objects manipulated by
practitioners who have not produced them. The language produced by a
certain social category has the power to extend its conquests into vast
areas surrounding it, ‘deserts’ where nothing equally articulated seems to
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exist, but in doing so it is caught in the trap of its assimilation by a jungle
of procedures rendered invisible to the conqueror by the very victories he
seems to have won. However spectacular it may be, his privilege is likely
to be only apparent if it merely serves as a framework for the stubborn,
guileful, everyday practices that make use of it. What is called
‘popularization’ or ‘degradation’ of a culture is from this point of view a
partial and caricatural aspect of the revenge that utilizing tactics take on
the power that dominates production (Certeau 32).

Such an approach is supported by Benjamin’s idea of the appropriation of
buildings by both use and perception, and by the fact that architecture can “present an
object for simultaneous collective experience” (Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age
of Mechanical Reproduction" 234). In addition, architecture’s iconic quality imbues it
with authority and apparent transparency (Gelley, "City Texts: Representation,
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Semiology, Urbanism" 10). I think that movement, exchange, and congregation are the
methods by which non-rhetorical social space is created, communicated, and perceived.
Benjamin notes that such communication is embedded in the fabric of tradition, which
means that it will differ according to different traditions. Architecture is able to retain its
“authenticity,” and thus its “authority,” because it is irreproducible (Benjamin, "The
Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" 220) and its apparent legitimacy
resists challenge. Legitimacy is a necessary condition of symbolic power (Bourdieu,
"Symbolic Power" 117). However, it is essential to remember that the nature of ritual
spaces is such that it allows for commensalisms. As Donald Preziosi, a semiotician of
architecture points out,
“Cities and their parts endlessly ostensify, replicate, and palimpsest the
differences by which solidarities and individualities are cued and
construed . . . . The truth of the city is that it is forever false. A city is not
a city unless it occludes the laws of its composition and the rules of its
game (Gelley, "City Texts: Representation, Semiology, Urbanism" 11).
Multiple traditions, purposes, and meanings can be tolerated simultaneously. In addition
to collective memory, each and every body creates its own space and web of meaning.
Some of the traditions may be sacred and some profane, but that hardly seems to matter
in the unique “aura” of ritual space created out of city commons.
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Benedict Anderson, writing about the creation of “imagined communities” like
nations, states that the requisites of such creations include the setting of limits and
boundaries (Anderson 7). No community includes all of humanity. Ritual spaces always
include a definite boundary. Although almost anyone is welcome, they have clear insides
and outsides and when one is inside, one must follow the rules. Examples of such framed
spaces are churches, marketplaces, malls, arcades, and highways. Particularly cogent
examples of ritual space, with its framing, traditions, and everyday stories, can be found
among Latin American plazas, especially the “gran tortilla,” the Zócalo in Mexico City
(Low, On the Plaza 32-33).
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Kostof’s insight about the city as metaphor (Kostof, The City Shaped 15-16), and
Rykwert’s about cities as dreams (Rykwert 24) can thus be seen as extremely rich and
useful in understanding and analyzing the public spaces of La Paz, Mexico. We can also
see how powerful is Lynch’s insistence on the image of a city (Lynch). Lynch delineated
specific physical elements of the city that (although he does not put it in these terms) are
mimetic devices for the definition of difference in space.
Vicente Cardoza López, a Paceño himself, recently summarized the current selfimage of Sudcalifornianos (Cardoza López). One of the striking characteristics of
Sudcaliforniano identity is an almost obsessive self-examination of the question of
identity2. Cardoza López’s work is based on a 400-page treatise published in 1980 in La
Paz that tries to tell the world of readers “who we think we are” (Arámburo Salas). The
principal characteristics delimiting cultural identity in the southern part of the Baja
California peninsula, according to Cardoza López, are “geographic isolation, a low
density of population and its frequent dispersion, distance from large markets, a boom in
an economy of local consumption, and the scarcity of water”3 (Cardoza López 91). An
earlier publication that is still cited by Sudcalifornianos as their definitive work of selfdefinition is The Other Mexico, by Fernando Jordán (Jordán). In this work, their feelings
of difference and marginality are transformed into expressions of pride and singularity.
They invoke the old, mythical image of California as a magical island on the margin of
the real world. This aspect of Sudcaliforniano regionalism and La Paz identity is marked
by a fierce devotion to the desert and the sea. It is evident in its various emblems:
whales, pearls, mermaids, divers, and pitahaya cactus.
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The belief in the existence of a mystical terrain to the west of the Indies began
with Christopher Columbus, whose musings on the shape of the world after his
momentous “discovery” of an unknown continent on the way to the Orient resulted in a
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proposition that the Earth is pear-shaped, with a protuberance “like a woman’s nipple” on
the other side of the mainland at the level of the Tropic of Cancer where “the earthly
Paradise” is located, “highest and nearest to the sky . . . in this Ocean sea at the end of the
Orient” (quoted in Todorov 16). On the 15th of October in 1524, Hernán Cortés, in his
fourth letter to Emperor Charles V, reported that after the conquest of the province of
Coliman by one of his men, the inhabitants told of an island about ten days’ journey west,
solely populated by women and rich in gold and pearls. Cortés promised to investigate
and report back fully to the king (Cortés 177-8). In 1532 and 1533 he equipped
expeditions to explore the northwest. The second resulted in a mutiny by the pilot Fortún
Jiménez against Diego Becerra. Jiménez fled, and quite accidentally landed near the Bay
of La Paz. His men assaulted several women and were killed by the enraged natives.
The survivors fled to the mainland and described indigenous inhabitants of this “island”
wearing nothing but pearls.
Cortés himself then led an expedition to the region, landing at La Paz (which he
called Santa Cruz) and taking possession of it in the name of the King of Spain on the 1st
of May, 1535.

(Coronado)
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When Paceños want to emphasize the antiquity of their city, they cite the founding as this
date. Cortés’s party consisted of three hundred men, thirty-seven married women, and
130 horses. It included blacksmiths, carpenters, doctors, religious, soldiers, and expert
seamen (Coronado 15, n.5). This attempt at establishing a settlement, however, failed;
Cortés and what remained of his ships and people returned to the mainland a year later.
He wasted a fortune and acquired nothing but a few good pearls, but it was enough to
keep the seductive legend alive. After this, contacts between Europeans and the
indigenous peoples were sporadic until the beginning of the mission period (Crosby 811).

(Pacific Coast of New Spain)

In 1565, the Spanish initiated the famous Manila-Acapulco galleon trade route.
The Philippines were the center of global East-West commerce at that time, with
cochineal, silver, copper, cacao and other American products being traded for products
from the Far East which were brought to Manila. For the next 250 years, ships crossed
the Pacific at 40° latitude from Manila to the American coast, and then proceeded south
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along the coast to Acapulco. English and Dutch pirates who preyed upon these ships
would lie hidden in wait for them along the southern Baja California coast (Andrews).
This bit of history remains in the names of a couple of local phenomena. The coromuel,
the offshore wind that blows in the late summer, is said to be named after the English
pirates, who were identified with Cromwell. The point at the entrance to the Bay of La
Paz is called Pichilingüe, after the nickname given to the Dutch pirates who anchored in
the bay in 1616 (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 105).

(Mathes, "Capture of the Santa Ana")

The English privateer, Thomas Cavendish, attacked the nao de China, or galleon,
the Santa Ana, in October 1587, at Cabo San Lucas. The ship then went to San José del
Cabo (which was at that time called Aguada Segura, or Puerto Seguro) with 190 Spanish
survivors, including women, who were sent ashore. On November 17th, which was the
anniversary of Queen Elizabeth I’s coronation, Cavendish gave a reception on board the
ship, inviting the Spanish men and women. The survivors later returned to New Spain
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under the leadership of Sebastián Vizcaíno. So clearly, as Juan Maura declares, “Spanish
men did not go alone,” but not very many Spanish of either sex went to this isolated area
on the edge of civilization (Maura). When they did, it was out of necessity, and they
didn’t stay any longer than they needed to.
In addition to searching for Amazons, Spanish explorations in the Pacific were
looking for a shorter maritime route to the Orient through the so-called “Straits of
Anián,” which were assumed to be geographically symmetrical to the straits in the south
traversed by Magellan. Vizcaíno was such an explorer, and he tried to start a pueblo at
Santa Cruz in 1596, renaming it “La Paz” because of the extraordinary friendliness of the
inhabitants. This attempt at settlement was a failure since there were plenty of pearls but
not much of anything else, and the Spanish presence was minimal until Admiral Isidro de
Atondo y Antillón retook possession of the Port of La Paz in 1683 (La Paz: Reseña
Histórica, ; Martínez, Historia de Baja California 47). Atondo y Antillón is notorious for
his murder of ten Guaycura Indians whom he had invited to a feast, an incident which
caused an outbreak of war. In perhaps poetic justice, this war was followed by a severe
drought, in which no rain fell for eighteen months. From the beginning, La Paz has
officially been referred to as “Port,” and this characterization is an essential part of its
identity.
The first mention of the name “California” for this area referred specifically to the
region around La Paz and appears in a diary written by Francisco Preciado, who
accompanied the maritime explorer Francisco de Ulloa in 1539-40 (Martínez, Historia de
Baja California 79). Ironically, Ulloa, who explored the upper Gulf of California,
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recorded the area as a peninsula and not an island, but the name and the legend of the
island persisted for more than another two centuries (Leighley; McLaughlin; Tooley).
The source of the name was originally thought to be derived from the Latin, callida
fornax, or “hot oven.” In 1862, the American historian Edward H. Hale proposed its
origin in the chivalrous novel La Sergas de Esplandián by Garcí or García Ordóñez de
Montalvo, written between 1510 and 1526. In it, the queen of the Amazons is called
Calafia. This explanation has been most enthusiastically received and repeated for
centuries, in all the Californias, becoming in its turn a counter-myth. One of my
informants asserted that “Baja California is a land of women,” citing the legend as
“lovely history.” He said the prototypical Sudcaliforniano is a tall, fair, Indian woman
with long hair. “You never think of a man; it’s always a woman. Just like the days of the
Amazons when no men lived here” (Tang II-6).
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The persistence of this legend as the representation of a marginal, mythical place
has many intriguing aspects, especially its inclusion of women. Interestingly, the skin
color of the woman depends upon the presenter’s purpose: when her barbarity and
difference is emphasized, she is depicted as black (Bouvier 7-8). However, when she
occurs in the reports of missionaries who wish to emphasize the civility and openness to
conversion of the native people, or in the counter-myth of regional pride, she is described
as light-skinned (for example, see Bravo 17, 25). When the native women were being
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extolled as desirable mates for Spanish presidial soldiers, they were also “whitened”
(Bouvier 31).
The great popularity of novels of chivalry has been famously satirized by Miguel
de Cervantes in Don Quixote. Chivalrous narratives and ideals were certainly of
tremendous importance in fifteenth through seventeenth century Spain and its territories.
Queen Isabella offered rewards to explorers for discovering Amazons in the New World,
and many investors also put the search for Amazons into their adventurers' contracts.
However, the story of the Amazon island named California did not appear in print in
Europe until late in the sixteenth century or even later, and there are some doubts that the
Ordóñez de Montalvo work was the source (Weinbaum 128-52). Pablo L. Martínez
suggests it may even have been a joke, but in any case it definitely originated with the
troops and not the leaders of the expeditions (Martínez, Historia de Baja California
Chapter XII). Certainly, its continuing vigor is an excellent example of the European
representation of the Americas as female. This feminization of the landscape and the
indigenous people was a fundamental attitude that justified the male-dominated conquest
and spatial transformation of the American continents (Bouvier; Blunt and Rose;
Weinbaum; Kolodny; Todorov).
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There were three major linguistic and cultural indigenous groups in the southern
peninsula at the time of contact. Going north from the Cape, the groups were: the Pericú,
the Guaycura, and the Cochimí. The Guaycura groups had several sub-groups in
different locales, with the Cora being the group that lived near the Bay of La Paz. There
were also Pericú living here and on the islands in the Gulf. Martínez estimates the
indigenous population to have been more than 50,000, based on the estimates of early
missionaries, but this may be rather low, given the decline in native populations from
European diseases after contact. The missionaries were not reporting numbers until the
late seventeenth or eighteenth century(Martínez, Historia de Baja California 9).4
The Indians, as described by early missionaries and chroniclers, were tall and
robust, resistant to fatigue, and great runners and swimmers. Their coloring was a little
darker than that of mainland groups, with the Pericú the least dark. They were foraging
peoples, who moved about seasonally within their recognized territories, but were often
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in conflict and warfare with other groups. They fished and captured turtles and manta
rays from their rafts or balsas (Shelvocke, in Andrews 92-102). The frequent mention of
women in the first encounters is undoubtedly due to the role of women as social and
cultural mediators (Bouvier xiii, 23-4; Gutierrez). This role was completely
misunderstood by the Spanish and the misreading led to most of the violent
confrontations with which the meetings ended (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 47).
An entire family would sleep on the ground, in caves, or in a roofless shelter of
loose rock arranged in a circle, about a meter and a half in diameter and a half meter in
height. At first, the missionaries found it very difficult to make new converts sleep in a
building with a roof because they were afraid they would suffocate. The men wore no
clothes at all, which the missionaries, of course, considered “indecent,” but the women
always “covered their honesty”—the Pericú women most of all (Clavijero 55).
All the groups were polygamous—the Pericú most so. The women waited on the
men, who loafed. The women wove the baskets and nets which were essential household
implements; they cooked, carried the children, and moved the household when moving
was in order. Their talent at weaving and needlework became useful and admired during
the mission period, and was praised by several of the chroniclers. There are several
reports by the Spanish of an Indian queen5, accompanied by a large crowd and dressed in
deer skins. She had a great air of authority, and was deferred to even by the powerful
guamas, or shamans (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 48-9; Garduño).
Their various origin myths, which are recounted by Clavijero and Martínez,
include some interesting ideas regarding gender and cosmology. In the Pericú story, a
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deity named Niparajá, who lives in the sky, created the sky, earth and sea. His wife,
named Anajicojondí, bore him three sons in spite of the fact that he never had intercourse
with her because she had no body6 (Clavijero 63; Martínez, Historia de Baja California
64-7).

The mission period, which began in 1697, marked a distinct stage in the spatial
production of California. Its gender implications were profound, because during this
period the Jesuit order of priests assumed total administrative control of the peninsula and
initiated a massive utopian project. As such, it was an exception to the usual pattern of
spatial transformation that typified Spanish colonization of the Americas, including town
planning. The failure of the Spanish to establish any enduring settlements on the
peninsula previously presented a void that the Jesuits were eager and willing to fill
(Weber 241; Herzog 215, Preface n.1).
The Jesuit project was characterized by the deliberate exclusion of European
settlement (meaning women and families) and the reducción, or gathering together of
previously nomadic hunting and gathering groups into enclosed agricultural communities
under the tutelage of the Jesuits (Martínez, Guía Familiar). These communities were
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intended to be self-sustaining. The severe climate and lack of water in Baja California,
however, made this almost immediately unfeasible. The Indians, as mentioned above,
initially resisted the new adaptation, and when they did adjust to living together in large
communities in one place, they contracted diseases and died in alarming numbers. After
1700, the Jesuits financed their project mainly through their Fondo Piadoso, or Pious
Fund. It is worthy of note that two of the three largest donors to this fund were Spanish
noblewomen (Bouvier 194, n.8).
The mission period began when Admiral Atondo y Antillón brought two Jesuit
missionaries, Matías Goñi and Eusebio Kino, to the peninsula. They landed first at La
Paz and then sailed to San Bruno, just north of Loreto, where they erected a small church.
This mission was soon moved south to Loreto (Francez 3-8). After overcoming daunting
logistical barriers (see the diaries of Clemente Guillén in Mathes, Guillén Diaries), the
“black robes” managed to establish a foothold in Loreto and made several efforts to
extend their reach to other parts of the southern peninsula. In 1704, extreme poverty and
lack of necessities forced the Jesuits to make a proposal to the Council of the Indies that
poor families be sent from Spain in order to increase the population. Women’s role in
both social and biological reproduction was vital. They bore children, made the nets and
baskets that were necessary for survival, provided meals and organized feasts. There was
not much enthusiasm for the padres’ proposal, and very little economic success among
those colonos who did come to Loreto (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 181). In
1716, Padre Juan María Salvatierra attempted to gain entrance among the Guaycura
around the port of La Paz, but failed because of the killing of some Guaycura women by
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his military escort. Padres Jaime Bravo and Juan de Ugarte (Ugarte) finally managed to
establish a mission at the Port of La Paz in 1720, choosing “an appropriate place . . . on a
high hill which looked out over the beaches, a short scope-sight’s distance from fresh
water, and with hard and flat ground on a very spacious mesa” (Bravo 194[my
translation]).

At first, very few Indians were attracted to this mission because of their distrust of
the Spaniards after the incidents with Atondo y Antillón and Salvatierra. The
missionaries required the Indians to relinquish their custom of polygamy, which was so
resented that it led to a rebellion among the Pericú and Guaycura from 1734-36. This
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state of insurgency led to the establishment of a Spanish presidio at San José del Cabo
which was not under the control of the Jesuits like the one in Loreto.
Around 1740, a soldier-entrepreneur named Manuel de Ocio (or Ozio), who
dabbled successfully in pearls and silver mining, bought an Indian woman for his only
son in Guadalajara, so apparently some enslavement of the native population continued in
spite of the opposition and protection of the Jesuits (Martínez, Historia de Baja California
228-9). He was only one of the many colonists and adventurers, beginning in 1596, who
invested and profited from the pearl fishery. Martínez calls him “el primer gran rico de la
tierra peninsular” (Martínez, Guía Familiar 13). Yaqui and Mayo Indians from the
mainland were brought in as divers. The Jesuits restricted the activities of these
entrepreneurs because it detracted from the sailors’ and soldiers’ primary duties, and
because of “the demoralizing influences of promiscuous adventurers” (Kunz and
Stevenson 242-44).
In San Javier (1699), Padre Ugarte established two schools for boys and girls,
where they were taught trades “appropriate to their sex,” including music and singing,
and playing harp, viola, and other instruments. In 1708, two more schools were founded
in San José del Comondú. Under the tutelage of an older Indian woman7, the girls learned
needlework, which was highly valued and admired. This was the beginning of women’s
long history of responsibility for, and contributions to, education in Baja California. The
converts, who were called ladinos, also acted as interpreters and were much esteemed in
their communities. The women teachers (“matronas honradas,” matronas de buena
vida”: honored matrons, matrons of good living) are referred to in mission reports and by
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Clavijero as temastianas (Ibarra Rivera, Historia de La Educación en Baja California Sur.
Desde La Colonia Hasta El Siglo Xix 7-8). From about 1770 to 1823, the reliability of
the Christianized indigenous women of Baja California caused them and their families to
be selected for help in converting and colonizing “New” or Alta California. Indian
women from Baja California were put in charge of the monjeríos, or female residences, at
the Franciscan missions that were being established north of the peninsula (Bouvier 54,
82-92).
During the 1740s, especially in the south, the native population of California was
decimated by a series of epidemics, and the mission of Nuestra Señora del Pilar of La Paz
was closed in 1748-9; the few remaining Indians there were moved to the mission at
Todos Santos. Before closing, the Jesuits were sending young men to the mainland
provinces of Sinaloa and Sonora to find wives from tribes there (Francez 29; Martínez,
Historia de Baja California 236). La Paz was abandoned until the extremely dynamic and
capable colonial administrator José de Gálvez established a maritime base at the port in
1768.
Meanwhile, in 1767, the Jesuits had been expelled from Spain and all its
territories because of political maneuvering on the part of the order’s many powerful
enemies. Among those devoted men who were placed in custody and forced to leave was
Padre Ignacio Tirsch, whose accounts and sketches of the people and life in southern
Baja California are suffused with affection and longing (Nunis, Drawings of Ignacio
Tirsch). Another account, published in 1772, by Padre Jacobo Baegert (Nunis, Letters of
Jacob Baegert; Kirchhoff), became the first history of California, along with the Noticia
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de California by Miguel Venegas, written in 1739, which had been published in 1757
(Venegas). Histories based on these reports were written later by Pérez de Ribas and
Clavijero (Pérez de Ribas; Cuevas; Clavijero). The Franciscans took over the missions,
but many Indians responded by abandoning both the faith and the missions. Later, under
the Council of the Indies Regulations of 1772, it was agreed that the Dominicans would
take charge of the missions in Baja California and the Franciscans would be responsible
for San Diego northward. The mission of Nuestra Señora del Pilar de La Paz was revived
by the Franciscans, then taken over by Dominicans in 1773. It is generally agreed that “if
the Franciscans were bad, the Dominicans were worse” (Ibarra Rivera, Historia de La
Educación en Baja California Sur. Desde La Colonia Hasta El Siglo Xix 20). In 1802, a
controversy broke out between the two missionary orders, with each side accusing the
other of immorality. The Dominicans were said to “live libidinously and drunk,” and
also to whip the Indians brutally (Martínez, Historia de Baja California).
José de Gálvez was sent to northern New Spain in 1765 by the Bourbon reformer
Charles III as inspector general, or visitador, and he set into motion a number of
important political geographical changes. Gálvez was concerned about English, Dutch
and Russian incursions into Spanish territory along its thinly-populated northern frontier
and the Pacific coast, as well as about raids by “heathen” tribes like the Apache. The
Californias began to be seen in a different aspect of marginality. Rather than a distant,
mythical island full of friendly (female) natives, the margin began to be seen as a
territorial demarcation—a line between “us” and “them.”
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Following the recommendations of the Marqués de Rubí, who had toured the
north in 1764-6, presidios were established and repositioned along the northern frontier
of New Spain, including the move of the Tubac presidio to a new location in Tucson in
1776 (Weber 204-20). Gálvez bought Ocio’s pearl fishery and other businesses, moved
the Indian population of Baja California around, established a school of arts and trades in
Santa Ana, as well as the royal mines in San Antonio and El Triunfo, and initiated a
number of other ambitious projects in southern Baja California that ultimately failed
(Martínez, Historia de Baja California 252). Later, as Secretary of the Indies, Gálvez
reorganized the north into the Provincias Internas, which included Texas, New Mexico,
New Vizcaya, Coahuila, Sinaloa, Sonora, and the Californias. The capital was in Arizpe,
Sonora. The capital of the Californias was moved from Loreto to Monterrey, where it
stayed until 1793. In 1804, the Californias were separated into two, with the capital of
Baja California again in Loreto. Mexico’s struggle for independence from Spain began
in 1810 and ended in 1821. The clergy did not support the new regime. Independence
affected Baja California very little, except that the soldiers’ pay was suspended, which
caused great hardship but instilled self-reliance and also resentment. Today’s residents
still are sensitive to “its distance from the center of national power and the abandonment
to which it’s been subjected,”8 but proud of their loyalty to Mexico (Morales Polo 3;
Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 22).
By the end of the eighteenth century, the indigenous population of Baja California
was located almost entirely in the north. The southern Indians had essentially
disappeared (Martínez, Guía Familiar 12), although this is intermittently disputed by
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individuals who claim to have Guaycura or even Pericú blood. The following tables of
official censuses illustrate the advance of annihilation and the complexion of the
population:
Table 2.1. (Sources: Museo Regional de Antropología e Historia, B.C.S.)
Baja California in 1790
Europeans (not Spanish)

6

Spanish (peninsular & criollo)

235

Indians

3,234

Mulattos

183

“Indomestizos” (mixed blood Indians)

418

TOTAL

4,076

Table 2.2. (Source: Museo Regional de Antropología e Historia, B.C.S.)
Indigenous Populations in Reducciones (Missions)
Year

Source

Population

1697

Estimated

41,500

1728

Estimated

30,500

1742

Estimated

25,000

1762

Census

7,149

1772

Census

5,094

1775

Census

3,972

1777

Census

5,424

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, several soldiers who had
served the missions and guarded the mines were granted land in the area around La Paz,
which itself was considered “desolado.” The first inhabitant of what was to become the
city was Don Juan José Espinosa, who was given “a place called La Paz” as a prize for
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his services in el Real de San Antonio (León-Portilla 11, n.4). He was responsible for
making sure no one entered and established himself in the port or its surroundings, and to
receive and send correspondence to Loreto. He also took care of “la casa de su
Majestad”—the remains of the old mission. He began the first permanent settlement
immediately next to the beach along the Bay (near what is today the Malecón and Calle
Lerdo), with a house built out of stone, which was also the jail and the casa municipal.
In 1823, at their request, the territorial governor gave land to other vecinos so that they
could grow crops to supply the ships that arrived (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes
8). The earliest form of the city on the margin between the desert and the sea was as an
entrepôt that linked the peninsula with the rest of the world, a stopping-place for supplies
and information.
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In 1830, La Paz became the capital of the territory of Baja California after Loreto
had been destroyed by a hurricane. In 1834, the first Town Hall was built, and a plan for
division of lots and streets was drawn up in 1836 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes
13). Among the institutions established and financed at this time by the 1° Ayuntamiento
(1831-33) was a girls’ school, for which voluntary contributions were requested (Ibarra
Rivera, Historia de La Educación en Baja California Sur. Desde La Colonia Hasta El
Siglo Xix 30-31). La Paz became “El Puerto de Illusiones” and “la puerta a la
modernidad” (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes viii), aligning itself very early with
Mexico’s long and conflicted struggle to “modernize” (see, for example, García Canclini,
Culturas Híbridas: Estratégias Para Entrar y Salir de La Modernidad).
One more aspect of the representation of the Californias that needs to be
examined is its problematic relationship between its northern and southern parts, with
San Diego being the dividing line. In spite of being considered a single virgin territory at
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the beginning of the colonial period, later developments in political geography and
national expansion caused the two parts to turn upon each other, with the south at a
definite disadvantage. Early Spanish reports soliciting support for exploitation of the
fabled riches (and women) that existed in this earthly Paradise, such as Nicolás de
Cardona’s, very much resemble nineteenth century American ones such as those of John
Ross Browne and J.R. Southworth (Cardona; Southworth; Taylor Hansen).

La Paz’s nineteenth century birth as a city was affected by the territory’s
relationship to the United States. Between 1846 and 1848, the United States and Mexico
were at war, and the lower Californias were under suspicion and susceptible to invasion.
The population of Baja California (unlike that of Alta California, which was generally
sympathetic to the U.S.) was split in its loyalties. The people of the town of Mulegé,
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which was invaded by U.S. Marines, fought and repelled the force. U.S. naval forces
attacked La Paz in 1846, bombarding and destroying the military post which was
quartered in Espinosa’s old stone ranch house. The governor of the territory, however,
was quite sympathetic to the presence of U.S. troops and invited them in to the Palacio
del Gobierno. They occupied La Paz for a year. A romance even bloomed between his
daughter and the U. S. commander. The expectation was that the U.S. would take over
the Californias if they defeated Mexico. Mexico was indeed defeated, but in the
negotiations for the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, Mexico agreed to not interfere
with Alta California in exchange for full sovereignty in the peninsula. Since the
territorial governor could technically be accused of treason by Mexico, and since there
was a large group of Paceños who were not completely loyal to Mexico, three hundred
Sudcalifornianos were taken to Monterrey in Alta California to live after 1849 (Nunis,
The Mexican War).
In November of 1853, William Walker, one of the most notorious of the
filibusteros—American “businessmen” adventurers who supported slavery and
aggressively looked in Latin America for territory to take over—took the jefe político of
Baja California prisoner in La Paz, and declared the annexation of the state of Sonora
with himself as the leader of the “Two-Star Republic” (La Paz: Reseña Histórica). Local
resistance to this invasion was led by Manuel Pineda and troops from Todos Santos under
Lt. Colonel Manuel Márquez de León, and Walker was forced to abandon La Paz a year
later. He went on to a more ambitious and scandalous takeover in Nicaragua, and was
finally executed in Honduras in 1860.
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Foreign investment contributed enormously to the economic development of
B.C.S. in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, when pearl fishing boomed,
silver was discovered in San Antonio and El Triunfo, and copper in Santa Rosalía. This
“bonanza” created the city whose exo-skeleton is still visible today in the facades of the
commercial and government buildings around the central plaza, and in the old
warehouses and shipping offices along the Malecón.
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Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities deftly presents the frame of Marco Polo telling
stories to Kublai Khan about the cities he has encountered in his travels. Each city has
the name of a woman, and together they are as various and unique as womankind. Like
the cities of the Khan’s empire, many of the Spanish colonial settlements of the
Californias were inspired and dedicated to women. La Paz was among them. As he
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listens to the stories of Marco Polo, Kublai Khan is “able to discern, through the walls
and towers destined to crumble, the tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the
termites’ gnawing.” Calvino makes it perfectly clear that he considers cities to be
symbolic systems, as well as feminine:
Your gaze scans the streets as if they were written pages: the city
says everything you must think, makes you repeat her discourse, and while
you believe you are visiting Tamara you are only recording the names
with which she defines herself and all her parts.
However the city may really be, beneath this thick coating of signs,
whatever it may contain or conceal, you leave Tamara without having
discovered it. Outside, the land stretches, empty, to the horizon; the sky
opens, with speeding clouds. In the shape that chance and wind give the
clouds, you are already intent on recognizing figures: a sailing ship, a
hand, an elephant . . . (Calvino, Invisible Cities 14).
This symbolic system, like Bourdieu’s habitus, Hall’s circuit of culture, Lefebvre’s
space, or Benjamin’s one-way street (Benjamin, "One-Way Street (Selection)"), is a
palimpsest of society producing and reproducing itself. The creative and reproductive
power of a city and its public spaces is perhaps the essence of why cities are seen as
female in so many cultural traditions. As Victor Turner has said, “communitas wears a
skirt” (Babcock, "Woman/Women").
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3. OPPOSING THE DESERT: THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION AND
REPRODUCTION OF SPACE
Each city receives its form from the desert it opposes; and so the camel driver and
the sailor see Despina, a border city between two deserts (Calvino, Invisible
Cities 18).
In order to read a city as a cultural text it’s necessary to become familiar with the
history and worldview(s) from which it emerged. I am applying such a “neo-Boasian”
(Bunzl) approach to the city of La Paz, Mexico. If the Californias were understood by
European cultures as virgin territory, a feminized landscape ripe for the taking by
masculinist enterprises, then the issues of control and domination become paramount. I
hope to have shown the way the spatial production of southern Baja California fits this
pattern. Successive masculine projects there from the sixteenth through the nineteenth
centuries all attempted to create a world that would fit their desires and goals. The Jesuit
utopian vision involved an enclosed and self-reliant Native Christian agrarian
community. The Cape area of the southern peninsula, on the other hand, was valued for
its anchorages, access to fresh water and other supplies, and for being the point of
extraction and export of pearls and minerals. La Paz as a port demanded commerce and
defense. Thus, the city was established in the early 1800s with a military garrison, a
naval base, and an odd combination of urban and rural in its parcels of land. The social
construction and reproduction of the city had begun.
City and country lived together out of necessity. The large city lots of La
Paz simultaneously sheltered families, wells, orchards, and animals, to such a
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degree that La Paz became known as ‘the city of windmills,’ because of those
windmills that were used to extract water from the subsoil for household use and
for irrigating the gardens” 9 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 6).

It is important to note also that this city is part of an urban tradition and
understanding that is distinct from the Anglo-American one. This distinction is in itself
fraught with conflicts, especially if the observation is from locus of Anglo-America, as
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mine is. Mari-Jose Amerlinck discusses the differences between non-English-speaking
intellectual and cultural traditions regarding the built environment and those of Englishspeaking theorists. Even within the Anglo-American context, differences in the outcomes
of the application of urban theory have been noted (Wood). Because of cultural
differences, Amerlinck and her colleagues argue that an “architectural anthropology”
approach to the built environment has advantages for a Spanish-speaking audience. It
stresses much more than the cultural dimension of buildings and settlements; it
emphasizes the need to relate built space and places to all possible synchronic and
diachronic aspects of human life, including its evolution (Amerlinck, "The
Meaning and Scope of Architectural Anthropology" 5).
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The understanding of space and the built environment as not “just out there,” but
as culturally and socially constructed has been the basis of intense interest in many
disciplines, including geography and anthropology, since the 1970s (Low, "Theorizing
the City" 4; Graham, Doherty and Malek). Scholars have examined the material
environment from a number of approaches, which has created an ongoing discussion in
which space is analyzed as a production of social and cultural forces, power relations,
dominance, desire, and resistance.
Interrogation of the bond between culture, space or place, and power began to
take shape with feminist challenges to patriarchal myths of space (Kristeva, "Women's
Time"; Grosz, "Bodies-Cities") and by the work of critical geographers (Short; Harley;
Gregory). It continued to be explored by anthropologists (Gupta and Ferguson),
economists, and urbanists (N. Smith, Uneven Development: Nature, Capital, and the
Production of Space; N. Smith, "Geography, Difference, and the Politics of Scale";
Castells; García Canclini, Culturas Híbridas: Estratégias Para Entrar y Salir de La
Modernidad). There is a constant tendency, however, to conflate the metaphoric
understanding of space and the built environment with actual physical space (what
Lefebvre termed “mental space” with “true space”). This conflation and its effects is
illustrated and discussed by Meaghan Morris who critiques the narrowly metonymic
tendency in cultural studies to use a singular form in architecture such as the tower to be
emblematic of a general condition of culture or a historic intellectual “place” of
enunciation. She favors Certeau's notion of the popular as a way of doing things
characterized by an art of timing, and “space as a practiced place,” not a prior condition
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of something else, but an outcome or product of an activity with a temporal dimension
(M. Morris 3). This also stresses the essential amalgamation of space and time, which
was also explored by other theorists of space (Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity;
Soja).
As we shall see below in the discussions of Lefebvre, Bourdieu, Foucault,
Certeau, and Benjamin, the multiple forces and layered sets of relations that produce
space have been approached in three general ways, by focusing on 1) the forces and
relations of capitalist production, 2) the forces and relations of cultural reproduction, or
3) the forces and relations of everyday use or consumption. These ideas appeared within
a conceptualization of space and society created by the earlier work of sociologists such
as Emile Durkheim and Maurice Halbswach. Halbswach related ideas of space and place
to social, or “collective,” memory and cultural reproduction. The importance of space to
ritual practices was noted by the anthropologist Victor Turner (Turner, The Forest of
Symbols: Aspects of Ndembu Ritual) when he expanded and deepened the work of
Arnold van Gennep (Gennep) on the social uses of ritual in cultural and social
reproduction, and introduced the idea of tension between “structure and anti-structure” in
public ritual. Turner provided the leading edge to a post-structuralist turn to the study of
the social uses of space in the 1980s.
_______________________
Henri Lefebvre identified specific social practices that produce space and
reproduce society, but saw them as being almost exclusively dominated and controlled by
the bourgeoisie. Ideological beliefs or social structures produce these social practices, and
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they in turn produce ideological beliefs that produce social practice. He closely examines
spatial practice, “which consists in a projection onto a (spatial) field of all aspects,
elements and moments of social practice” (Lefebvre 8). The “science of space” involved
in this projection is governed by
a code at once architectural, urbanistic and political, constituting a language
common to country people and townspeople, to the authorities and to artists - a
code which allowed space not only to be ‘read’ but also to be constructed
(Lefebvre 7).
He claims that this science of space has three attributes: 1) it represents the
political use of knowledge; 2) it implies an ideology designed to conceal that use; and 3)
it embodies a technological utopia within the framework of the real (Lefebvre 8-9).
The complex notion of social space that Lefebvre proposes is based on his
observation that it contains and assigns appropriate places to both the social relations of
reproduction and to the relations of production. “These two sets of relations, production
and reproduction, are inextricably bound up with one another ... yet social space must
discriminate between the two—not always successfully, be it said—in order to ‘localize’
them” (Lefebvre 32). He analyzes space and its material expression (the built
environment) by means of a conceptual triad consisting, first of all, of spatial practice,
which embraces production and reproduction and the particular locations and spatial sets
characteristic of each social formation. Factories, schools, and the bedrooms of private
homes are examples of spatial practice. Secondly, his triad consists of representations of
space, which are tied to the relations of production and to public, overt, or “frontal”
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social relationships. City planning and public architecture fall into this category. The
third element of his concept is representational spaces, which embody complex
symbolisms linked to the hidden or private aspects of social life and also to art (Lefebvre
33, 38-39). I will argue that ritual spaces fall into this part of the triad, although they
seem on the surface to belong to the second. According to Lefebvre, spatial code dictates
not only how the built environment should be “read” and constructed, but it also
embodies an idea of utopia and ideal order. This idea is presented in such a way that it
appears “realistic” and “natural.” Lefebvre says this is the result of “the illusion of
transparency” (Lefebvre 27-30) which adheres so strongly to space.

Applying Lefebvre’s triad to La Paz, one can immediately see that the city plan
developed in 1859 is an example of both representations of space and of spatial practice.
The city plan pictured above imposes a strict orthogonal grid on the landscape, but the
irregularity of the coastline disrupts this order.10 The topography of the location also
presents problems. A few hundred meters in from the shore, the land rises abruptly about
twenty-five meters. This meseta, or terrace, is bisected by watercourses and drainages
that run to the shore. The topography creates serious erosion problems during the
frequent heavy downpours of the storm season in late summer and fall. Residents have
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historically dealt with the situation themselves by paving the streets with cobblestones
and by building retaining walls.
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The order of the urban grid is disrupted not only by nature, but also by the fact
that the whole reason for the city’s existence is the coastline and the anchorage that is
available for maritime commerce and communication. The social, political, and
economic focus of the city, then as now, is the malecón. This falls into the category of
representational spaces.
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The representational spaces hidden in the city plans can only be known by talking
to Paceños and observing their behavior. The oldest part of the city is the most irregular
(Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 50), and the irregularity is emphasized by the
thick overhang of the laureles de la india with which early residents lined the streets.
These trees are felt to be emblematic of the city, being visible from the bay and the ships
that docked at the pier (see the 1893 description by Adrian Valadés in Castorena Davis,
Palabras e Imágenes 16, 49). Then, as now, Paceños were extremely concerned with the
image of their city (Zuloaga Canchola).
The differences between the city plan and the traditional Spanish/Roman town
plan are apparent: there is no clear central axis where the main plaza would be located.
In spite of the official myth of the city’s founding, La Paz did not transition directly from
a mission to a pueblo, as many other Mexican towns did. Its location was essentially
uninhabited between 1748 and 1850, and the foundational plan simply divided the terrain
into lots for settlement.
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In this manner, La Paz more closely resembles a U.S. city of the Western
expansion. The lots were all originally fifty meters square and were sold at a low price so
they could be available to the less well-off. The new settlers, however, brought their
traditional cultural notions of a city and applied them through their spatial practice to the
grid they were given (Jordán 351). Thus, in spite of the fact that there is no central plaza,
one of the blocks was arbitrarily designated a central plaza (or “public garden”) in 1881
after the Governor’s Palace was built directly facing the Cathedral, which was completed
in 1861. It’s not in the center of anything related to the city itself; the old City Hall, built
between 1899 and 1910, is several blocks away. This space fulfills the ancient role of the
forum or agora, which is to be “the place where the government meets the people, where
the people demonstrate their feelings and the government gives its big explanations. The
plaza is the symbolic center of the city” (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 69).
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It still is the symbolic center, in spite of the fact that since the 1970s, as the city
grew and expanded, government offices have moved to the suburbs (Portal Ariosa). The
state and municipal governments make repeated efforts to convince the populace that the
urban center is there, rather than here in the old plaza. Official activities that invoke
national identity, like the “grito” ceremony that takes place on September 15th, are
enacted in front of the new state government offices across from the California
Commercial Center (Alonso Alvarez, "Fiesta Mexicana en Plaza de La Reforma").
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__________________________
Pierre Bourdieu examines the self-perpetuating, circular process of social and
cultural reproduction and notes how it takes form in and through “cultural
capital”(Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste). He looks
more closely at the way that what Lefebvre calls the science of space produces what
Bourdieu calls habitus, through “the dialectic of objectification and embodiment”
(Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice 87). Using the results of his fieldwork in
Kabylia (Algeria) to illustrate his theory, Bourdieu emphasizes the everyday practices of
a system of “dispositions and generative principles.” He outlines the way that habitus
produces and reproduces the “objective” world that we live in: houses, markets, fields
and roads. The habitus, he says, also dictates the sexual division of labor and other
activities.
The mind born of the world of objects does not rise as a subjectivity confronting
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an objectivity: the objective universe is made up of objects which are the product
of objectifying operations structured according to the very structures which the
mind applies to it. The mind is a metaphor of the world of objects which is itself
but an endless circle of mutually reflecting metaphors. ....All the symbolic
manipulations of body experience ... tend to impose the integration of the body
space with cosmic space by grasping in terms of the same concepts (and naturally
at the price of great laxity in logic) the relationship between man and the natural
world and the complementarity and opposed states and actions of the two sexes in
the division of sexual work and sexual division of work, and hence in the work of
biological and social reproduction (Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice 91).

According to Bourdieu, endlessly circling bipolar metaphors produce the basic
organization of domestic space into male and female sectors. As he sees it, female space
is “centripetal” and male space “centrifugal,” and all activities are divided according to
this categorization. Before this division occurs, however, there has to be an awareness of
“complementarity” and the action of both sexes together in the work of biological and
social reproduction. Western understanding lingers on the binary polarity in such work.
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The central plaza in Mexico, dominated by the Church on one side and the
Government Palace on the other, has traditionally been a male space. Women are
allowed and encouraged to occupy and use it only when they are fulfilling their
traditional circumscribed roles in a patriarchal social scheme, with the exception of
certain specific occasions that are discussed in Chapter 4. My experience of the Jardín
Velasco supported this observation. The most stable group of users of the space is
elderly gentlemen who sit on the benches in front of the old Casa de Gobierno. The only
permanent commercial enterprises in the plaza are two shoeshine stands, which of course
are never used by women.
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A significant aspect of the representational space that is the plaza in La Paz is that
it has been called a jardín for most of its history. It is commonly referred to as “la plaza”
or “jardín público,” but officially it was called the Jardín Velasco (or Velazco) until 1981
when the name was changed to Plaza Constitución (La Paz: Reseña Histórica). The fact
that it is called a garden makes it relatively more open to women and women’s activities
than a plaza that is called a zócalo, as many are in the rest of Mexico. The main plaza in
Mexico City, for example, is called the Zócalo, which is the word for the platform or
scaffolding built for public executions. It is as if this representational space in La Paz has
recognized the principle of reproductive complementarity in the habitus, as described by
Bourdieu.
To the degree that shopping is women’s labor, shops and markets are excluded
from the center of patriarchal power in the plaza. The old commercial centers of the city
are in two places: 1) the original center located along and around Mutualismo/Esquerro
street (formerly Calle del Comercio); and 2) the two public markets, Mercado Principal at
Revolución and Ocampo streets, and the Mercado Bravo at Bravo and Altamirano.
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Some of these older shops are located in galerías, the Mexican equivalent of the
arcades in Paris, which underscores the nineteenth-century urban character of La Paz.
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Beginning in the 1980s, these shopping areas were undercut by the development
of shopping centers on the edge of the expanding city, with the largest being the “CCC”
(Centro Comercial Californiano), where the offices of B.C.S. state are now located. The
most recent is the Centro Soriana, completed in 2004, near to which the municipal offices
have recently moved. While there are complaints that business in the old centers has
declined sharply, activity is still brisk and the laurel-shaded sidewalks are crowded with
goods and people (Flores).
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The shops are filled with merchandise for a local clientele. There are relatively few
businesses that aim for a clientele of foreign tourists with locally-produced handicrafts,
even though there is a surfeit of “souvenir” T-shirts of La Paz.
_________________________
Michel Foucault points out how the process of reproduction is tied to knowledge,
and like Lefebvre, sees it as completely dominated by society’s hegemonic power which
determines knowledge and discourse. Bodies, he says, are disciplined by the discourses
that power controls (Foucault, History of Sexuality 126). The desire of power to
discipline and punish was imposed in Western/Christian society through the inescapable
surveillance of the small, insidious, panoptical spatial construction of the confessional.
There, an individual is disciplined by being compelled to self-scrutinize. This attempt of
power to control “the visibility of bodies, individuals, and things” was eventually
extended to the manipulation of “opinion,” or societal norms, as a disciplinary device
(Foucault, "The Eye of Power: A Conversation with Jean-Pierre Barou and Michelle
Perrot" 94, 97). Thus, control of part(s) of society serve to exert power over the whole,
and—more importantly—to reproduce that power.
Stuart Hall’s model of culture does not address the issue of reproduction, unless it
is through the peculiar case of the mechanical reproduction of representations (S. Hall 1).
Thinking about mechanical reproduction, however, brings to the fore a feature of
representation which Hall ignores. Mechanical reproductions are simulacra: copies of
copies. Why isn’t biological reproduction the reproduction of which Hall treats? The
kind of reproduction that results in perpetuation is not mimesis, which can be considered
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a representation/metaphor of reproduction, although this is disputed by Michael Taussig
in a way discussed below. The major agents of “real” biological and social reproduction
are women, who are often excluded from the processes of representation as the basis of
culture.
Bourdieu would say that this is because the principles which govern the “mode of
reproduction” in Western society are geared to “reproducing the structure of social and
ideological relations within which and through which the activity of production is carried
on and legitimated” (Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice 60). Hall’s and Foucault’s
examples of systems of representation and of discourses make this clear. Since the mode
of reproduction is patriarchal, the acknowledgement and valuing of women’s role is
minimized. Bourdieu recognizes and discusses the role of gender in the production and
reproduction of symbolic capital, but he seems not to fully escape or even acknowledge
the ideology of patriarchy and to deal with the underlying reasons for it, especially in
capitalism. It took the feminist challenge to social and architectural theory to precipitate
such a deconstruction.
Diana Agrest, one of the earliest theorists to pose this challenge, recommended
trying to understand architecture anew from outside of its own discourse about itself as a
closed system. It is highly significant for my own work that she specified the “without”
of architecture: “from the city, from other fields, from other cultural and representational
systems.” She recognizes the city, especially its public places and streets, as “modes of
signification articulating the urban text,” and uses structural and semiotic analysis to
construct a new critical discourse about the built environment. The other exclusion she
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analyzes and deconstructs is that of woman’s body, pointing out that the “system of
architecture” since Vitruvius has been based entirely on the male body, creating an
anomalous situation where men are the bearers of reproduction in human society and the
human body becomes a “shifter” of signification (Agrest 2, 8, 173-5).
Elizabeth Grosz, from a slightly different direction, elaborated on this connection
between the city and the body:
The body and its environment . . . produce each other as forms of the hyperreal,
as modes of simulation which have overtaken and transformed whatever reality
each may have had into the image of the other: the city is made and made over
into the simulacrum of the body, and the body, in its turn, is transformed,
‘citified,’ urbanized as a distinctively metropolitan body. . . . The built
environment provides the context and coordinates for most contemporary
Western and, today, Eastern forms of the body, even for rural bodies insofar as
the twentieth century defines the countryside, ‘the rural,’ as the underside or raw
material of urban development (Grosz, "Bodies-Cities" 242).
_________________________
The potentiality of public ritual and social practice to challenge and recreate the
habitus, or social structuration, is not strongly acknowledged in the work of Lefebvre,
Bourdieu or Foucault. Michel de Certeau introduced this idea with his emphasis on the
role of “the ordinary man,” (Certeau epigraph). His approach is close to the approach
envisioned by current theorists like Grosz (Grosz, Architecture from the Outside) and
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others (Csordas; Hanson and Pratt; Colomina), who stress the grounding of spatial
production in social and economic processes that define the body, but which can be
subverted by the practices and performances of ordinary people.
Certeau’s work instigated an empirical research project that examines the
activities of everyday life in light of the possibility of reshaping the reproduction of
space. Certeau and his collaborators look at the specific activities of living within
particular spaces such as neighborhoods, streets, shops, homes and kitchens (Certeau,
Giard and Mayol). Their work is a linking of theory with empirical research that is
somewhat ignored because of its perceived specificity to French culture, but it does deal
extensively with the role and status of women in the spatialization of culture through the
everyday. Previously, Benjamin’s unfinished Arcades Project (Benjamin, The Arcades
Project; Buck-Morss) was intended to demonstrate the undermining of elite discourses of
space by the practices of common people in public spaces. Certeau and Benjamin are in
agreement on the power inherent in consumption by the ordinary, supposedly powerless,
citizen. This is in contrast to the classical Marxian emphasis on production as the
constitutive force in society and history.
_________________________
Walter Benjamin’s Arcades Project was to be the culmination of his truly
astonishing and original application of Marxist theory to art and society. His
foundational approach, as it emerges from detailed study of all of his work
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identifies a structural transformation in the relationship of consciousness to
reality—specifically, fantasy to productive forces—that has general theoretical
significance, and that is capable of informing every sort of critical cultural
practice. It could be said that for Benjamin progressive cultural practice entails
bringing both technology and imagination out of their mythic dream states,
through making conscious the collective’s desire for social utopia, and the
potential of the new nature to achieve it by translating that desire into the ‘new
language’ of its material forms (Buck-Morss 125) .
The themes of Benjamin’s thought: nature, history, myth and utopian dreams,
intersect in commodity (Buck-Morss Display D, 211). To him, Marxist dialectics were
the equivalent of awakening from a dream, and his theory of the superstructure was as a
dialectic between utopian imagination and the potential of technology or “new nature.”
“Old nature” and old technology, however, never disappeared and were always present in
reality as “fossils,” “traces,” “ruins,” “fetishes” and “wish-images” in a way that he
summarized by reference to Paul Klee’s painting “Angelus Novus” as the “Angel of
History” (Buck-Morss 94-95). Thus, Benjamin’s aesthetic theory can be understood as a
vital part of his revolutionary understanding and hope for society (Gelley, "Contexts of
the Aesthetic in Walter Benjamin"). It is through art and architecture that he saw the
possibility for social change, as I discuss further, below.
Another more recent attempt to empirically connect the workings of everyday life
with poststructuralist theory is called for by the work of Mark Gottdiener (Gottdiener)
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which focuses on public spaces in American cities. His concept of “sociosemiotics,”
however, attempts to keep one foot in the scientistic/functionalist camp at the same time
as addressing cultural issues regarding space. His approach is an example of the
difficulty Anglo-American approaches to the city, in general, have in recognizing the
communal power of spatial production. This is undoubtedly due to the extremely
individualistic bias of Anglo-American culture.
___________________________
Not just language, but any social practice or cultural object which functions as a
sign of something more than just itself is part of a system of representation and as such
can be subjected to the analysis of semiology. It is essential not to lose sight of the fact
that even in non-verbal discourses, metaphoric or metonymic construction is employed,
with the potential for all of the complex manipulations and shifts of meaning that
structuralism has unveiled in language. For example, as Barbara Babcock, elaborating on
the theories of Victor Turner, has demonstrated, the use of metaphor to represent what
something is always includes the suggestion of what it is not (Babcock, "The Reversible
World"). This idea opens the way to subversion of the construct through symbolic
inversion and to the infinite possibilities of liminality. I will elaborate more fully on the
notion of liminal space in Chapter 4. Suffice to say at this point that in liminal space,
women--whose voices are often silenced in official discourse--can exercise power and be
heard. Turner specifically alludes to the social potency of the feminine:
I have suggested in The Ritual Process that in male-dominated politico-legal
systems, social links through women, and by abstraction, femininity itself, tend to
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become associated with communitas, as opposed to formal hierarchical structures.
Often, when structures begin to break down in periods of major socioeconomic
change, communitas emerges from its small enclaves into public space. In maledominated societies communitas may wear a skirt, or appear as nature, Mother
Nature, versus culture, Father Culture (Babcock, Reversible World 289).
The issue of “communitas,” “the commons,” and public spaces emerge as central
to an understanding of subaltern subversion of the production of space. Scale is especially
salient here (N. Smith, "Geography, Difference, and the Politics of Scale"). Scale has
been described as “a relational element in a complex mix that also includes space, place
and environment” (Marston 221), and is itself a socio-cultural construction as well as a
physiological perception (Sacks 66). It has particular power to constitute states of being
not just in spite of, but because of its “transparency” or invisibility. Since I contend that
the commons is a spatial element which stands at a level of representation between
private and public, urban and regional, and regional and global, I will consider scale as a
quasi-rhetorical device. Because public spaces as discursive devices are metonymic
(establishing connection to their referents by contiguity rather than by similarity), their
invocation also involves movement (both epistemic and physical) through and among
several scales, with concomitant code-switching and shifting of meaning. The gendered
meanings of spatial scale and its consequence to women are indisputable (Marston).
Grosz highlights architecture’s responsibility and potential in regard to the production of
scale:
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To produce an architecture in which ‘women can live’ (to use Irigaray’s
formulation) is to produce both a domestic and a civic architecture as envelope,
which permits the passage from one space and position to another, rather than the
containment of objects and functions in which each thing finds its rightful place.
Building would not function as finished object but rather as spatial process, open
to whatever use it may be put to in an indeterminate future, not as a container of
solids but as a facilitator of flows: ‘volume without contour,’ as Irigaray describes
it in Speculum (Grosz, Architecture from the Outside 165).
This possibility, I argue, already exists in the dialectic of urban spaces, especially
in particular situations and particular spaces. In La Paz, this is evident in the public
spaces of the plaza and the malecón.
The structure which has become the most potent symbol and delimiter of public
space in Latin America since the end of the nineteenth century is the gazebo or kiosco
(sometimes quiosco). The ones in Costa Rica are a good example (Low, On the Plaza).
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In La Paz, both the Malecón and the plaza have their kioscos, and both have
recently been restored and refurbished to great public satisfaction (Interven).
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_________________________
During the 1960s, Kevin Lynch’s proposal of a system of “cognitive maps” and
Edward Hall’s interest in “proxemics,” initiated an approach to urban theory and
planning that was thoroughly behavioristic and dominated thinking about the city up until
the 1990s (Lynch; E. T. Hall; Rapoport). This behavioristic approach was used by
Frederick Jameson (Jameson) and then mildly criticized by Edward Soja (Soja 63), using
the same terminology. It is only very recently, beginning with the work of critical
geographers, that alternative ways to theorize the spatial relationships between
individuals and social totalities have been emerging. Lynch’s typology of urban elements
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is of use in my present argument, but only with cautions and observations about its limits.
He specifies


paths,



edges,



districts,



nodes, and



landmarks (Lynch 47-48),

but it is interesting to note that he does not specify any urban commons or public spaces
as such (plazas, markets, squares, etc.). Even though he urges construction of
an environment which is not simply well organized, but poetic and symbolic as
well . . . [which] should speak of the individuals and their complex society, of
their aspirations and their historical tradition, of the natural setting, and of the
complicated functions and movements of the city world (Lynch 119) ,
he asserts that this can all be accomplished by imposing “legibility” onto urban form
through rational planning. His theory is faulty in its
inherent behavioural determinism, mentalistic stress on the supposed rationality of
perception, unsophisticated conception of semiosis, . . . ignorance of the social
context of the mental construction of such ‘cognitive maps’” and its neglect of
any sense of emotional or affective content in the urban actors he is dealing with
(Shields 41-42).
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Lynch’s typology, however, did focus attention on the differences among the city
elements he identified.
Lynch found that for most of his interviewees, paths were the predominant city
element (Lynch 49), an observation which undoubtedly arose from and strengthened the
continuing concentration of urban planning and urban theory on movement and
transportation. He noted the overlap between paths and edges, and admitted that both
could serve as “uniting seams, rather than isolating barriers” (Lynch 65), even though he
does not examine the memory, exchanges and interactions between agents which make
this uniting possible. Certainly, his findings about paths support Certeau’s emphasis on
walking as a way of creating a city. They also uphold my choice of azotacalleando or
flânerie as a method of understanding the deep spatial processes of a city.
Spiro Kostof’s book on the elements of urban form recognizes city edges,
districts, streets, and public places (by which he generally means squares and parks), but
it also includes a chapter on urban macro processes. He also pays considerable attention
to the activities (like trade) and to the interactions that produce and take place in urban
edges, districts, streets and plazas (Kostof, The City Assembled).
One of the most significant differences between a Latin American idea of the city
and an Anglo-American one is exactly this attention to the interactions between
individual city-dwellers and between the collective and society itself that take place in
the public spaces of the city. As I have pointed out, “urbanity” is highly valued in
Hispanic culture, and has been the focus of intense literary and theoretical attention since
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at least the beginning of the nineteenth century (Rama, La Ciudad Letrada). The 1573
Laws of the Indies, building on a long tradition (Kagan and Marías), dictated that in
America “’the main plaza is to be the starting point of the town’” (Kostof, The City
Assembled 124). Abril Trigo, in discussing what constitutes “Latin American cultural
studies,” observes that
Latin American cultural studies focus on the analysis of institutions, experiences,
and symbolic production as intricately connected to social, political, and material
relations, relations to which these elements in turn contribute. Consequently,
cultures can be defined as historically and geographically over determined
symbolic and performative institutions and lifestyles specific to concrete social
formations, which develop under particular modes of production, distribution, and
consumption of goods and artifacts with symbolic value. The cultural is perhaps
a better term to capture the kaleidoscopic nature of our object of study than
culture, which generally implies some degree of reification. Thus, the cultural
can be conceptualized as a historically overdetermined field of struggle for the
symbolic and performative production, reproduction, and contestation of social
reality and political hegemony, through which collective identities evolve. As
such, the cultural can be considered Latin American cultural studies' privileged
field of inquiry inasmuch as it is reciprocally produced by and a producer of what
is experienced at the social and the political spheres (Trigo 4).
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Awareness of and concern for the maintenance of the connections linking the
cultural, social, political and physical which have been produced and reproduced in urban
spaces is evident in just two sources I can cite: the Seminario Permanente de Cultura y
Ciudad (Permanent Seminary on Culture and the City) at the Universidad Autónoma
Metropolitana in Mexico City (Aguilar, Sevilla and Vergara), and a symposium recently
held at the same University (García Canclini, Reabrir Espacios Públicos), which
considers the effects of privatization, individualization, and globalization on society and
the Latin American city’s public spaces. Urban spaces in Latin America have
indisputably been recognized as “el espacio de todos” (Ramírez Kuri 383)—“everyone’s
space,” where differences and commonalities are communicated and resolved
(Rosenthal). I have already mentioned how this is signaled by the kiosco. The
prominence of places (“los lugares”) as opposed to networks and flows (“redes y flujos”)
as the constitutive element of maps and geographical imaginaries is insisted upon. In
response to Lefebvre’s declaration that the importance of neighborhoods is in decline and
their survival due only to inertia, Vergara Figueroa reiterates the importance of the
barrio, showing how it marks representations, creates practices, stimulates positioning
and contexts, and illuminates horizons (Vergara Figueroa 5). In Chapter 4 I will
specifically discuss two of La Paz’s barrios that do this. Districts, nodes and paths are
clearly weighty elements of Latin American urban citizenship.
When Paceños want to emphasize their identity as a city, they always mention
their historic “love of culture” (La Paz: Reseña Histórica). By that they mean the poetry
and stories, music and dance, which they consider their own, usually involving places and
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personages that are connected to the region. Much cultural activity today is patronized
by governmental or quasi-governmental entities, which does not detract from public
enthusiasm for these activities. For example, there are Saturday night events sponsored
by the university, which are described in Chapter 4, below. I also attended a performance
of two short plays by a youth theatre group, called “Leyendas de Sudcalifornia,” which
the narrator specifically said is a way for them to find “nuestra propria identidad.”11 The
city of La Paz emerged during the formation and structuration of a mining-agricultural
economy in the southern half of the peninsula in the early nineteenth century. It was born
out of the need for a port and as a nucleus that assured the integration of Baja California
into a wider exchange network (Trejo Barajas 81). Its cultural activities, then, can be
seen as a compensatory effort to fill in the urban identity that was effectively thrust upon
this location.
What about edges? Lynch was forced to acknowledge that “the disruptive power
of an edge must be reckoned with,” but that an edge could unite as well as isolate. He
also noted how edges sometimes seem to be “mentally erased.” Among these “boundaries
between two kinds of areas” probably the most obvious is that between the land and the
sea. One of the most distinctive edges in a port or coastal city is the waterfront. In
Lynch’s Boston, this would have been evident, and his work recognizes that (Lynch 6266). Waterfront revival and preservation efforts have been essential and contested
components of modernization in many cities around the world, including Izmir, Turkey,
and Toronto, Canada (Zandi-Sayek; Cooper). In Spanish America, the seaside
promenade, or malecón, is an important city element, especially in connection with
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tourism. It is an edge with very strong cultural associations and significance. La Paz was
born on the malecón (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 6, 35).
Very often there is a subtle transgressive and/or sexual subtext to these
associations. Think of the Boardwalk in Atlantic City, New Jersey, or Malibu Beach,
California, for Anglo-American examples. Arguably among the most famous of seaside
promenades is that along Copacabana Beach near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, or the Malecon
in Havana, Cuba (Rich; Ponte), or that of Veracruz, Mexico.12 The Malecón of La Paz,
seen through this cultural lens, is unquestionably a locus of authorized transgression,
especially for women. It is a place where women can come unaccompanied and walk or
jog in sports clothes. In the past, it was also the locale of some prostitute activity, but this
has abated ("Aniversario Del Diario").
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The future of public spaces or the commons in a globalized, virtual future is
discussed widely, especially in Latin America, with varying degrees of pessimism and
optimism (Castells; Bollier, "Reclaiming the Commons"; Bollier, Silent Theft : The
Private Plunder of Our Common Wealth; Anderson; García Canclini, Reabrir Espacios
Públicos; Grosz, Architecture from the Outside; Johnson; Romero). Latin Americans
react to this future with some misgiving because of their purported disadvantages vis-àvis the technological capacity of the developed countries, but my impression is that
because of this misgiving they have used their considerable ingenuity and imagination to
“try harder” and are really not at a disadvantage. The place of La Paz and its commons in
an optimistic virtual future will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
Since I am emphasizing the importance of individual agency in the creation and
maintenance of public space, it’s important to note one problematic feature of
representation that is addressed by Hall (S. Hall). This is subject position. Who is doing
the representation, of what, and to whom, is of key importance in any detailed unpacking
of spatial production and construction. This issue is brilliantly illustrated by Michel
Foucault’s reading of the painting, “Las Meninas,” by Diego Velázquez (Foucault, The
Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (Trans. Of Les Mots Et Les
Choses.) 3-16). Although Foucault, like Saussure, does not consider individual subjects
the author of systems of representation, he points out the necessity of taking the “subjectposition” of a particular specific discourse in order to make sense of it. The Janus nature
of the word “subject” is thus revealed: one must subject oneself to the identity,
regulation, and production of a particular representational discourse in order to consume
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it. In the case of “Las Meninas,” as Foucault demonstrates, one is forced to acknowledge
that the King of Spain is “master of all he surveys,” including the viewer of the painting,
oneself. Trinh Minh-ha confronts this quality of what Foucault calls “power/knowledge”
in her essay on the discourse of anthropology, or culture as representation:
In sight of every reader-by, let him run naked. Here, where she lives, each door
revolves like a mirror of his mirror, and repression takes on the forms of both
suppressed and forced speech. If she does not ravel and unravel his universe, she
will then remain silent, looking at him looking at her (Trinh 47).
The question of who is in the subject position is crucial. What does he want? is an
even more decisive question complicated in Latin America by “who was interpellating
whom?” in any particular historical situation (James 285). Daniel James, in considering
what Laclau calls popular-democratic interpellations, where “the sermo humilis takes
possession of the language of power,” urges Latin American cultural studies to “look
very closely at what that sermo humilis might consist of,” (James 286). This is what I
suggest about women in this historical cultural analysis of public spaces in La Paz, in the
spirit of Walter Benjamin, who envisioned a past that was blown backward,
redemptively, through dialectic, into the future.
The women of La Paz and B.C.S. have a government-sponsored advocate in the
Instituto Sudcaliforniano de la Mujer, which is a sub-entity of the Mexican Instituto
Nacional de las Mujeres. In addition to assuring women a voice in policy-making, the
two most prominent activities of these organizations are encouraging entrepreneurial
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women and discouraging violence against women, which has been estimated at 62% of
families in B.C.S.(Tang II 29).

Bourdieu finds questions of subject-position so problematic that he rejects even
the consideration of subject-position to be adequate to “grasp the limits of objectivist
knowledge,” reminding us that indeed the observer himself is a representation, as he in
turn represents the practical activity that he purports to observe. Bourdieu proposes
instead “a science of the dialectical relations between the objective structures . . . and the
structured dispositions within which those structures are actualized and which tend to
reproduce them” (Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice 3). To understand these
relations, one must first of all understand the habitus of the culture one is studying.
Rather than representation, Bourdieu considers reproduction to be the key moment in the
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circuit of culture. What is being reproduced, however, is society and the relations of
production, which include biological reproduction.
Taussig says that recognizing subjectivity as itself a representation leaves us in
“the silly if not desperate place between the real and the really made-up” (Taussig xvii).
This uncomfortable feature of representation was brought forward and examined by
Barbara Babcock (Babcock, "The Reversible World"). The unavoidably negative nature
of representation, the sense that the symbol is not the real thing, that mimesis can never
truly reproduce what it is copying, gives rise to a whole world of other cultural
possibilities and differences that escape representation or turn it on its head and mock its
pretensions. Alterity and symbolic inversion can be included in Stuart Hall’s model of
culture (S. Hall 1) if they are considered a variant of representation, but they also point to
the deficiency of Hall’s model, which avoids addressing reproduction.
Taussig examines reproduction through an analysis of ethnographies of the Cuna
Indians of San Blas, Panama. In a striking example of Bourdieu’s observations, Taussig
interprets the Cuna’s understanding of female power in terms of “the womb as the
mimetic organ par excellence, mysteriously underscoring in the submerged and constant
body of the mother the dual meaning of reproduction as birthing and reproduction as
replication” (Taussig 35).
Annette Weiner emphatically confronted the general avoidance in Western social
thought which tends to focus on the second meaning of reproduction (replication),
effectively ignoring the role of woman and rendering her politically insignificant.
Weiner challenges social theorists to put the first meaning of reproduction (birthing) at
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the center of their theory, and to recognize “women’s power as a synthesis of biological
and cultural activities” (A. B. Weiner, "Reproduction: A Replacement for Reciprocity"
407). This profound feminist confrontation of theory was earlier sounded most
eloquently by Mary O’Brien in The Politics of Reproduction (O'Brien). O’Brien
attributes the replacement of reproduction by representation and mimesis to male
awareness of its own inadequacy in ensuring continuity and to the ineluctable
indeterminacy of paternity. This inadequacy relative to female reproductive powers
engenders elaborate and highly structured systems of control and surveillance, especially
in regard to sexuality. This is a theme that Foucault also examined, but without
attributing it completely to the same source, even though he was on the right track. It is
rooted in the discourse of sexual difference, as he maintained.
Marta Weigle demonstrates how the replacement of the first sense of reproduction
by the second gives rise to the structured valuing of “creation” over procreation, and the
domination of “compensatory” creativity over biological and social reproduction in
systems of culture (Weigle). The distortion which can result from presenting women and
reproduction within systems of representation that are thinly-disguised patriarchal codes
is also made clear in Babcock’s “First Families”(Babcock, "First Families: Gender,
Reproduction, and the Mythic Southwest"). The manipulation of representations of
American Indian women classifies, orders and controls our comprehension of not only
the women and their families, but even of the region that they are used to represent, so we
see how the science of space/spatial code produces place as well as space. This is also an
example of the use of metonymy as well as metaphor in the spatial code.
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In La Paz today, a global capital market has narrowed the opportunities for native
voices to be heard and it is re-constructing and re-producing space to appeal to particular
client demographics. Place is wildly disparate—from the hip, chic, and with-it appeal of
the multiplex in the Centro Soriano, to the fantasy heritage pseudo-village of Paradise of
the Sea/Paraíso del Mar. In both of these conceptions, women are nothing but
consumers.

Weiner elucidates the pivotal role of women in social power relations, and
highlights the way women have been severed from “the multiplicity of symbols,
possessions, and exchange events associated with sexuality and reproduction” (A. B.
Weiner, "Reproduction: A Replacement for Reciprocity" 409). She also asserts the prime
analytic importance of the fracturing of the sister-brother bond through marriage
exchanges as a key to understanding the economic and exchange value and symbolic
meaning of women. This stance would dispute and deconstruct, among other things,
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Bourdieu’s characterization of the female as “centripetal.” Looking more closely at
gender from this perspective has caused a number of feminist scholars to note the
correlation of the rise of gender differentiation and patriarchal practices with a masculine
need to control and manipulate the exchange inherent in marriage and reproductive
practices.
Another of Weiner’s concepts that I have found especially useful in this
consideration of urban public spaces is her notion of “inalienable possessions” (A. B.
Weiner, Inalienable Possessions: The Paradox of Keeping-While-Giving), which she
developed from Marcel Mauss’ idea of objects that are “immeuble”(A. B. Weiner,
"Inalienable Wealth"). I believe it is possible to consider public spaces such as the
central plaza or malecón in a Mexican city as "inalienable possessions” because they
have the following key attributes of such an object. Inalienable possessions are:


singularities;



used in ceremonies of commemoration;



used to authenticate individual as well as collective identities;



important for both the establishment and the defeat of hierarchy; and



not subject to mundane exchange transactions (after Mills 240, Table 1).

While such objects are not exchanged in the everyday sense, they are often
circulated (or “kept while being given away”), and their circulation has very deep
symbolism and meaning that is connected with history and origins. In addition, Mauss
saw this kind of wealth as associated with women and with regeneration (A. B. Weiner,
"Inalienable Wealth" 213). In the case of space and the built environment, polysemy is
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embedded in the circulation of people to and through it, rather than in the mobility of the
material objects themselves. Mariane Ferme, in discussing polysemy, ambiguity, and
gendered practices among the Mende of Sierra Leone, argues that spaces (or “domains”)
as well as objects can be the source of cultural prescriptions and confrontations in
powerful ways (Ferme 61-66). This approach sharply differs from other, more current,
ones that emphasize the non-consensual nature of such spaces (St.John) and their
alienated character or “multiple irrationalities” (Dear and Flusty 50). Several places in
La Paz illustrate the complexities of these circulations of space, especially given the
emphasis on tourism and hospitality: the airport, the Muelle on the Malecón, the kioscos,
and the palapas or seafood restaurants and stands along the beach. Are they “ours” or do
they belong to “others”? Paceños keep these places while giving them away.
The concern of scholars such as Romero, Rama, and García Canclini with the
preservation of urban public spaces in Latin America can be understood if public meeting
spaces are seen as inalienable wealth that is constitutive of identity. Certainly, the Zócalo
in Mexico City could not be more clearly a sign of community identity and the origin of
the Mexican people. Furthermore, in Mexican commons such as plazas, their physical
environment (nature), origin stories (myth), and historic architecture (ruins and traces)
can be seen to produce and to continue producing superstructure through dialectic just as
Benjamin theorized.
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Architecture today is very closely equated with art (Riding). It is interesting at
this point to observe the way that architecture, like art, often insists on considering itself
outside of integration into a symbolic system, and it resists classification into language.
Ann Bergren quotes Catherine Ingraham’s observations on “the ‘rage’ of architecture at
the prospect of domination by language”. She ascribes this rage to a hegemonic struggle
between architecture and philosophy that between them “entails the construction of
gender,” the universal “machine for differentiation as such—the totem par excellence”
(Bergren 254, 53, 56).
As discussed by Bergren, the collaboration between Jacques Derrida and the
American architect Peter Eisenman on a design for a section of the Parc La Villette in
Paris in the late 1980s clarified the relation between epistemological constructions (such
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as philosophy) and material constructions (such as architecture and planning). Their
project was entitled Choral Works, and was a deliberate attempt to put into practice the
“deconstruction” of spatial categories. Derrida derived the title from the term chora,
taken from Plato’s Timaeus. Chora means “receptacle,” but it can also mean “place” or
“space” (Grosz, "Women, Chora, Dwelling"). It is understood to be essentially female
and pregnant with ambiguity. It must stay put, but it can move around; it must be
passive, but it can act; it must receive, but it gives and its giving is the source of life.
In modernism, chora is firmly identified with private and domestic—as opposed
to public—space and to the home, but this has not always been so. During the feudal
period in Europe the meaning of “private” versus “public” was vastly different from
today’s meaning, and “house” was associated with a particular kind of political power
(Duby). The recognition of these different meanings reveals the arbitrariness of all the
naturalized and transparent significations assigned to space and difference in general,
especially through the production of scale (N. Smith, "Geography, Difference, and the
Politics of Scale"; Marston).
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Eisenman and Derrida’s collaboration, and the discussion of it at a forum on
“Architecture and Deconstruction” held in Chicago in 1987, also illuminate the paradox
of gender and the significance of femaleness to spatial construction. Bergren quotes a
participant in the conference, who says that “in some way architecture is the
aestheticization of the pornography of power.” This comment, paired with the
participants’ discussion of their own feelings about the collaboration, caused Bergren to
observe:
It reminds me of the whole problem of the female in general—that she must be
mobile, she must be exchangeable in order for family and children and homes to
take place. But the problem about her is that she is not a ‘proper’ wife for sure.
Because by virtue of her movability, she also could move herself and she could be
like a porné [prostitute]. A porné is the opposite of the proper wife—a porné
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wouldn’t stay put, once exchanged—this is Greek thinking about females. So the
ambiguity with which architecture is treated is perhaps an essential and necessary
one. Because you must be moveable. Yet this is just what nobody can allow
you—once you’re in place, you have to stay put (Bergren 255).
Walter Benjamin understood Paris and the covered shopping arcades of the
nineteenth century as the material expression of the collective dream of the city at that
point in history. The errors and utopian dreams of bourgeois consciousness were present
there in commodity fetishism, reification, fashion, gambling, and prostitution. Women in
this setting were key to his understanding, because they embodied the changed relation
between subject and object that is the result of commodity production, and more deeply,
because women’s fecundity is organic rather than mechanical and appears threatening to
capitalism. As a figure, “the prostitute is the ur-form of the wage laborer, selling herself
in order to survive. Prostitution is indeed an objective emblem of capitalism, a
hieroglyph of the true nature of social reality” (Buck-Morss 39, 97-104, 84).
Furthermore, the prostitute embodies and moves through several spatial scales in a
manner that is normally forbidden, as Benjamin describes in “Zentralpark”:
Prostitution opens up the possibility of a mythical communication with the
masses. The emergence of the masses is, however, simultaneous with that of
mass production. At the same time prostitution seems to contain the possibility of
surviving in a living space in which the objects of our most intimate use are
increasingly mass articles. In the prostitution of large cities the woman herself
becomes a mass article. It is this totally new signature of big-city life that gives
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real meaning to Baudelaire’s reception of the [ancient] document of original sin
(Buck-Morss 190).
Prostitution in B.C.S. is legal but restricted and regulated. Some of this activity,
of course, escapes regulation and prosecution through either eluding the authorities or
colluding with them.

The licensed houses of prostitution are on the outskirts of the city, with the most
well-known being “El Ranchito” (Niemann 221-2). Although prostitution within the
central area is frowned upon, there is a rough workman’s bar just half a block away from
the plaza which is reputedly the scene of such activity. The police station is another halfblock away. One evening, I observed a woman I assumed by her dress was a prostitute in
friendly conversation with the policeman directing traffic nearby. One of my young
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informants told me that the area of the Malecón in front of the Hotel Los Arcos is also
reputed to be a place to pick up “higher quality” prostitutes.
As Bergren explains it, chora is imbued with the power of women in biological
reproduction and their even greater power in social reproduction. Especially in a
patrilineal society, this power derives from the indeterminacy of fatherhood except by
female communication or speech, and the alienation of men from the reproductive
process. O’Brien discusses the dialectics of this reality and the resulting effort of men to
transform reproduction into production and to thereby participate in its power. This same
impulse can be seen to be at work in the relationship between chora and techné, or
“making”—the root of “technology”--and between philosophy and architecture. It may
be one source of the strong association of domestic space with women. It is clearly one
important source of social inequality and of the attributes of Lefebvre’s “science of
space.”
Paternal uncertainty and a basic male distrust of female communication are also
inherent in the notion of metis, which is the source of techné. Metis is both the process
and the products of creativity, craft, or trickery. The word can also mean “measurement,”
an essential human activity for the distribution of the means of production and for the
production of space. Formally, it is produced by tropos, “turning” or “doubling,” which
is epitomized in the craft of weaving (Bergren 258). In the Greek world this concept
appears earliest in the story of Rhea, the mother of Zeus and wife of Cronus the Titan,
one of the Greek predecessor gods. Cronus has swallowed all their previous children to
prevent his authority from being challenged. To protect her baby, Rhea presents the
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father with a copy, a metis, to trick him. The metis is a stone wrapped in cloth, which
Cronus swallows and then vomits. Zeus is spared, and he turns the metis into a
monument after he has usurped Cronus. Later, Zeus takes the goddess Metis as his first
wife. She teaches weaving to maidens, and construction to (male) builders.
Metis is also linked etymologically with the Spanish word mestizaje (metissage in
French), meaning “mixture,” and applied to people of mixed racial heritage, especially
Indian and Spanish. Baja California historian Pablo L. Martínez affirmed that there was
no mestizaje in B.C.S.—that white men did not marry Indian women, as occurred
elsewhere in Mexico. He claimed the only mixing that occurred took place after
Independence, when indigenous from the mainland moved more freely into the territory
(Martínez, Guía Familiar 12). While it may be true that European men did not take
Indian wives (especially if they were priests), many of the immigrants to the territory
were already mestizos, as the earliest census indicates (see Table 2.1, above. Note the
considerable number of “mulattoes” as well.). Many European and Asian sailors who
jumped ship off the coast of the peninsula, furthermore, added to the mestizado
population through the centuries. I was told by several informants that “el otro Mexico”
applied to Baja California means that most of the inhabitants came from other parts of
Mexico—a population that is thoroughly mestizo. It is puzzling, but perhaps ultimately
revealing, to think about why Martínez would make this claim in a book about the old
families of Baja California.
Joseph Rykwert (Rykwert 27-29) points out two important elements inherent in
the Classical idea of a town. The site selected for building was perceived as being chosen
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by the deity (through oracles and divination), and ceremony and ritual—almost always
involving sacrifice—accompanied the founding of the town. Alignment with the
movement of celestial bodies and correspondence to mythic narrative dictated city
location and identity. The sacrifice accompanying foundational ceremony and ritual is
ultimately understood to be human sacrifice, which may be seen in Judeo-Christian
tradition with the association of Cain, who killed his brother Abel, with the founding of
the first city. This tradition is maintained in the persistent “folk” motif of the woman
buried during construction in city walls or in other public structures. The close
relationship between ritual sacrifice and biological reproduction is persistent. The
woman in question is always a bride and/or a new mother. Benedict Anderson
(Anderson) also saw the continuation of this kind of sacred symbolism in secularized
nationalism by means of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Lorella Castorena Davis
(Castorena Davis, Sudcalifornia: El Rostro de una Identidad 81-82) connects this to the
idea of sovereignty. This aspect is an extremely critical and problematic element of
Sudcaliforniano identity, mainly because of the perpetual dependency of B.C.S. and its
historic spatial vulnerability.
_______________________
The built environment and cities are humanity’s main way of ordering space to
ensure cooperation as well as to deal with difference. They also have the basic purpose
of being the framework within which all of society’s functions are carried out, but the
production and reproduction of spaces are reciprocally created by the bodies within them.
As was inscribed on a wall in Belgium's pavilion at the Ninth Venice Architecture
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Biennale, “'The physical body, with its specific rhythms, thus determines the rhythms of
the city's social body and generates the relational networks through which the urban
space is shaped.'”(Riding). Cities inevitably reflect and amplify the struggle for
hegemony within society, at all levels and among all of its elements. At many levels of
spatial organization, cities can be seen as containers for difference. They are places that
consist of many places.
When the human mind attempts to create order and sense out of differences by
assigning them to categories or types and giving those types meaning, difference starts to
make a difference. Space and its doppelganger, time, are essential units of measurement
in humanity’s attempt to order difference. Societies and cities, which are the embodiment
of society, can be seen as an attempt to bring together many individual and different
spaces and moments in one place.
The city has always occupied a privileged place in the architectural dream—it is
the place where all orders are possible. It is the mythical place where myriad
different orders are projected, an unlimited repository. But the city is also the
concrete place of the accumulation of these orders, which are superimposed upon,
annihilate, or support each other. The space of the myth is simultaneously the
record of the myth, a presence and an absence, a reality and an abstraction. It is
this struggle between the city’s position as actual accumulation of conflicting
orders—its orderlessness—and its desire for order that has characterized the
development of theories about the city and architecture (Agrest 109).
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Grosz insists, optimistically, that the relationship between bodies and cities is
neither entirely causal nor representational and recommends thinking of the body-city
linkage as “an interface, perhaps even a cobuilding . . . based on the practical
productivity bodies and cities have in defining and establishing each other (Grosz,
"Bodies-Cities" 248).
The architectural and spatial devices constructed to accomplish the objective of
spatial production vary tremendously, from artificial mountains to enclosed plazas, to
shafts of light projected upward into the night sky. The results can be seen in physical
form from Teotihuacán in ancient Mexico, to Siena in medieval Italy, to Ground Zero in
New York City today. Yet, while cities may share certain qualities, the essence of each is
recognized as unique and each city is different from all others in almost every way (Urry
71-73).
Because they are made through building, cities “gather the earth;” they are
“things;” they are an “assembly” (Heidegger 152-53) of many places, each of which is
different because made by an individual body (Lefebvre 173). According to Heidegger,
the earth consists of a “fourfold oneness”—“earth and sky, divinities and mortals”
(Heidegger 149). The way that a people, a society, a culture, grasp this primal oneness is
the basis for its understanding and organization of space and also for its understanding of
difference. Tzvetan Todorov illustrates this with his “exemplary tale” of the discovery
and conquest of America, which shows not only how Europeans dealt with “the Other,”
but also how “the conquest of America . . . heralds and establishes our present identity.”
This is because after October 12, 1492, “men have discovered the totality of which they
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are a part, whereas hitherto they formed a part without a whole” (Todorov 5). California
as both a reality and an idea represents a key moment in the historical process of
Europeans vis-à-vis The Other, and La Paz is the city where these differences are
gathered together.
Walter Benjamin discusses the distinctive qualities of works of art and
architecture in “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (Benjamin,
"The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction"). He designates their
distinctive characteristic as “aura,” and ties it to the uniqueness of the work, a uniqueness
that is increasingly dissipated by technological advances in mechanical reproduction.
Architecture, however, escapes this dissipation not only because it is not easily
reproduced, but also because it is apprehended both visually and tactilely. Its “tactile
appropriation” is accomplished over time, through habit (Benjamin, "The Work of Art in
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" 240).
The special characteristics of architecture and works of plastic art are tellingly
noted by Bourdieu at the beginning of Outline of a Theory of Practice. He says that such
works cannot be treated simply as a discourse analogous to the Saussurian “langue.”
Artistic production is always also . . . the product of an ‘art,’ ‘pure practice
without theory’, as Durkheim says, or to put it another way, a mimesis, a sort of
symbolic gymnastics, like the rite or the dance; and it is also to forget that the
work of art always contains something ineffable, not by excess, as hagiography
would have it, but by default, something which communicates, so to speak, from
body to body, i.e. on the hither side of words or concepts, and which pleases (or
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displeases) without concepts (Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice 1-2).
Art is lodged firmly in the center of that “space” (to use this term very cautiously
because it slides into metaphor so easily and can’t get out) that Michael Taussig describes
as “mimetic slippage,” where the “aesthetics of transgression” are used to summon magic
and power and transform Being itself through the revelation of “the repressed, the secret,
the great secret, the Great Mother’s secret”(Taussig 125-6). This aesthetics, Taussig
asserts, is normally held in check by ritual. To use Bourdieu’s words, it is a place where
the “symbolic gymnastics” of mimesis display acrobatics that can only be achieved
through knowledge, discipline, and practice. Normally, this knowledge and discipline is
attained through language, but in special cases—ritual space—it is communicated “from
body to body . . . without concepts.” There, it is communicated through habit, which
symbolic power has difficulty dominating and manipulating. Ritual, in that situation, is
form without content. It is a conduit for liminality and for the message that difference
makes no difference within the frame of the ritual. This message is made immensely
stronger by the fact that, as Lefebvre elegantly illustrates with a spider in her web, a body
not only produces space by occupying it, but is itself a space (Lefebvre 173). The energy
and idea of symmetry that produces space is already inherent in the body of any living
thing.
While all human societies feel some ambiguity regarding gender difference in
reproduction and thus in production, not all resolve the difficulty in the same way. This
may be at the root of the distinct urban traditions or cultural attitudes towards difference
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and cities. One termed “Mediterranean,” associates cities and their gathering and
ordering of difference with an ideal model of society and civilization, a diagram of
cosmic order and a recreation of heaven on earth. The other, which might be termed
“Northern,” but is definitely “Western,” thinks of urban diversity as dystopian. It is of
quite recent origin (since the Enlightenment) and can be seen as the source of
contemporary urban decay and migration to suburbia and what Kunstler calls “a drive-in
utopia” (Kunstler ix) and David Harvey “commercialized bourgeois utopias” (Harvey,
Spaces of Hope 138), which attempt to be more bucolic than urban. Both the indigenous
American and the Hispanic urban tradition fit the “Mediterranean” mode, but in the
globalized world generally and in Baja California especially, the bucolic ideal of the
“Northern” tradition has been increasingly forceful in asserting itself as a discourse of the
built environment (see Fisketjon).
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This is in marked contrast to the local tradition of pride in La Paz’s civic and
(“high”) cultural history, which showed itself in early twentieth century institutions and
establishments like the Teatro Juárez. 13
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______________________________
There are many other differences besides gender, and they all affect the ordering
of space by means of the built environment. Age, abilities, ethnicity and race are all
categories of difference that societies have constructed to make sense of the world.
Marxist theory emphasizes the difference of class, or relationship to the means of
production. The intersection of these various differences in today’s global economic
culture has produced unusual urban situations of great import and concern. A recent issue
of City & Society highlights “dual development,” or the situation where a city’s form and
its social development are the outcome of different societies (King 5). Anthony King’s
edited volume on the effects of globalization emphasizes that the “local,” or the diversity
still present in the larger “global” order, must not be forgotten. David Harvey, on the
other hand, emphasizes that the individual “body” approach to understanding spatial
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production is incomplete without remembering the context of global capitalism (Harvey,
Spaces of Hope 16).
Harvey’s utopian dream of the ideal society being formed by a “feminized
proletariat” (Harvey, Spaces of Hope 262) is perhaps not so far-fetched. The women in
the collection, Making Worlds (Aiken et al.) show much awareness of “species being,”
much of the “militant particularism” and dialectical practice that he calls for. While there
are no actual architects or city planners among them, they are all “insurgent architects.”
The question for women who wish to make a world closer to utopia hinges upon their
finding a space—both metaphorical and physical—to forge a discourse and make it heard
and felt in the larger society. This is difficult in a patriarchal society, but public spaces or
commons, by definition open to all, provide an opportunity. Certain public spaces
provide occasions for normally submerged voices to have power and to be heard.
Furthermore, not all public spaces have these qualities in the same amount, and some are
more open than others. Many commons are non-discursive spaces, which are typified by
their lack of discursive regimes except for those which declare this lack. They are
constantly being beleaguered by the attempts of hegemonic discourse to ascribe
territoriality and style to them. Like Times Square in recent years, they often succumb.
Through ritual, whether sacred or non-sacred, they can evade rhetoric, and these spaces
become Derridean “aporia” where neither term of an opposition can be granted structural
primacy or qualitative superiority, and where they are both/all held in mutual suspension.
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4. BETWEEN EL MANGLITO AND EL ESTERITO:
LIMINALITY AND LIMINAL SPACE IN LA PAZ
“In vain, great-hearted Kublai, shall I attempt to describe Zaira, city of high
bastions. I could tell you how many steps make up the streets rising like
stairways, and the degree of the arcades’ curves, and what kind of zinc scales
cover the roofs; but I already know this would be the same as telling you nothing.
The city does not consist of this, but of relationships between the measurements of
its space and the events of its past . . . The city, however, does not tell its past, but
contains it like the lines of a hand, written in the corners of the streets, the
gratings of the windows, the banisters of the steps, the antennae of the lightning
rods, the poles of the flags, every segment marked in turn with scratches,
indentations, scrolls (Calvino, Invisible Cities 10-11).”
La Paz, the capital of Baja California Sur, is a city on a threshold, poised betwixt
and between the land and the sea, between a locale and the world, between a place and
space. Even its orientation is liminal: situated on the southeast edge of the curving
shoreline of the Bay of La Paz, it faces west. The sun sets over the water, giving the
impression of setting in the east. It is said that La Paz is famous as the land of 365
different sunsets a year (Jordán 355). This has given rise to its nickname, “the port of
illusions.”14
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La Paz is a doorway between Mexico and the rest of the world, where the looming
presence of Mexico’s gigantically hegemonic neighbor, the United States, is especially
inescapable. Sudcalifornianos consider themselves “the other Mexico,” because they are
on the margin of their national identity and are aware of all having come from elsewhere.
Their households are both urban and rural. Their history and architecture reflect their
origins in mainland Mexican states, like Sonora and Sinaloa, as well as in many foreign
countries and ethnic groups, from Japan to Yaqui Indian (Bunzo and Junzo; Castorena
Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 57-8).
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, “the steamships brought life and
money”15 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 27). The first permanent structure of the
city, located exactly where it is today, was the muelle or pier, the true center, a crossroads
of information and commerce. The edge of the sea was part of the town, because the
beach was completely open, with no malecón (testimony of Dr. Francisco Cardoza
Carballo in Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 56-7).

On either side of this central edge were the adobe thatch-roofed houses of the poor and
working classes in the two oldest barrios of the city, built in marginal land that was
unsuitable for commercial uses: “El Manglito” on the south, in a mangrove swamp; and
“El Esterito” on the north, in a river estuary.
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La Paz’s liminality is an integral part of its identity. Its regionalism has been
called “an instrument of defense, an attitude of protection, licit and even necessary”16
behind “a dense pitahaya curtain” (Ibarra Rivera, Escritos y Escritores de Temas
Sudcalifornianos 209). It has been and still is a “nepantla,” a place that is in between,
where what Walter Mignolo calls “border thinking” or “border gnosis” takes place in
every possible form and situation. “Border thinking is more than a hybrid enunciation. It
is a fractured enunciation in dialogic situations with the territorial and hegemonic
cosmology (e.g., ideology, perspective” (Mignolo x).
The concept of “liminal space” has become a frequent topic of study and
discussion in many academic fields in the past decade or so.17 The limen is a “space,”
both metaphorical and physical, that Victor Turner, elaborating on the work of Arnold
van Gennep, first described in 1964 as being “betwixt and between” (Babcock,
"Woman/Women" 8862). Although both van Gennep and Turner originally applied the
concept and the term to rites of passage in traditional tribal cultures, it has since been
used to understand a vast range of social and cultural phenomena. “Turner's work on the
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liminal period has stimulated intense social, psychological, and cultural research. The
term has also spread to literature and other disciplines, labeling circumstances when
social conventions are suspended” (Tom C. Greaves). The meaning of ritual has
expanded to refer to many types of social behavior, but generally it’s understood to
include fairly formal, standardized symbolic acts, often but not always connected to
religious belief. The sociologist Emile Durkheim explicated the way that ritual
connected individuals to a collective whole and demonstrated that one of the key
elements of all ritual “is a culturally defined boundary between two domains, ‘profane’
(ordinary) and sacred. Ritual is a process for crossing that boundary” (Thomas C.
Greaves 470). A recent proposal by Phillip Smith to restore the Durkheimian model of
place to a valued position in contemporary spatial theory expands Durkheim’s initial two
forms of elementary place to four, with the additional two being liminal and mundane (P.
Smith).
Transition, integration between inside and outside, between the individual and
society, and movement across boundaries are all fundamental to ritual. The function of
ritual in establishing and strengthening the basic structure of society was paramount in
early twentieth-century analyses of ritual. The work of anthropologists A. R. RadcliffeBrown and Claude Levi-Strauss and psychologists Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung also
supported the structural-functional approach. They revealed the similarity between the
sequences of ritual and the structure of spoken sentences, and the fact that both ritual and
language are used to convey meaning and messages. Phillip Smith’s theory of four
elementary forms of place highlights the shift in importance today from the maintenance
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of structure to transformation, everyday practice and all the shifting associations that
have attached to liminality.
Transition, or the condition of liminality, as Turner eventually saw it, was
fundamental to his approach to understanding and explaining societal change (Ashley
xvi). Turner’s theory proposed a process in which public performances are instrumental
in creating and negotiating identity and social order through a series of states or
conditions arising from the drama of these performances (Turner, The Forest of Symbols:
Aspects of Ndembu Ritual Chapter 4). His dynamic and dramatic theory of
“processualism” is characterized by the following intertwined key elements: l.) ritual,
myth and play; 2.) liminality; and 3.) reflexivity.
Turner revolutionized thinking about ritual, myth, and play, which had previously
been associated with conservative tradition and with the unchanging maintenance of a
status quo. This kind of (“folk”) activity had been considered marginal to the “real”
forces that produce social and political change and also reinforcing established authority
and existing social structure (Moore and Myerhoff 3-4). In the enactment of ritual, the
re-telling of myth, and the ludic atmosphere of carnival, Turner saw the opposite:
“’Turner painted another picture, that of a cultural agent energetic, subversive, creative,
socially critical’” (Ashley xvii). According to van Gennep (Gennep), ritual is essential
for reproduction, or “regeneration” of all life, biological or social. Rites of passage, he
said, have three distinct phases: separation, transition, and incorporation. Turner
expanded this idea to all forms of “social dramas” and defined the stages as breach, crisis,
redress, and reintegration or schism. Each stage has a transition or limen (as van Gennep
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called it), where everything is “betwixt and between.” The whole process is therefore
characterized by “liminality” or “in-betweenness” and suffused with possibility.

From

the liminality or “anti-structure” of social drama flows “communitas”, the extremely
fecund state where social and cultural reality is actually created. The decidedly feminine
(and feminist) characteristics of communitas have been noted and commented upon. As
Edith Turner herself described it,
Liminality can perhaps be described as a fructile chaos, a fertile nothingness, a
storehouse of possibilities, not by any means a random assemblage but a striving
after new forms and structure, a gestation process, a fetation of modes appropriate
to and anticipating postliminal existence. It is what goes on in nature in the
fertilized egg, in the chrysalis, and even more richly and complexly in their
cultural homologues (Babcock, "Woman/Women" 116).
Liminality represents "the possibility . . . of standing aside not only from one's own social
position but from all social positions and of formulating a potentially unlimited series of
alternative social arrangements" (Turner, Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors 13-14). Other
significant aspects of liminality that Turner stressed were the connection between
liminality and identity, and the use of liminality as a metalanguage by society to
comment on itself and on other aspects of identity and community.
Certainly, the attributes of structure, sequence, symbolism and reflexivity which
Turner explicated in ritual and liminality strongly link it to language. This link has
flowered into insights and analyses in a wide range of disciplines which use “liminality”
in a metaphorical rather than strictly physical sense. I have already described how space
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and the built environment can be considered a language, mainly because it is a system of
representation as is language. This correlation enables us to understand the ways that
ritual and liminality work in space and in spatial production.
The relation between physical space and the subjective state of liminality was also
noted by Turner. "The passage from one social status to another [is] often accompanied
by a parallel passage in space, a geographical movement from one place to another."
This passage involves the "literal crossing of a threshold which separates two distinct
areas, one associated with the subject's pre-ritual or preliminal status, and the other with
his post-ritual or postliminal status (Turner, From Ritual to Theatre 25-6). “In liminality,
the site of cultural limbo, the ritual subject may pass through a place or period in which
one experiences freedom from the constraints of normative or oppressive social
structures” (Henderson 5).
The instability of liminal states and the performative use of metaphor contribute a
great deal to the production of spatial scale as well. La Paz and its urban spaces provide
a unique opportunity to examine this type of spatial production. Neil Smith points out
that the concept of scale has two meanings:
It is not only material scale worked and reworked as landscape, but it is also the
scale of resolution or abstraction which we employ for understanding social
relationships, whatever their geographical imprinting. Many debates and
disagreements, including the localities debate, have been needlessly muddled by a
confusion concerning these two related but separate meanings of scale. . . . Taken
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further, this point speaks to the central question of positional difference (N.
Smith, "Geography, Difference, and the Politics of Scale" 74).
The elements of play, performance, and freedom/escape inevitably link liminality
to the tradition of carnival and to the observations about the carnivalesque or “grotesque”
that were made by Mikhail Bakhtin. In his concept of “grotesque realism,”
the material bodily principle, that is, images of the human body with its food,
drink, defecation, and sexual life, [is] . . .offered in its all-popular festive and
utopian aspect. The cosmic, social, and bodily elements are given here as an
indivisible whole. And this whole is gay and gracious. . . .the bodily element is
deeply positive. It is presented not in a private, egotistic form, severed from the
other spheres of life, but as something universal, representing all the people
(Bakhtin 18-9).
Furthermore, since the goal of grotesque realism is to “degrade, bring down to earth, turn
[its] subjects into flesh,” it has “absolutely and strictly topographical meaning”:
To degrade an object does not imply merely hurling it into the void of
nonexistence, into absolute destruction, but to hurl it down to the reproductive
lower stratum, the zone in which conception and a new birth take place.
Grotesque realism knows no other lower level; it is the fruitful earth and the
womb. It is always conceiving (Bakhtin 21).
Play, performance, gender and liminality are tied to the physical spaces where
social dramas such as carnival are enacted (Da Matta). In addition, the concept of
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liminality has been essential to the elaboration of theories of the borderland and of
hybridity (Kapchan and Strong).
The above approaches tend to regard space as simply the container of liminal
behavior or liminal states. When the environment, and especially the built environment,
is approached as part of a system of representation, “subtle and silent lines of connection”
and meaning can be discovered, as Henry Glassie demonstrated (Glassie 331). Within
Bourdieu’s notion of “symbolic power,” space and the built environment can be seen to
fall within all three of the categories of “instruments of symbolic power”: structuring
structures, structured structures, and instruments of domination (Bourdieu, "Symbolic
Power" 113, Table 7.1). The consideration of physical space itself as liminal is also
supported by Lefebvre’s “science of space,” which affirms that “a true space can be
constituted or constructed” and is not simply a container found “out there” in the natural
world (Lefebvre 8, 9). This attitude is certainly fundamental to Certeau’s theories of the
city (Certeau), and is also discernible in Benjamin’s work (Benjamin, "One-Way Street
(Selection)"; Benjamin, The Arcades Project). Perhaps the strongest influence on
consideration of space as neither simply metaphor nor metonymy came with the work of
French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan (Ragland and Milovanovic) and his followers. The
feminist Julia Kristeva (Kristeva, "Women's Time"; Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An
Essay on Abjection) delineated the essential role of space/time in the construction of the
subject. Turner and his followers extended this role to the construction of collective
identity and the foundation of social change.
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Deborah Kapchan employs the marketplace as both metaphor and true space to
illustrate how a place can both contain and constitute liminality, very often through what
Bakhtin called “hybrid speech” (Kapchan 311-19). The marketplace is both space and
social structure with its own purpose and logic, whose borders are open and whose
exchanges escape conventional social rules. The logic of hybrid exchanges in public
spaces such as the market is especially relevant to understanding shifts between scales.
The scale of the urban commons itself can be considered liminal. It is betwixt-andbetween the household and the city, the city and the country, the country and the world.
It is a space in which it is acceptable for men and women, kin and outsiders, locals and
visitors, to be together. The creation of such a space is inextricably involved with the
gendered creation of borders and territoriality.
As Mignolo points out, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries border thinking
was under the control of colonial hegemonic discourses (Mignolo x). The central plazas
of Latin American colonial towns recreated the patriarchal hierarchy that originated with
the Classical town plan, but also coincided with the Mexica/Aztec notion of sacred space
at the city center (Richardson).
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In this scheme, the presence of women is allowed only within the limits of patriarchal
discourse, at precisely specified moments and in precisely choreographed ways, to
uphold and conform to the patterns of social and biological reproduction (Castañeda). An
example is the evening paseo, with young men and women (accompanied always by
chaperones) strolling in opposite directions around the town plaza. However, according
to my informants and my archival research, such a tradition never existed in La Paz.18
Women, however, were
on the border between everything and nothing, always dedicated to the most
diversified domestic activities, so that in spite of never ceasing to be work, their
work was hidden from the official statistics of productive labor and at the same
time so present and alive that it ended up being essential, sometimes as
complement to labor and many other times as the only sustenance of that little
social entity called the household19 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 96).
La Paz falls in between two categories of Latin American cities defined by José
Luis Romero as “the bourgeois city” and “the city of the masses” 20 (Romero). Its growth
in the late nineteenth century during the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz, known as the
Porfiriato, was characterized by capitalistic expansion and rapid modernization of
infrastructure. Foreign capital investment was encouraged and a culture of conspicuous
consumption by the elites and the middle classes who imitated them was unconstrained.
In 1896, to celebrate the electoral victory of Díaz, the Cathedral and the houses of La Paz
were profusely lit and fireworks were set off from the Jardín Velasco. During this period
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La Paz thrived in its role as entrepôt. It was the point of export for minerals from San
Antonio, El Triunfo, and Santa Rosalía—businesses that had significant numbers of
foreign owners and managers. In 1908, most of the population was said to be “more or
less dependent on the pearl fishery” (Kunz and Stevenson 249). Laborers were imported
from the mainland, along with consumer goods like pianos (B. Berger). Laborers were
also recruited from China, and many of the Chinese went on to become entrepreneurs and
shop owners. Warehouses were built along the shore to handle this commerce. Imports
were accommodated and distributed by ventures like the department stores, “La Torre
Eiffel” and “La Perla de La Paz,” whose owners were often involved in other business
concessions (Medina Pinedo). The Ruffo family, who still own and operate La Perla,
were from Ecuador and were on their way to San Francisco in the 1880s when they ended
up in La Paz. The saying among the people of La Paz is, “Ruffo no es de La Paz, La Paz
es de Ruffo”21 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 32,76). The cathedral, the Casa de
Gobierno on the Plaza Pública and the Palacio Municipal were constructed during this
period, the number of schools increased, and weekly ferry service to the mainland was
initiated. Meanwhile, also, between 1866 and 1925, the United States Navy was using
Pichilingüe as a base and refueling station.
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Lorella Castorena Davis points out that between 1846 and 1920, three elements of
Sudcaliforniano identity came together: space, power, and the border.
The filibuster and North American invasions, the war of La Reforma, the French
intervention and the huge concessions of land offered by the governments of
Juárez and Díaz to foreign colonizing companies, attained great significance in
the regionalist discourse, in at least two senses: the threat to the territory meant
the loss of the only source of landed property that the Sudcalifornianos had
managed to build since Independence. And, the reaffirmation of the territory of
Baja California as part of Mexico was an acknowledgement that land was the only
source of rootedness in the peninsula. . . . Local political power, associated with
landowners and businessmen, would take some years to consolidate itself, as did
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the precise definition of the border between B.C.S. and its peninsular neighbor.22
(Castorena Davis, Sudcalifornia: El Rostro de una Identidad 101).
Into this “fructile chaos” the women of the elite classes of La Paz voiced their
demands for a higher level of culture. They comprised the “Centro Social Paceño” which
dedicated itself to the types of voluntary and civic activities that were considered
acceptable for genteel women of the nineteenth century. The standards of these women
defined and dominated the cultural life of the town. Of the two levels of entertainment—
culto, which was Europeanized and dictated by the middle and upper classes, and
popular, which consisted of activities of the working and lower classes—there is
evidence of the first, but not much of the second23 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes
104). Fernando Jordán noted that every house in La Paz had not only a windmill, but
also a piano, and he described La Paz as a languid, serene, discreet, (and, incidentally,
tubercular) lady.
The influence of Our Lady is so great that even on days of fiesta, when carnival
puts on little face masks and everyone smiles a continual smile, no one dares
break the musical rhythm of the fiesta with shouts or raucous laughter (Jordán
351-2).
Theatrical and musical companies, however, like those of Angela Peralta and
Rosa Amaya, arrived infrequently because there was no suitable location for their
performances (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 110, 30). In 1884, because of the
cancellation of a concert by Angela Peralta, the bourgeois ladies began to campaign for a
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theater and other beautification projects to be ready for the centenary of Mexican
Independence in 1910 (Salazar-Carillo and Coronado). The Teatro Juarez was not
completed in time and then its construction was interrupted by the Revolution, so it did
not formally open until 1929 (Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 63). The ancient
celebration of Carnival was supposedly initiated in La Paz by Governor José María
Rangel in 1888 as a dance for young ladies and gentlemen. This date would make La
Paz’s Carnaval “the oldest in the Republic,” but the first official Queen apparently was
chosen in 1904 (Trujillo-González 3). Although Carnaval in general was disapproved of
by Díaz, in La Paz it became an exclusively elitist activity, with the beauty contest
conducted in the fincas of the powerful families whose daughters were always the
queens. Even today, one of the main events of Carnaval is the annual Baile de Facha y
Fantasía24. (See Appendix III–Historic Photos).
In spite of its genteel origins and high society events, Carnaval over the years
came to belong more and more to all the people of La Paz, and it’s regarded as an
emblem of Paceño identity and a source of civic pride. From its beginnings in the
ballrooms of the fincas of the wealthy, it migrated to the Teatro Juarez, then to the Jardín
Público, and finally to the Malecón. The opening event is the “Quema del Mal Humor,”
or burning of ill-will, followed by the coronations of the King and Queen of Happiness.
Mal Humor, who is represented metaphorically by a large straw and paper figure, is
accused, judged, and then executed in fire. In 1995, this figure took the shape of a blond
gringo with a sign that said “187,” a reference to the anti-immigrant proposition approved
in California the year before (B. Berger 191). In 2004, Mal Humor took the shape of
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George W. Bush, who had invaded Iraq over the disapproval of much of the world,
including Mexico.
The improvements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were
emblematic of the motto and method of the Porfiriato: “industry, peace and progress,”
achieved by a policy of “pan o palo”—a carrot and a stick. All across Mexico, the
advances of modernism came at the expense of the Mexican poor and working classes.
The El Boleo mine in Santa Rosalía, for example, was owned by a Mexican and a
German and run by a French company. Conditions were “Dantesque,” and “their
description causes nausea. . . . Cananea [Sonora, where a strike in 1905 is considered to
have been the catalyst for the outbreak of the Revolution and overthrow of Díaz in 1911]
was a glory compared to Santa Rosalía” (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 450).
The Mexican Revolution hit La Paz in 1911 with a revolt of recruits at the army
barracks. Between 1912 and 1914 there were several armed confrontations between the
pintillos (those in power) and the lechuzos (their opponents), and later between the
followers of Carranza and Villa. A workers’ strike at El Boleo in 1915 was successful,
but between 1914 and 1929 there were twenty-five different governors and
communication with the mainland was sporadic. During this same period, however,
electricity and telephone service was established in La Paz.
In the 1930s the national government designated Baja California, North and
South, as territories. Under President Lázaro Cárdenas colonization and development—
especially agricultural—was encouraged, but took place mostly in Baja California Norte
and not B.C.S. Some lands on the west coast were expropriated from Delbert J. Haff y
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Cía for redistribution to ejidos, or communal lands held by previously landless peasants.
Many of these colonizers were sinarquistas, or members of a right-wing political party,
the UNS (Jordán 337). The establishment of ejidos as a means of fostering development
was not well received in an area where historically the primacy of individual ownership
and private property values had been so strong. The nationalization of the Mexican
petroleum industry in 1936 by Cárdenas, however, did benefit B.C.S. Between 1936 and
1940 the pearl oysters were wiped out by a bacterial infection, and are only now
beginning to return. Sudcalifornianos at first attributed this stroke of bad luck to
deliberate sabotage by the Japanese, and urban legends circulated about a group of
Japanese who appeared to be secret agents on an espionage mission being seen in port by
a friend of friend (Jordán 356; Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 32). At around the
same time, the mines at San Antonio and El Triunfo died out. In 1954, the El Boleo mine
closed as well, and the population of Santa Rosalía plummeted, with many of the
inhabitants migrating to the new settlement of Guerrero Negro, where a salt mining
operation had just begun. La Paz was declared a zona libre, or free port, in 1939. Goods
from Asia and the United States, which were not available elsewhere in Mexico, became
a consolation for Paceños and an attraction for Mexican visitors, if they could get there.
The fact that the railroad never reached southern Baja California is another symptom of
its marginality. The paranoia that is part of Sudcaliforniano identity persists: “Have
attempts existed to appropriate the peninsula?” asks Armando Trasviña Taylor (Trasviña
Taylor 30-32):
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Many. . . . Capitalistic neighbors have shown their desires to invest in the
development of the peninsula. The government of Mexico and the people of Baja
California Sur remain on guard permanently. There is no lack of those who
would like to liquidate the public debt of the country with the sale of this region
of the Fatherland. The attempts persist. History continues25.
Paceños, isolated and insular in a difficult natural environment, intensified their
sense of a distinctive regional identity based on self-reliance and difference. Wild cattle
were rounded up by cowboys from the surrounding ranchos, then forced to swim out to
be loaded on ferries for shipment to the mainland (Cannon 224-5). Their skins might be
cured at the Suela Viosca tannery, considered one of the best in the world (Lizárraga, "La
Tenería Suela Viosca y Don Miguel Miranda Castro de 104 Años de Edad Retan al
Tiempo"). There was a cigar factory, a shoe manufacturer, a factory for making matches,
and another for ice. Boats were constructed in a local shop (Lizárraga, "Abaroa, una
Tradición en La Paz en Construcción y Reparación de Barcos"). Before the extinction of
the pearl industry, there was also a pearl button factory (Castorena Davis, Palabras e
Imágenes 79-80). A movement calling for the appointed governor to be a native
Sudcaliforniano succeeded in 1944. In 1952 and 1974, the two peninsular territories
became separate and sovereign states in the Federal Republic of Mexico (Castorena
Davis, Sudcalifornia: El Rostro de una Identidad 112; Trasviña Taylor 117). In 1970, on
the occasion of the 435th anniversary of the founding of La Paz, a new generation
launched a cry of militant radical populism “in the moments in which [Sudcaliforniano]
society was defending its civic ideals,” in the form of the poem “¡¡¡Levántate
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Guaycura!!!”26 by Alfredo González González (Ibarra Rivera, Escritos y Escritores de
Temas Sudcalifornianos 227-30).
In the 1950s, interest in tourism as a productive activity began, supported by the
construction of hotels and by regular ferry service and airline flights from other Mexican
cities. Pleasure yachts from the west coast of the U.S. also began to make their way to
the port (Jordán 353). The Malecón, which had previously been an open, sandy path, was
widened and paved. La Paz’s perennial problem with tuberculosis came under control,
and malaria was finally eradicated with the help of a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation and Rotary International (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 457).
A surge in sport fishing, with many North Americans arriving by small private
planes, was sustained by the opening of the luxurious Hotel Los Cocos. This elegant site
quickly became favored by Paceño high society for events like weddings (E. Davis 58).
Promotion of and publicity for sport fishing was greatly assisted by the publication of
Ray Cannon’s book, The Sea of Cortez, by Sunset Publishers. Like J.R. Southworth in
1899 (Southworth 7) tempting potential investors with praises of the beauty and docile
temperaments of Mexican ladies, Cannon presents potential tourists/”adventurers” with
alluring descriptions of “the ladies of La Paz”:
I dined luxuriously in a flower-banked patio. Anglers occupying the tables were
diverted from their food by the waitresses, who were trained to swirl their skirts at
each turn and perhaps accidentally touch a diner’s shoulder with a plump bosom
while bending over to pour his coffee. They were always chumming but never
hooking their grouper-eyed customers (Cannon 170).
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The completion of the Transpeninsular Highway in 1973 provided a paved
roadway all the way from San Diego to the Cape, greatly enhancing the accessibility of
La Paz to tourists coming by automobile, and also linking it to the other towns of B.C.S.
In the late 1970s the Mexican tourism ministry, Fonatur, decided upon a policy of
aggressively fostering development in Los Cabos and Loreto rather than in La Paz. This
was partially due to the characterization of visitors to La Paz as being primarily Mexicans
who were coming to take advantage of the free port, especially after the economic crisis
and devaluation of the peso in 1982. After 1985 the number of visitors going to Los
Cabos began to outpace the number going to La Paz. In 1980, there were 729 hotel
rooms in the state; in 1990 this had grown to 2,531 and in 1999, to 4,842, and
construction continues at an even more rapid pace. Changes in legal restrictions on
property ownership by foreign nationals have allowed greater foreign investment and
ownership: in 1999, 796 businesses were registered to foreigners in B.C.S. (Gámez
Vázquez). The Ministry of Education estimates that there are 14,000 foreign
professionals working in B.C.S. today, with only about 3,000 of those legally registered
to do so (Steckle).
The price for this development has been high. There is a bias in the economy
toward the tertiary sector, especially toward advertising, transportation, and tourist
housing. Many of the managers and upper-level positions in these fields are nonMexicans (Steckle). This concentration in the service sector has led to geographic
concentration of economic activity and more rather than less centralization. La Paz has
had a great deal of difficulty keeping up with demand for infrastructure, especially in
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housing and water (Guluarte Castro; Salgado Gutiérrez). There has been an increase in
delinquency, prostitution, and drug addiction (Hernández Ch., "Crece Indigencia en
Calles de La Paz; Víctimas de Agravios Sociales"; Hernández Ch., "Vecinos Piden
Mayor Vigilancia en Terreno Baldío, Guarida de Presuntos Malvivientes").

A large portion of the economic activity of Paceños is in the informal sector,
which has a profound impact on urban life and the production of space (Gámez Vázquez;
Roy and Al Sayyad). During the 1980s, with the erosion of the ejidos and of restrictions,
individual ownership and private property again gained ascendancy in southern Baja
California. Recent developments have cut back on public access to land and to urban
spaces, even if only subtly. The remodeling of the Malecón, for example, seems to have
had a slightly chilling effect for perhaps this reason. Discursively, it is seen as a
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narrowing of access to a space that had previously been open to all, including—
especially--women.
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The tables below, with aggregated and averaged figures showing a comparison of
data from my informal and unscientific observation of activity in the Jardín Velasco and
the Malecón, indicate such an effect.
TABLE 4.1: JARDÍN VELASCO (PLAZA PÚBLICA)
August 2003

November 2004

Female

61

65

Male

83

85

Totals

144

150

TABLE 5.2: MALECÓN
August 2003
Pedestrians & bicyclists:
Female
Male
Total peds. & cyclists
Vehicles, drivers:
Female
Male
Total vehicles

November 2004

37

20

38

25

75

4527

210

200

840

800

1050

1000

_________________________
Michael Keith argues that understanding urban public spaces, such as the street,
can be key to understanding other social phenomena such as racism and riots (Keith 299).
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There is a narrative structure through which the street itself may signify
authenticity. Immersion in the street generates its own way of knowing the city,
the politics of the street can connote both populism and transgression, whilst as
the site of celebrated vernacular aesthetic, street culture readily stands for the
contemporary, truly 'where it's at' (Keith 298).
This aspect of the street and other public spaces supports my consideration of them as
inalienable goods, because they are used to authenticate individual as well as collective
identities and are important for both the establishment and the defeat of hierarchy. In La
Paz, this is most evident in three phenomena. Significantly, all three not only take place
on the Malecón, but are inextricably identified with it.
The first is the appropriation of Cuauhtémoc Park, a small triangular space on the
downtown side of Avenida Obregón, the street alongside the Malecón, by young
skateboarders. They have built jumps and platforms out of plywood and congregate there
on summer evenings, executing acrobatic maneuvers. This activity is not only permitted
by the authorities, but encouraged with special lighting.
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The second phenomenon is the use of the plazoleta on the Malecón itself, across
from the Hotel Perla and La Terraza restaurant, by the Autonomous University of B.C.S.
(UABCS) for talent shows, music and dance presentations, plays and other popular
events. This happens every Saturday night. There are some chairs set up for the
audience, but people also sit on the beach and watch from the rooftop patio of the hotel.
While UABCS is certainly an authoritative and somewhat patriarchal institution, it is
closely linked to Sudcaliforniano identity and pride, and these Malecón events have a
transgressive tenor. Their motto is “Tomemos la calle”: “let’s take over the street.”
They set up a stage, a sound system, and an awning saying that UABCS is “the pride of
Sudcalifornia.”

Amateur as well as semi-professional musicians of all ages are encouraged to participate,
and the music is called “sureño” as opposed to the better-known Norteño that is heard in
the U.S. Folkloric dance groups from UABCS, as well as ones from senior citizen
programs, are given a chance to entertain the considerable crowd that gathers. In the next
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plazoleta to the north, air castles and other jumping toys are set up by entrepreneurs to
capture families with young children.
Finally, the most significant use of the Malecón is as a gathering place and
promenade for everyone who can get there. This is the real “tradition” of courting young
people, I was told, and it’s called the “Maleconazo.” Vehicles cruise slowly from
Morelos to Abasola and back, playing music loudly. The drivers and passengers are both
male and female. This custom is being reproduced by the vendors near the jumping toys.
They rent out little plastic cars by the half hour to toddlers who peddle madly back and
forth on the Malecón’s sidewalk.

After the music and dancing and driving, families customarily stroll across the street to
the ice cream parlor under the laurels across from the Muelle and indulge in a cold treat.
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The fusion of subjective and physical space in the concept of liminality has given
it great power for the analysis and understanding of all of the effects and implications of
globalization, especially in Latin America.
Latin American cultural studies deal primarily with the emergence or the
survival of ethnic identities, diasporic subjects, and subaltern lores, topics that
nurture an epistemology at the limits of traditional disciplinary boundaries. These
topics reflect (upon) the intensification of conflicts in heterogeneous social
formations, such as the border culture of U.S. Latinos and the uneven modernity
of Latin America throughout its history. The difference between current Latin
American cultural studies and traditional Latin American thought is that the latter
bet on the integrative capability of national literatures and art, while the former
questions them as apparatuses of power (Trigo 6).
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In Latin America this fierce questioning takes place in the city because of the
historic affiliation of the city with literature and with the power of the (lettered) elite
(Rama, La Ciudad Letrada). Since the Cold War and with the rise of neoliberalism and
globalization, contemporary Latin American cities have lost this association with
hegemonic discourse and have become “travesías” or “nepantla”, where “border
thinking” emerges in dialogue with hegemonic discourses (Mignolo x). In B.C.S., this
emerged in the 1950s as a challenge to the clichés of Sudcaliforniano regionalism, in a
discussion about “the cholla curtain”28 (Ibarra Rivera, Escritos y Escritores de Temas
Sudcalifornianos 211). Fernando Jordán’s poem, “Calafia,” became the anthem of this
attitude (Jordán 379-86). Significantly, B.C.S. is politically predominantly left of center,
with a governor and several mayors from the PRD party.
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Consumption and everyday practice is also be a mode of resistance to hegemonic spatial
practice, representations of space, and representational spaces (Lefebvre 38-9; Bollier,
"Reclaiming the Commons"; Bonner; Boyer; Buck-Morss; Rosenthal). This is in spite of
the fact that “resistance can be marketed as entertainment” (Franco 18).
The creation of a commons in situations where differences meet is particularly
relevant on several levels to the city of La Paz. Foucault’s concept of “different spaces”
is useful in understanding how this works. He declares himself interested in sites “that
have the curious property of being in relation with all the other sites, but in such a way as
to suspect, neutralize, or invent the set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror,
or reflect” (Foucault, "Of Other Spaces" 24). These “counter-sites” are real places that at
the same time are absolutely unreal because they simultaneously represent, contest, and
invert all the other real sites of society such as a train or a house and its parts. A boat is
the most perfect example of such a “place without a place.”
Foucault calls these sites “heterotopias,” and he delineates several principles that
would govern a systematic typology of heterotopias. The first principle is that every
culture in the world constitutes heterotopias. This would be borne out by Doxtater’s
observations in contemporary Swedish office buildings, which are prime examples of
territorial or rhetorical space, that workers irrepressibly constituted ritual “domains and
thresholds” wherever and however they could (Doxtater). Niches in corridors, closets,
conference and waiting rooms, all tended to be converted by habit and everyday use into
spaces that escaped the rhetoric of the company’s discourse. Other examples I suggest
are urban vacant lots, street corners, hot dog or taco stands, coffee carts, bus stops,
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sidewalks and linear or neighborhood parks (Hernández Ch., "Vecinos Piden Mayor
Vigilancia en Terreno Baldío, Guarida de Presuntos Malvivientes"). The part that food
and drink play in the creation of this kind of space in La Paz is a striking aspect.

Another of the principles of heterotopias is that a heterotopia can serve a society
as its history unfolds, with several different functions. The example Foucault offers of
this principle is the cemetery. Another principle is that “the heterotopia is capable of
juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves
incompatible” (Foucault, "Of Other Spaces" 25). Theaters and gardens (and their
representation, Persian rugs) are examples Foucault offers of this principle at work.
Another principle is attached to heterotopias that are “linked to slices in time,” among
which are museums, libraries, and fairgrounds. The regularly recurrent reappearance of
Carnaval every February on the Malecón in La Paz is an example (Ramírez Gutierrez).
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Heterotopias must have a system of opening and closing that makes them both
isolated and accessible. To enter, an individual must submit to a ritual of purification or
submission, but anyone can approach. Airport gate areas exemplify this type. It is
noteworthy that a regular feature of La Paz’s daily newspaper, El Sudcaliforniano, is a
page of photographs of people coming in and going from the airport. This feature
epitomizes La Paz’s liminal position: It is like
the railway station, . . . a microcosm of the nineteenth century, for it is the space
of waiting, the liminal space composed of waiting-rooms. The railway station is a
site imbued with the expectation of new things, in an epoch of the always-thesame. It is a monument to the tedium of waiting" (Gilloch 131).
La Paz’s muelle, presented as a tourist attraction, has become this sort of heterotopia-arranged like a sitting room, with potted plants, benches, and a guard posted at the
entrance.
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Some heterotopias are entirely devoted to purification, like the Scandinavian
sauna or the Muslim hamman. Finally, two types of heterotopias illustrate the principle
that their function develops between the poles of “illusion” or “compensation.” Their
role is “to create a space that is other, another real space, [either] as perfect, as
meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and jumbled,” or vice
versa. Brothels and the Paraguayan/Argentinean Jesuit colonies are the examples
Foucault offers of these two extremes. Baja California in its Jesuit mission period
certainly can serve as an example. Certainly, the gated or “packaged” communities of
new urban developments are another example, as will be seen below with Paraíso del
Mar, which emulates earlier “fantasy” resort developments in Los Cabos.
The principles that Foucault outlines, and all of the examples he cites, seem to me
good examples as well of what we are here calling “ritual space.” Mimetic representation
is an integral part of the way these spaces are called into being and the way they work,
but it is representation that comments upon or undermines the model of social relations it
is imitating. Like the model, the representation feels “natural” and is real, but the social
relations of difference inherent in the model are turned upside down, ignored, or mocked.
“Everyone can enter into these heterotopic sites, but in fact that is only an illusion: we
think we enter where we are, by the very fact that we enter, excluded” (Foucault, "Of
Other Spaces" 26). In the notion of heterotopias Foucault hints at some hope for escape
from dominant spatial discourse. They are spaces that “have the curious property of being
in relation with all the other sites, but in such a way as to suspect, neutralize, or invert the
set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect.” He would consider a
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city like La Paz to be like a train, “an extraordinary bundle of relations because it is
something through which one goes, it is also something by means of which one can go
from one point to another, and then it is also something that goes by” (Foucault, "Of
Other Spaces" 23, 24). The city, unlike the train, also contains the relations of both the
means of production and the means of reproduction.
For Walter Benjamin, the three basic concepts for understanding the truth of
“philosophical history” through concrete images were myth, nature, and history, and all
three can be discerned in the “ruins” and “ur-phenomena” of La Paz, like fossils that
“expose ‘progress’ as the fetishization of modern temporality, which is an endless
repetition of the ‘new’ as the ‘always-the-same’.” La Paz through all of its centuries-nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first--is an illustration of Benjamin’s “theory of the
superstructure as a dialectic between utopian imagination and the new technological
potential” (Buck-Morss 56). Thus, the myths of La Paz’s foundation by Cortés in 1535
and direct descent from a Jesuit mission are belied by the lack of any historic buildings
older than 1861. The buildings along the waterfront and in the newly-designated
downtown historic district tell a story of Palladian neoclassicism and urban civility, but in
reality they were warehouses.
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The core of the city, the Malecón, delimited by the two barrios, El Esterito and El
Manglito, is always reminded of the fishermen and workers who sustained it. You cannot
get to the luxury resorts and marinas without passing one or other of these
neighborhoods.
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Rhetorically, La Paz reveres and exalts nature, but its vacant lots are collectors of
immense amounts of trash and its bay is just barely beginning to shake off years of
pollution from sewers that empty into it and overflow whenever it rains.
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The tripartite phenomena of myth, history and nature is being manipulated today
in the form of a new development in La Paz directed to the consumption of a moneyed
customer base from outside of La Paz and even Mexico. It’s called “Paraíso del
Mar/Paradise of the Sea” and is being built on the previously uninhabited sand spit in the
bay, facing La Paz (Paradise of the Sea/Paraíso Del Mar). This sand barrier peninsula is
called “El Mogote” and has long been intended for tourist development29, but nothing had
actually been done until now.
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Paradise of the Sea/Paraíso del Mar is a gated community of houses and several
high-rise condominium buildings, with units priced between $200,000 and $500,000.
There is also a golf course and country club. This whole development purposrts to be
“traditional” and “natural” with an imitation “zócalo” in the center of its community,
“akin to the towns many of us grew up in during the 1950s, 60s and 70’s” (Paradise of
the Sea/Paraíso Del Mar).
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Because cities contain so many ritual or non-discursive spaces, they can be
considered “heterotopias” or liminal spaces. Heterotopias in principle have limits or
borders, and Homi Bhabha, following Heidegger and critiquing Frederic Jameson, sees
boundaries as the place “from which something begins its presencing in a movement not
dissimilar to the ambulant, ambivalent articulation of the beyond that I have drawn out.”
The “beyond” is variously a “moment of transit,” “’in-between’ spaces,” or “interstices”
where identity is negotiated and articulated out of cultural differences. It is also “to be
part of a revisionary time, a return to the present to redescribe our cultural
contemporaneity; to reinscribe our human, historic commonality; to touch the future on
its hither side.” The terms of the collaboration and contestation that occur at these sites
are established “performatively” (Bhabha 5, 7). The city can be a bridge to the beyond.
Prehispanic American urban planners seem to have realized this, and they included
elements whose material remains confound investigators today. Examples are the sacbe,
or raised causeway, of Maya cities, and the Chacoan road system. Latin American cities,
throughout their histories, have included such elements or customs or, to put it in
Certeau’s terms, “spatial stories.”
To be a bridge to the beyond, the city must maintain the ritual or non-rhetorical
character of its spaces and protect them from territorialization. The city must be a
crossroads (travesía) as well as a bridge. In the era of global capitalism, this is a major
struggle. Commodification is territoriality in its most extreme form, as Mark Goodwin
demonstrates with sites as diverse as London, Sheffield, and Los Angeles (Goodwin). It
can be seen at work in Paradise of the Sea/Paraíso del Mar.
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The role of tourism in this situation is problematic and challenging. Its
complexity was confronted by Jacques Derrida in his analysis of the two opposing
concepts of hospitality and sovereignty.
This is where the question of hospitality begins: must we ask the foreigner to
understand us, to speak our language, in all the senses of this term, in all its
possible extensions, before being able and so as to be able to welcome him into
our country? If he was already speaking our language, with all that that implies,
if we already shared everything that is shared with a language, would the
foreigner still be a foreigner and could we speak of asylum or hospitality in regard
to him? (Derrida 15-6).
The intense paradox of these two concepts is particularly acute in the case of
Latin American intellectuals, and its analysis is key to understanding Sudcaliforniano
identity and inner conflict. The question of centrality and marginality in terms of
subjectivity and locus of enunciation produces powerful feelings of alienation.
The regionalist intellectual, to the extent to which she or he can feel the need for
the qualifying adjective, is always already alienated from straightforward
belonging, no matter how many singular claims she or he can present as
substitutes (the same would be true for the regional intellectual, which only
complicates the problem, but does not change it) (Moreiras 309).
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The problem of the sovereignty of B.C.S., and the historical lack of clarity about where
exactly its sovereignty resides complicates this issue even further (Castorena Davis,
Sudcalifornia: El Rostro de una Identidad 83 ff.). Other problems arise when a place like
La Paz is seen in terms of Derrida’s speculations about “the parergon—a space that is
neither essence nor ornamentation: ‘neither work (ergon) nor outside the work (hors
d’oeuvre)’” and “’the necessity of . . . an overrun, . . . a debordement’” or destabilization
of multiple borders and identities in a painting or a text (Henderson 1-2). La Paz opens
itself in a welcoming gesture to visitors, but there is both agonism and antagonism in this
act.
The hostis [which in Latin means both guest and enemy] responds to hospitality in
the way that the ghost recalls himself to the living, not letting them forget. To the
pacified reason of Kant, Derrida opposes the primary haunting of a subject
prevented by alterity from closing itself off in its peacefulness (Dufourmantelle
4).
If La Paz’s only chance at prosperity lies in its development as a tourist destination, it
will have to deal, as it is already doing, with what Derrida terms “the aporia of
hospitality.” This aporia is both a figure of speech or rhetorical posture, and actual
puzzlement over the insoluble contradictions and paradoxes of a text’s meaning, where
the immutable law of hospitality is opposed to the historically constructed and produced
laws of Sudcaliforniano place and identity.
That is definitely where this aporia is, an antinomy. It is in fact about the law
(nomos). This conflict does not oppose a law to a nature or an empirical fact. It
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marks the collision between two laws, at the frontier between two regimes of law,
both of them non-empirical. The antinomy of hospitality irreconcilably opposes
The law, in its universal singularity, to a plurality that is not only a dispersal (laws
in the plural), but a structured multiplicity, determined by a process of division
and differentiation: by a number of laws that distribute their history and their
anthropological geography differently. The tragedy, for it is a tragedy of destiny,
is that the two antagonistic terms of this antinomy are not symmetrical. There is a
strange hierarchy in this. The law is above the laws. It is thus illegal,
transgressive, outside the law, like a lawless law, nomos anomos, law above the
laws and law outside the law. . . But even while keeping itself above the laws of
hospitality, the unconditional law of hospitality needs the laws, it requires them.
This demand is constitutive. It wouldn’t be effectively unconditional, the law, if
it didn’t have to become effective, concrete, determined, if that were not its being
as having-to-be. It would risk being abstract, utopian, illusory, and so turning
over into its opposite. In order to be what it is, the law thus needs the laws,
which, however, deny it, or at any rate threaten it, sometime corrupt or pervert it.
And must always be able to do this (Derrida 77, 79).
To the degree that a “destination,” or even the site of everyday life, is
commodified and territorialized, it is removed from the realm of nepantla. Fantasy and
escapism, which are potent ingredients in the creation of a tourist destination, often
contribute to this commodification rather than preserve liminality. However, it may be
that when both forces—commodification and rootedness—are in operation, inter-layered,
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this in itself produces a nepantla. There is a dimension to the otherness and remoteness
of B.C.S. that strikes me as a deliberate construction, a defense as well as an attraction
(see Ferme Chapter 1, especially p. 48, for comparison). Fulfillment of the desire to taste
the exotic and different, to visit the margin, is often a dimension of the selling of places.
That yearning for escape and curiosity about what’s on the other side of a boundary may
lead to suspension of polarity and interaction between two terms of difference. I am not
sure where and how the tipping point is reached. Living on the margin, like the vecinos
of El Manglito and El Esterito do, has its terrors and dangers as well as pleasures and
opportunities. The residents, however, are not often consulted about their desires and
fears. When they are, it is gratifying to them, but the promise of including their voices is
not always fulfilled.
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6. LA PAZ AS NEGATIVE MIRROR: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
“’The other ambassadors warn me of famines, extortions, conspiracies, or else
they inform me of newly discovered turquoise mines, advantageous prices in
marten furs, suggestions for supplying damascened blades. And you?’ the Great
Khan asked Polo, ‘you return from lands equally distant and you can tell me only
the thoughts that come to a man who sits on his doorstep at evening to enjoy the
cool air. What is the use, then, of all your traveling?’ . . .All this so that Marco
Polo could explain or imagine explaining or be imagined explaining or succeed
finally in explaining to himself that what he sought was always something lying
ahead, and even if it was a matter of the past it was a past that changed gradually
as he advanced on his journey, because the traveler’s past changes according to
the route he has followed: not the immediate past, that is, to which each day that
goes by adds a day, but the more remote past. . . ‘Elsewhere is a negative mirror.
The traveler recognizes the little that is his, discovering the much he has not had
and will never have’” (Calvino, Invisible Cities 27-28).
What was the use of my traveling to La Paz? I found that its turquoise mines and
damascened blades are in short supply, but I can certainly inform you of famines,
extortions, and conspiracies. In addition what I discovered in its streets and public spaces
was indeed a “negative mirror.” As I walked the streets day after day, observations and
conclusions came to me that ultimately may not have been very different from what is
generally known as self-evident facts about Baja California Sur, but I learned them
gradually, and with my body. I discovered the winding streets around the hills behind the
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waterfront and pier, and tried to reconcile them with the geometric grid. I watched the
water coursing off of the meseta during late summer downpours and heard hurricanes
rattle windows and soak through my roof. I wandered out onto the Malecón and beach in
the eye of Ignacio with suddenly free Oaxacalifornians unexpectedly released from their
labors by a hurricane holiday. I learned the traditions of meeting friends in the Plaza
after Sunday Mass and on the Malecón during evening jogs and summer ice cream cones.
I remembered Fernando Jordán’s observation that “California seems always to be terra
incognita, and everyone who arrives there thinks they’re discovering it. ‘That’s an old
Californian trait’—a charming and wise friend told me. ‘In California all rediscoveries
appear to be original.’”30 (Jordán 73).
This process matched the method that Walter Benjamin pioneered in his essay on
Naples:
. . . an experiment is underway, how images, gathered by a person walking the
streets of a city, can be interpreted against the grain of idealist literary style. The
images are not subjective impressions, but objective expressions. The
phenomena—buildings, human gestures, spatial arrangements—are ‘read’ as a
language in which a historically transient truth (and the truth of historical
transiency) is expressed concretely, and the city’s social formation becomes
legible within perceived experience (Buck-Morss 27).
La Paz, however, remained “Elsewhere,” and I was always an outsider, which
compounded the marginality and doubleness that I myself felt during this project. To
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understand La Paz, even as an outside observer, it was necessary to grasp the idea that
Paceños have of their own identity within their state, their nation, their society and their
history. The fragility of this identity, and the efforts of Sudcalifornianos to stabilize it, I
have already been touched upon. It was not ever very far from my own consciousness as
I walked the streets. The issue of hybridity and mestizaje in Paceño identity is not as
simple and unproblematic as it often is in North American cultural studies (for example,
see Cornejo Polar and his discussion of the associations of this word in Spanish). The
denial of hybridity which I encountered, and its reverse—an uncritical and generalized
indigenismo—are both symptomatic of an uncertainty and insecurity that Paceños have to
deal with even more today than in the past. It is with the city as it is with one of its most
famous emblems, the huge monument near the airport that appears as both a whale’s tale
and a dove of peace. This kind of simultaneity is closely linked to liminality, especially
in Latin America (Kulawik).
La Paz today and in the future depends immeasurably upon relations with the
“outside world,” especially the United States. These relationships, from the perspective
of Paceños, have been and are fraught with ambiguity and dangers. Much of this
instability and perceived vulnerability arises from their sense of their own marginality
and remoteness, which are also the source of their very identity. At the same time, they
are fiercely nationalistic, declaring “We may be the Other Mexico, but we are
Mexicans!” They are still proud of resisting the North American invasion in 1847—
which was itself not a complete resistance, since the local governor himself welcomed the
invaders (Trasviña Taylor 161). It is supremely ironic that La Paz is being sold to North
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American tourists as a traditional “Mexican town where American culture has not
penetrated yet” (see a repeated promotion in "Snakes & Lizzards," Gringo Gazette, 19).
In this pronouncement, the key word is “yet.”
Relying on rigid and singular interpretations and imaginaries just wouldn’t
capture the essence of La Paz. Mariane Ferme, in examining a village in the West
African country of Sierra Leone, found that “a focus on multiple levels of experience
captures the relationship between material and imaginary practices in a way that
challenges the primacy of settlements in anthropological descriptions of place” (Ferme
14). La Paz is, and will be, far more than its topographical location, but nature and
topography are the core of what La Paz has to offer to the outside. For most of its
history, it was its quiet bay and harbor, the fresh water and food that was available here.
These resources no longer mean as much, and La Paz is confronted with the challenge of
redefining and remaking itself, when it isn’t ready to relinquish what it had already so
arduously created.
La Paz finds itself a commodity, or a collection of many commodities, being
offered for sale to strangers31. Benjamin quotes Karl Marx on this topic: “A commodity
appears at first glance a self-sufficient, trivial thing. Its analysis shows that it is a
bewildering thing, full of metaphysical subtleties and theological capers” (Buck-Morss
181). The most bewildering of these metaphysical subtleties, according to Benjamin, is
fixing a price on a commodity, which he compares to what occurs with the fixing of
meaning to an object in an allegory. So in examining La Paz as an artifact I found myself
trying to grasp "contested meanings as they shift between the order of language and that
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of practice," especially as they involve gender. I found that shifts in scale are important in
this process, as is ritual, but the “theological capers” that Paceños have to execute to
encompass the price of their city both for themselves and for outsiders confounded easy
and simple analysis (Ferme 9, 11, 18).
What Heloisa Buarque de Hollanda has to say about the characteristics of
Brazilian gender and racial theories and politics is apposite in this consideration of the
assignment of gender and racial meanings to space. She mentions the tendency to
attribute women's present gains and leadership in Latin America to "their natural--not to
say magical--administrative and financial talents and skills; skills that, not coincidentally,
are today very appealing to neoliberal entrepreneurial management models"(Buarque de
Hollanda 322). The resulting bias in the economy toward the services sector and the
informal sector is somewhat more open to women, but the social costs of this bias are
high (Gámez Vázquez 29).
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Buarque de Hollanda points out the tendency of these advances to be seen within
Latin American "modernist myths," such as José Vasconcelos's “cosmic race” and
Fernando Ortíz's “transculturation.” She calls for more critical analysis of Latin
American modernism in relation to gender. However, she does conclude that
the curious constancy of the ‘soft’ ambivalence in gender and race discourses has
begun to be understood not as a national cultural feature but as a process of
political articulations, which is proving more flexible and politically effective
than the confrontational discourses of metropolitan feminism. . . . [W]ithin the
framework of globalization, there is a need to rethink the idea of the singularity of
differences. Now, this discussion cannot avoid facing the conceptual instability
generated by the emergence of more flexible notions such as positional identities,
hybridization, floating frontiers, gender drift, or even the theoretical breakdown of
the very idea of nation, now experienced as a notion 'produced through a
continuous sliding of categories such as sexuality, class affiliation, territorial
paranoia, or cultural difference' (Buarque de Hollanda 326).
La Paz’s ongoing reconstruction of itself as a tourist commodity is further
complicated by two other factors: its loss of position in this arena to Los Cabos (see
Population Tables, Appendix B), and its simultaneous efforts to maintain its shrinking
share of traditional production in a global market. Fonatur’s focus on Nópolo-Loreto and
Los Cabos has given these two areas much more tourism infrastructure and a multiplying
effect on continuing investment. The construction of the airport in San Jose del Cabo is a
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major example. International flights to and from La Paz have declined precipitously
since the Los Cabos airport opened in the late 1980s. Cruise ships, which used to stop
regularly at Pichilingüe, now bypass La Paz and go directly to Cabo San Lúcas, in spite
of efforts by the municipal government to attract and serve large ships.

There is a certain amount of business that results from “eco-tourism” and
“adventure travel,” but this type of tourist does not come in large numbers and does not
spend huge amounts of money. A larger customer base must be attracted, but La Paz
both doesn’t have, and doesn’t want to have, the so-called amenities that attract larger
numbers of more affluent visitors. For example, although the nightclub Carlos and
Charlie’s has a location here, it is relatively quiet and frequented by locals who enjoy
breakfasts and lunches on the veranda overlooking the harbor. Other nightclubs are much
more low-key than the famous Cabo Wabo or Hard Rock Café in Cabo San Lúcas.
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Cruise-ship tourists are also attracted by shopping for local crafts, but this activity
is quite limited in La Paz and there is not much merchandise available, as several North
American tourists complained to me. In other parts of Mexico, artisan production of this
type is often done by women, but this has not been a tradition in B.C.S. The leather
products of the old ranchos were produced by men, and women did not have time to
engage in the embroidery and weaving that they had been famous for in the days of the
missions. Some work by small groups of women is offered for sale in the Casa de
Artesanía on the Malecón, but the quantity is very small and the quality is not particularly
attractive to tourists.
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A proposed megaproject to attract recreational boaters along the peninsula’s
coasts, called the Escalera Náutica, is mired in environmental opposition and other
difficulties, and La Paz at any rate would only benefit indirectly from this project
(Alcantar L.; Alonso Alvarez, "Sin Solución El Conflicto Legal Que Involucra a Isla San
José"). Meanwhile, the municipality tries to maintain its agricultural activities by
allowing the importation of cheap labor from other more impoverished parts of Mexico,
mainly the state of Oaxaca.
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Conditions and pay for these “Oaxacalifornianos,” who come with entire families from
infants to grandparents, are miserable (Avilés). Not only is La Paz being eclipsed by Los
Cabos, it is also losing to competition from China. Almost all of the few maquiladoras,
or industrial assembly plants, which remained in the municipio of La Paz have closed
(González A.).
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The megaprojects which have been initiated in Mexico “emerged with one foot
lodged in the growing economic and cultural interdependence of countries and the other
foot in the expectations provoked by the process of insertion of local spaces into global
forces32.” They are superimposed upon the old “urbanism of the Revolution” of mid
twentieth century Mexico, which—mainly by renaming streets and erecting monumental
sculpture--was intended to create an image of “regional identity in harmony with the
nation” (Méndez Sáinz 85; Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 71). These
megaprojects, like the Río Sonora project in Hermosillo, the Zona del Río in Tijuana, and
the Plan Tres Ríos in Culiacán, are predicated upon a new “transnational” concept of the
international border (Garduño). In La Paz, it has taken the shape of the Paradise of the
Sea/Paraíso del Mar project on El Mogote. The common characteristics of this type of
megaproject, as identified by K. Olds are (Olds):
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a) Each proposal comes modeled after previous ones, in great part because
designed by teams of specialists that have accumulated experience in
earlier projects.
b) They are founded with a goal of strategies of internationalization.
c) They are marketed to foreigners through rent or sale.
d) They are designed in a manner to achieve symbolically the affectation of
being a utopia of the twenty-first century (Méndez Sáinz 85).
In spite of their pretensions to environmental correctness, they are converting marginal
land to terrain on which things can be built, for outside consumers, in a segregated space
far from the city. These “new cities” appropriate and negate the city they imitate, and
they do not solve the problems of chaotic settlements of substandard housing, scarcity of
water, and inadequate infrastructure, as the Presidente Municipal readily admits (Guluarte
Castro; Plan Municipal, 2002-2005 H. XI Ayuntamiento de La Paz).
La Paz, like the porné, must simultaneously remain in place and wander about,
offering itself to the flânerie of tourism and international investment as it struggles to be
both what it knows itself to be and what it thinks strangers might want. This may be the
explanation for what struck me as an almost obsessive concern with its “image” (Zuloaga
Canchola). Apparently, its dilemma has resulted in an effort to both preserve and
obliterate what it sees as the heart of its city. The major focus of creating the image of
“order” in the city has been the outlawing of sidewalk vendors, many of whom are
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women or Oaxacalifornianos (Wilson; Alonso Alvarez, "Se Llenan Calles de Vendedores
Ambulantes Por Inicio Del Mes Patrio").
La Paz was one of 303 cities in seven Latin American countries that were selected
to be part of the Municipality Association of the United Nations Environmental
Citizenship Program. It is participating in the pilot plan whereby key city employees
receive training and consultations in local sustainable strategic planning (Guluarte Castro
5). It has received funding from ICF and FUNDEA, which includes Harvard University
and the Instituto Tecnológico Regional de La Paz, to develop plans and regulations for a
central historic district (roughly equivalent to the area called “Downtown La Paz” in my
sketch maps, Figures 3.3-3.5). This resulted in a decree for a Centro Histórico that was
adopted in October 2004.

The remodeling of Calle Bañuelos Cabezud, which was going on in November 2004, was
financed by these funds, and is intended to integrate the Malecón with the central city. A
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more humble gesture that accomplishes the same purpose is found at the base of the small
replica of the “Jesús del Caracol” statue at the Catedral. The full size original is on the
Malecón. Notice the shells placed as offerings at his feet, an almost pagan ritual
invoking the sea and its bounty. Rather than integrate the Malecón into the Plaza, it
seems to be an effort to connect the city with the sea.

The city itself, however, dissipates toward its edges in a movement that is similar
to what is occurring everywhere in Latin America (Flores; Portal Ariosa). La Paz is
clearly in the category of ciudades masificadas that is described by José Luis Romero:
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[Internal] migrations are also directed toward important medium-sized cities
whose activity was fundamentally administrative and commercial, for the sole
fact that they are active centers where it seems likely to find work and better
living conditions. The result was the formation of belts of poverty33 (Romero
358-9).
The surrounding belts of misery in these cities devour the villages that used to be located
on their outskirts, the “ciudades perdidas” like Chametla and El Centenario, and even the
barrios Inalambrica (“Unwired”), El Manglito and El Esterito.

_______________________________
In La Paz, the Malecón is the center of life itself. It’s the place of feelings and
love, of playing and meeting, of sun, sea, and sand, and the slow nightly walk. La
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Paz and its Malecón are inseparable. If the city of La Paz has anything ideal it is
exactly the Malecón, unmistakable symbol of our port capital.34 (Castorena Davis,
Palabras e Imágenes 69).

One of my informants told me that Paceños feel obliged to do at least one
“maleconazo” a day to check out what’s happening. The Malecón is the place to go to
see and be seen. It is defined by the sea and the beach, which accounts for its feeling of
naturalness and openness. “The Malecón is our Zócalo,” he said.
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Yet, even in its openness and inclusivity, it is unquestionably unique and inseparable
from La Paz itself. This is undoubtedly the reason why Paraíso del Mar, in spite of
duplicating a zócalo, refrains from also creating a simulacrum of the Malecón, and
instead simply attempts to incorporate the real thing into its project. The nature of this
threshold, with its dangers and ambiguities, is totally unambiguous about its provenance.
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The central plaza in La Paz was produced unequivocably as a male space—even
the gender of its official name—Jardín—is masculine. It’s the site for officiallysanctioned male activities.

In addition to the old state government building and the cathedral, another major historic
patriarchal institution, the Masonic Lodge, is located just a stone’s throw from the plaza,
across the street from the Catedral. In case the connection isn’t evident, there is a bust of
Benito Juarez donated by the Logia Masónica in the square itself.
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The plaza, closed and geometric, is distinctly non-liminal. There are certain times,
however, when it is given over to music and games, and then women and children are the
owners of the space. Some of these times are during Carnaval, and on summer nights
when tables are set up under the trees for lotería. Elderly women are then in charge.

The placement of the central plaza is a departure from the original central area of
the city, which was the space in front of the Palacio Municipal (now a cultural center). It
makes the urban grid feel slightly skewed. The area in front of the Palacio Municipal is
actually the oldest part of town, and is just down the hill from the site where popular
legend says the Jesuit mission was located. It is on a watercourse or old arroyo, where
the original military post (destroyed by North American troops) was located, and it faces
west, toward the Muelle and the Malecón. The telegraph office which was La Paz’s main
connection with the rest of the world for about a hundred years was once located across
the street. The most dense and busy commercial district is still located here, as are the
winding, laurel-shaded streets that are considered typical of old La Paz.
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If a city is a powerful artifact that contributes incalculably to the discourse that
frames identity and place, then La Paz is a cogent example of the struggle that takes place
over who produces the space of a city and how it is produced. Much of this struggle is
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due to the peculiar nature of the tourism industry which is unusual in that it is the only
one that involves the export/import of temporary, migrant consumers as well as workers
who may be as mobile as their clientele. Since tourism relies on place-based attractions
and activities, it is rooted in the particularity of localities, their social and physical
landscapes, and their ability, in an increasingly competitive market, to attract these
migrant populations. Both are held together in a complex and interlinked global network
of traveling people, products, and images.
Today, as in past globalizations, La Paz is struggling against the destructiveness
of becoming a commodity and the necessity to become a commodity to survive. It has
been drawn into playing a dangerous game with the forces of global capitalism to
simultaneously escape being made into a fetish and to be allowed to determine what kind
of fetish it becomes. The contested discourse of La Paz’s identity, always under siege by
shifting populations and voices, is in danger today of being captured by projects such as
Paradise of the Sea.
What Paceños want most for their city is for it to continue to be a “culturepole,”
and they have consequently insisted upon the “ancient” origin myth of their city,
contentious though that version of history may be. They have created an historic district
in their city center. They are trying to attract tourists with a “Ruta Histórica” equipped
with signage telling their story their way. The Paceño preoccupation with urban image is
undoubtedly another manifestation of this local attempt to control the representation of
their city (Zuloaga Canchola). Unfortunately, this coincides in a troubling fashion with
recently noted revanchist tendencies in urban policy and planning. Revanchist urbanism
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in La Paz takes the form of attempts to prohibit or restrict sidewalk vendors and local
bars. This is a politics of punishment and revenge, in which urban elites and an everyday
urban society labelled as decent, ordinary and hard-working seeks the use of punitive
measures to increase security, reduce disorder and sow the seeds for preconditions seen
as essential for local economic development. It has been argued that a growing
intolerance of progressive politics, the homeless, street poor, minor disorder and
unconventional lifestyles has burgeoned globally. Revanchist actions can be located in
the actions of local states, private households, corporate entities and their agents, as well
as in the architecture and public spaces of the city in which hostility to difference and
engineered conformity now appear as the essential ingredients of enforced ordinariness
(Laguerre). The definition of ordinariness in La Paz, although colored by Mexican
nationalism, is increasingly being articulated by North American developers and
investors (Donnan and Wilson; T. Weiner; Neville).
The difficulty that La Paz has in selling itself on the basis of local culture and
history is that the more successful it is at doing this, the more likely it is to lose what is
being sold. How successful such a strategy might be is also uncertain. There is no firm
evidence that “culture-led regeneration” of cities works, and it has proven to sometimes
lead to conflicts and undesired outcomes (Evans; Yeoh).
Paceños expressed to me that they especially want to be able to say what it is that
matters to them and why. This would call for a local planning strategy that utilizes “the
devices for surviving transformed into ways of changing” (Byrne 195-6). Such a tactic
would involve and combine action from neighborhood and communal organisations,
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environmental organisations, and organisations of workers. The La Paz Municipal Plan
is predicated on the assumption that tourism is the sole hope for La Paz’s future, but
among the people of La Paz there is a great deal of sadness and regret about the loss of
the legendary ciruelas (plums) of El Mogote to an enclave for wealthy foreigners (H. XI
Ayuntamiento de La Paz).

In La Paz there is a popular legend about “El Mechudo,” a pearl diver who
offered his soul to the Devil if he were allowed to find and retrieve the largest, most
beautiful pearl in the world. He died in his search, and he is said to haunt the islands and
reefs condemned by his bargain. In its quest to achieve its local urban dream in a
globalized world, let us hope that La Paz is not making such a risky bargain with its soul,
its public spaces.
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APPENDIX A: DATA COLLECTION SHEETS
I) Population and Activity
POPULATION AND ACTIVITY
PLACE, DATE, TIME:
AGE
ACTIVITY
CHILD

TEEN

YOUNG
ADULT

ADULT

SENIOR

SIT,
STAND

STROLL

WALK,
JOG,
RUN,
ETC.

OTHER

F
E
M
A
L
E
M
A
L
E

II. Movement
MOVEMENT
PLACE, DATE, TIME:

AGE, BEHAVIOR, DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT

[DRIVER]

FEMALE

MALE

ALONE?
TEEN

YOUNG
ADULT

ADULT

SENIOR

MUSIC?

DIRECTION

A
L
O
N
E
?
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APPENDIX B: POPULATION TABLES
Year
1836
1850
1851
1869
1880
1890
1900
1910

Population of Baja California (north & south)
6,508*
7,821*
700
21,645
23,195
34,668
47,624
62,272

(Martínez, Historia de Baja California; * Ibarra Rivera, Historia de La Educación en Baja
California Sur. Desde La Colonia Hasta El Siglo Xix 74)
Year

Population of La Paz

1768-1822
1829
1868
1900
1910
1921
1930
1940
1950
1952
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

8-10; 22 corrals (sitios de ganado)
400
780+
5,096
5,536
7,480
8,166
10,401
13,081
17,513
24,253
46,011
91,453
235,000**
**

Concentration of Total B.C.S.
Population

19.035%
17.34%
20.2%
21.55%
29.72%

*(Castorena Davis, Palabras e Imágenes 6, n8., 83, 94, 97, 98 n128)
**(INEGI - XII Censo General de Población y Vivienda 2000.)
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APPENDIX C: HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS
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217
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219
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APPENDIX D: PERMISSIONS
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APPENDIX E: HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL
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APPENDIX F: NOTES
Pages 1-91
1

“La ciudad es un escenario donde conviven el lenguaje, los sueños, y las
imágenes. . . . La Paz es una ciudad donde el paisaje se impone: montañas,
valles, desierto y mar. Estos llaman la atención por su belleza y marcan los
recuerdos y las referencias de quienes la habitan y visitan. . . . Las
representaciones que se nacen de la ciudad afectan y guían su uso social y
modifican la concepción del espacio; . . . una ciudad se hace por sus
expresiones y . . . en ella se construye una mentalidad urbana. . .” [my
translation].
2
As an example, a workshop for 52 children from all over B.C.S. that was
held at the Teatro de la Ciudad on Sept. 17, 2003, involved them in the
creation of a mural with the theme “Sudcalifornian Identity.” The mural was
to be displayed at a conference of children’s cultural workers in the state of
Chihuahua in October (photo in El Sudcaliforniano, 9/18/2003, p. 1).
3
“En gran parte de [numerosos esfuerzos por describir la caracterización
cultural de Baja California Sur] se destaca que la identidad cultural de la parte
austral de la peninsula ha estado delimitada principalmente por la insularidad
geográfica, la baja densidad de población, la frecuente dispersión de la misma,
la lejanía de los grandes mercados, el auge de una economía de autoconsumo
y la escasez de agua.”
4
See Table of Population from mission censuses in Appendix B.
5
Robertson, perhaps mistakenly, says it was a man. ((Robertson 451) ) Since
Padre Ignacio María Napolí reports that she “made them laugh,” it is possible
that “she” was what the Spaniards called a joya, or man who dressed as a
woman (Martínez, Historia de Baja California 206). See also page 123 in
(Trexler).
6
“. . . y aunque no ha usado de ella por carecer de cuerpo, sin embargo, tiene
en ella tres hijos.”
7
“...bajo el cuidado de una señora mayor” in (León-Portilla 249) In Miguel
Venegas’ Noticia de la California, she is called “una maestra”.
8
“Asimismo, destacar que a pesar de su lejanía del centro del poder nacional,
y el abandono de que han sido objeto, los sudcalifornianos en general, han
desarrollado un sentido de mexicanidad y patriotismo que son dignos de
reconocimiento.”
9
“. . . campo y ciudad convivieron a fuerza de la necesidad. Los grandes
solares paceños albergaban al mismo tiempo familias, pozos, huertas y
animales, a tal grado que a La Paz se conocía como la ciudad de los molinos,
de esos molinos que se usaban para sacar el agua del pozo necesaria para las
casas y el riego de las huertas.”
10
“El trazo de la ciudad es perfecto. Exceptuando algunos callejones
obligados por la topografía, la ciudad parece trazada por un moderno
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NOTES—continued
Pages 118-155
urbanista, con amplias avenidas que, sin desviaciones, van del mar al desierto
o corren paralelas a la linea costera” {Jordán, 2001 #276@351}.
11
“Legends of South California.” The 2 plays were called “El carrozo de la
ciénega” (The Carriage in the Creek) and “Ramona.” Nuestra propria
identidad = “our own identity.”
12
See the Mexican film, “Danzón” for a sense of belief in the sexually
liberating associations of the seaside.
13
“El grado de cultura de la población es notable, y practicamente no hay
analfabetos. Existe en la ciudad capital sudcaliforniana actualmente una gran
proliferación de planteles de educación artística, destacando la Escuela de
Música de La Paz dependiente del Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes. En
muchos hogares hay piano, y un porcentaje bastante considerable de paceños
lo sabe tocar” (Cardoza López).
14
“Ilusión,” in Spanish has a double meaning of “deception” or “trick,” and
“dream” or “desire.”
15
“Los vapores traen vida y pesetas.”
16
“En el pasado, el regionalismo fue en Baja California Sur un instrumento de
defensa, una actitud de protección, licita y hasta necesaria.”
17
A search of the Academic Search Premier database (EBSCO) on the terms
“liminal” and “space” with a “W5” (within 5 words, in the order submitted)
proximity operator yields 608 “hits” for the period between Winter 1978 and
October 2004. 571 of the citations occur between Autumn 1994 and October
2004. Many of the citations are from journals that are devoted specifically to
cultural studies, but all of them show considerable interdisciplinary mingling,
such as one combining a nursing practicum with narrative study. The fields
covered include literature, gender and feminist studies, cultural geography,
urban studies, art, medicine, religion/biblical studies, ethnic studies, postcolonialist studies, international relations/political science, anthropology,
education, architecture, and analytical psychology. The earliest citation is by
Victor Turner himself: “A Review of ‘Ethnopoetics: A First International
Seminar’” in boundary2, Winter 1978.
18
I believe this is true in spite of what Cannon recounts about his visits in the
early 1960s ((Cannon 174-5). There were concerts performed by a military
band in the Jardín Público before and during this period, and he may be
embellishing what he witnessed.
19
“Mujeres al borde de todo y nada, siempre dedicadas a las muy
diversificadas actividades domésticas, que no por serlo dejan de ser trabajo, de
ese oculto para las cifras del trabajo productivo y tan presente y vivo, que
termina siendo escencial, unas veces como complemento y otras muchas,
como único sustento de esa pequeña unidad social llamada hogar.”
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NOTES—continued
Pages 155-191
20

“La ciudad burgesa” of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
and “la ciudad masificada” created by the explosion of urban populations in
the twentieth century.
21
“Ruffo isn’t from La Paz, La Paz belongs to Ruffo.”
22
“Las invasiones filibusteras y la estadounidense, la guerra de Reforma, la
intervención francesa y las grandes concesiones de tierras ortorgadas por los
gobiernos de Juárez y Díaz a compañías colonizadoras extranjeras, alcanzan
en el discurso regionalista una gran significación, al menos en dos sentidos: la
amenaza sobre el territorio significaba perder la única fuente de arraigo que
los sudcalifornianos habían logrado construir desde la Independencia. Y, al
reafirmar la pertenencia del territorio bajacaliforniano para México, se
asentaba que la tierrra era la única fuente del arraigo peninsular. . . . El poder
politico local, asociado a los propietarios y comerciantes tardaría unos años en
consolidarse, como tardó también la definición exacta de la frontera territorial
que separaría a la Baja California Sur de su vecina peninsular.”
23
This has changed. Boxing and cockfights are now frequently publicized
events, especially for men and especially in the summer.
24
Masquerade and Fantasy Ball ( --Gorostieta Monjaraz 6)
25
“Muchos....capitalistas vecinos manifestaron sus deseos de invertir en el
desarrollo de la peninsula. El gobierno de México y el pueblo de Baja
California Sur siguen en guardia permanente. No han faltado quienes deseen
liquidar la deuda pública del país con la venta de esta region de la Patria. La
intención persiste. La historia continua.”
26
“Rise up, Guaycura!!!”. The Guaycura were one of the now-extinguished
indigenous groups who lived in the southern Baja California peninsula at the
time of European contact.
27
A larger percentage of the total is cyclists in 2004, probably because the
pavement is now smooth and unbroken.
28
Invoking the symbol of a much less benevolent cactus than the pitahaya.
29
“Los veleros pasan frente a la ciudad en busca de su fondeadero. Cuando
desfilan paralelos al malecón, su silueta recorta contra los manglares del
Mogote, la isla de arena que tiene las mejores playas de La Paz y donde
pronto se levantará una ciudad turística.” (Jordán 353)
30
“California parece siempre terra incognita, y todos los que a ella llegan se
lanzan a descubrirla. ‘Es ésta—me decía una gentil y sabia amiga—una vieja
característica californiana. En California, todos los redescubrimientos parecen
orignales.’ Y acaso esta frase, en mis labios, sea la major disculpa por
dedicarme a escribir este libro.”
31
“Somos ante de todo un municipio turístico…” (Guluarte Castro)
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NOTES—continued
Pages 198-203
32

“El megaproyecto es una figura emergente del mundo globalizado, se erige
con un pie en la creciente interdependencia económica y cultural de los paises
y con el otro en las expectativas provocadas por el proceso de inserción de los
espacios locales en las fuerzas globales.”
33
“Pero la aparición de los rancheríos tampoco fue exclusiva de las ciudades
que se industrializaron. Como Acapulco o Culiacán, otras razones
determinaron en otras partes su aparición. Las migraciones se dirigieron
también hacia ciudades medianas e importantes cuya actividad era
fundamentalmente adminstrativa y commercial, por el solo hecho de ser
centros activos donde parecía verosímil encontrar trabajo y mejores
condiciones de vida, y el resultado fue la formación de cinturones de miseria.”
34
“En la Paz, el malecón es el centro de la vida misma. Es el lugar de las
emociones y los amores, el del juego y el encuentro, el del sol, el mar y la
arena, el del lento paseo nocturno. La Paz y su malecón son inseparables. Si
algo de ideal tiene la ciudad de La Paz es precisamente el malecón, símbolo
inequívoco de nuestra porteña capital.”
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